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COURSE: ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR

This course deals with various kinds and types or. electric motors. It

will help you to understand theory and enable you co apply theory to

motor repair.

RATIONALE:

The Electric Motor Repair Course will provide you with practical informa-

tion for winding, repairing, and troul)int7.hooting AC and DC motors, and

controllers.

OBJECTIVES:

Given service information, tools, supplies and equipment, student will

service, diagnose difficulties, dissassemble, order, repair, and replace

components for selected AC/DC motors and generators. Successful achieve-

ment will be indicated by:

1. Motors =unction according to manufacturer's standards.

2. Following procedures given on performance check)ist.

3. 80% aecu7.:Icy on multiple choice objnctives tests.

PREREQUISITES:

Foundatio Educati.m

aESOURCES:

A course resource list is ;Attached.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

This course has eight units. Each unit has a Unit Learning Experience

Guide (LEG) that gives directions for unit completion. Each unit consists

of Learning Activitiy Packages (LAPS) that provide specific information

for completion of a learning activity. Pretesting results direct the

student to unit,J and performance activities.

Principal Atithor(s): T. 7.iller
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The general procedure for this course is as follows:

(1) Read the assigned unit LEG for this course.

(2) Begin and complete the first assigned LAP.

a. Take and score the LAP test.

b. Turn in the LAP test answer sheet.

c. Determine the reason for any missed items

on the LAP test.

d. Proceed to the next assigned IAP in the unit

e. Complete all required LAPs for th unit by

..allowing steps (a) ' rough. (d).

(3) Take the unit tests as described in the Unit LEG

"Evaluation Procedures".
(4) Proceed to the next assigned unit in this course.

(5) Follow steps 1 through 4 for all required units for

this course.
(6) Proceed to the next assigned course.

You will work independently unless directed to do otherwise. When

questions or problems arise, you are expected to discuss them with the

instructor. At all times remember te follow correct safety procedures

during the performance activity.

UNIT TITLES:

. 01 Electric Motor Fundamentals

. 02 Rewinding

.03 Split-phase Induction Motors

.04 Capacitor Motors

.05 Repulsion Motors

.06 Polyphase Motors

. 07 Direct Current Motors and Generators

.08 Universal and Shaded Pole Motors

EVALUATION:

FOLLOV-11-1RUJGB:

After completing this course guide, you may begin with the first unit

guide. If you have any questions, consult with your instructor.

4
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COURSE TEST: ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR

78.01.01.01

1. The ability of a material to permit the setting up of magnetic lines of

force is called:

a. reluctance
b. permeance
c. acceptance
d. reliability

2. The flux lines that represent magnetic force:

a. follow straight lines
b. occur only at the magnetics
c. are uniformly distributed in the area

d. are concentrated at the ends, or poles, of the magnet

3. If the N pole of one magnet and the S pole of another magnet are brought

close together:

a. the lines of magnetic force will cross each other

b. they will repel each other
c. they will demagnetize each other
d. they will attact each other

4. The magnetic field that forms around a current-carrying conductor is:

a. a series of closed circles running

b. a series ...f concentric circles, or rings, around the conductor

c. pattern of lines radiating out from the conductor

d. parallel to the conductor

5. To determine the direction of the magnetic fijd around a current-carrying
conductor by means of the left-hand rule, you must know:

a. the direction of current flow in the conductor

b. the direction of the lines of force

c. the magnitude of the current
d. the number of turns per inch
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78.01.01.02

6. According to Faraday's law, the voltage generated by the relative motion

of a conductor and a Tagnetic field is:

a. indirectly proportional to the cross sectional area of the field

b. directly proportional to the cross sectional area of the field

c. directly proportional to the rate at which the conductor cuts the

lines of magnetic fore?
d. always in the same direction, negative to positive

7. When a circuit in which current has been flowing reaches a steady state

and the switch is then opened, the magnetic field around the conductor

starts to collapse and:

a. all current flow immediately ceases

b. the voltage induced by the collapsing field tends to keep the circuit

current flowing
c. a resistance is set up by the induced voltage

d. mutual inductance increases

8. Which of the following are physical factors that affect inductance?

a. flux density
b. the applied voltage
c. the amount of current flow
d. the length of the core

9. The amount of inductance in a coil is:

a. the resistance in a coil

b. directly proportional to change in current

c. always in reference to polarity
d. the number of turns in a coil

10. The strength of induced voltage depends upon:

a. fields relative motion
b. the battery applied to the generator

c. inverse mutual inductance ratio
d. the number of magnetic lines of force cut by the coi and the speed

at which the conductor moves through the field
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78.01.01.03

11. Total current used by the motor Is determined by:

a. the power redurJn ratio
b. the field and armature currents
c. the constant speed of the motor
d. the percent of speed regulation

12. the starting winding were burned out in a split-phase motor, when the

power is turned on it would:

a. short circuit the windlng
b. not start
c. burn out the run winding
d. reverse the rotation

13. If the load is removed from a series motor:

a. it will decrease its speed
b. it will run normally
c. it will increase its speed
d. it will destroy itself by centrifugal force

14. Identify the schematic in Fig. 1.

a. dyna motor
b. parallel motor
c. series motor
d. syncro motor

15. Identify the schematic in Fig. 2.

a. syncro motor
b. compound motor
c. parallel motor
d. dyna motor

rig. 1

7

Fig. 2

rt-1 - -0

0
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78.01.01.04

16. On the illustration of the universal motor, what 'lumber would identify

the field coils:

a. 3

b. 2

c. 1

d. 4

17. On the illustration of the universal motor, which number would identify

the commutator?

a. 2

b. 1

c. 4

d. 3

UNIVERSAL MOTOR
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78.01.01.04 (continued)

78.01.00.00.A2-2

18. On the illustration of the repulsion type motor, which number would

identify the commutator?

a. 4

b. 2

c. 3

d. 1

19. On the illustration of the repulsion type motor, which number would

identify the stator and winding?

a. 3

b. 1

c. 2

d. 4

REPULSION-TYPE MOTOR

(1,

3
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78.01.01.04 (continued)

20. On the illustration of the pcl.yphase motor, which number would identify

the stitor?

a. 2

b. 1

C. 3

d. 4
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78.01.01.05

21. What are the two classes ois induc en motors?

a. squirrel cage and wound rotor
b. split phase and capacitor start
c. wound rotor and :yncroncus
d. squirrel cage and shaped pole

22. What rotates in a shaded-pole motor?

a. field coil
b. armature
c. squirrel cage
d. shade coil

23. What device is used i n a capacitor start motor to connect the AC voltage

from the start to the (-Lin vindinc?

a. resistor
b. capacitor
c. centrifugal switch
d. inductor switch

24. A machine that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy is called:

a, an armature
b. a generator
c. a motor
d. a capacitor

25. A machine that converts electrical energy into mechanical energy is called:

a. a generator
b. a motor
c. an altecr
d. a Lapltor

78.01.02.01

26. Why is the term "end room" important, when taking data on R motor?

a. only because of the rur
b. only because of the start viiing
c. because the end plates may -,):-ess ac,,Elnst the coils and cause a short

d. because of risulaton paper
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78.01.02.01 :continued)

27. Identify the information necessary in taking data for the rewinding of a

motor.

a. none of the following
b. obtain information on both th run and start windings

c. note specific informati )n concerning the old windings
d. obtain as ;ouch data as possible

28. What information would you put oi your data sheet if the start winding

on a motor was shorted?

a. don't put anything on 'no doU sheet
b. put just the start winding oo the information sheet
c. put just the run winding on he data sheet
d. put both the run windino ar,d s-,:,rt winding information

29. Why taking the proper th;ta,wnen working on a motor, important?

a. it is just something we do in schools
b. it is added paper work to increase the price it costs the consumer

c. so that no difficulty will be encountered upon reassembly

d. it is not needed

30. What is meant by the pitch of a coil on a motor?

a. the number of slots separating the sides of a coil

b. the number of groups of coils
c. the number of degrees they are apart
d. how far the coil protrudes from the slots

78.01.02.02

31. While stripding the stator on a motor, why is it important to count the

turns of wiro.:, and number of coils per pole?

a. to check the manufacturer's speci,cications
b. to get it on the data card, so when it is rewound, it will have the

same number of turns per pole

c. to guard against a change in polarity
d. because when it is rewound, it should have 5 less oJils per pole than

are unwound

32. If only the start winding on a tio)tor is to be changed, you should:

a. cut one end of each coil and pull

b. change both start and run windings
c. lift out the start winding ano remno the wedges with a hacksaw

d. remove the wedges and lift out the start winding
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78.01.02.02 (continued)

33. How long should the stator on a motor be on the burning pit?

a. 30 minutes
b. several hours
c. one hour
d. 24 hours

34. While stripping the stator on a motor, should you check wire size?

a. Yes, you have to determine new winding sizes

b. No, anyone can guess the wire size
c. Sometimes you should just in case you lose the stator

d. Never, it's not that important

35. One method of stripping a stator is to:

a. cut both sides off
b. cut each coil on one side and pull the coil out the other

c. pull
d. cut each coil on ore side and pull

73.01.02.03
36. When insulating a motor stator, when would you use a paper cutter?

a. to cut insulation only to be cuffed

b. to cut insulation to proper width

c. to cut the cuff only
d. to cut only the wedges

37. The best procedure to follow when reinsulating a core on a motor is to:

a. it isn't necessary to reinste the core
b. replace it with thinner insation t'..nln was originally used

replac:, with thicker insuat:on than was originally used

d. r.-,7! it with t.yrv! and thickness of insulation as used in

the original WifW,0

38. Class A insulation H.se when r.L'ring (7; mo o- and is made of:

a. ragstock paper
h. heavy paper
c. dacron-ffwl,

d. mylar

39. What type of 'orhf-,n reinsulating a core on a motor

because it is .
.i:emperature a!-!d has high tensile strength?

a. ragstock
b. mylar combinatio:.
c. nylon paper
d. dacron-mylar
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78.01.02.03 (continued)

40. When reinsulating a core on a motor, the cuff should be turned back:

a. 1/4 inch
b. 5/8 inch
c. 1/2 inch
d. 1/8 inch

78.01.02.04

41. What two ways are usually used te Neasure wire for a motor?

a. micrometer
b. American screw gauge and depth yauge

c. American wire gauge and feeler gauge

d. micrometer and wire gauge

42. Wh ch of t1;72, following ways of winding 1,,; 1 produce the tightest winding

possible?

a. skein
b. form winding
c. motor winding
d. hand winding

43. Before winding a motor, which of the following should be completed first?

a. remove end bells

b. collect necessary data

c. remove stator
d. insulate slots

44. In a skein Thding, which of the following is of prime importance, when

07.] stator t :-tor?

a. radius must be (Ixact

b. circumference mst be exact

c. shape (round) mus be exact

d. shape (rectangr) must be exact

45. Which or the fo:,:,,, types
size is over 2

a. hand
b. firm
c. skein
d. muchine

hf.ed, if the wire
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78.01.02.05

46. In a motor, all the coils are wound with the same size:

a. start winding
b. magnetic wire
c. set of coils
d. leads

47. Series field coils consist of which of the following in a DC motor?

a. light wire with many turns
b. heavy wire with many turns
c. heavy wire with a few turns

d. light wire with a few turns

48. Shunt fields in a DC motor consist which of the following?

a. heavy wire with a few turns
b. light wire with many turns

c. light wire with many turns

d. heavy wire with many turns

49. Interpole fields in a DC motor consist of which of the following?

a. heavy wire with a few turns

b. heavy wire with many turns

c. light wire with a few turns

d. light wire with many turns

50. Most generally, the poles in DC motor are connected:

a. in a series
b. in a parallel
c. in a series parallel
d, alterratL7y saries than parallel

72.01.02.06

51. Before dipping., the stator from a motor shoul

oven for:

a. 10 minutes
b. 45 minutes
c. 60 minutes
d. 30 minutes

placed in a baking

52. At what approximate temperatu should the stAr on a motor be preheated?

a. 200 degrees i

b. 112 degrees F.

c. 250 degrees F.
d. 250 degrees C.
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78.01.02.06 (continued)

53. When varnishing a motor, the entire process of dipping or trickling the

varnish should take no longer than:

a. 5 to 10 minutes
b. 20-30 minutes
c. 15-20 minutes
d. 10-15 minutes

54. When varnishing a motor, r type of varnish that does not require baking is:

a. orange varnish
b. resin varnish
c. air drying varnish
d. polyester varnish

55. When do you varnish the new vindings in a stator of a motor?

a. after installing the windings in the stator and before installing

flexible leads
b. after installing the windings, completing a test and installing

flexible leads
c. after installing the windings in the stator

d. before installing the windings in the stator

78.01.03.01

56. When repairing an electric motor, is it necessary to know the number of

hours worked to fill out a work order?

a. Yes, for billing purposes
b. Yes, for complete records
c. No, only if trying to do it faster then someone else

d. No, this information isn't necessary

57. On 1 she.L repairing an electric motor, the job description

is:

a. a description of location

b. a description of the customer

c. a description of the trouble

d. a description of parts used

58. Why is the date received on a work order For repairing an electric motor

important?

a. it makes no difference
b. it identifies the oldest routine order to work on

c. only if its routie is t impoctanL

d. always leave blank
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78.01.03.01 (continued)

59. What does the grand total column on a work order for repairing an electric

motor include?

a. cost of material used only
b. dollars per hour of labor only
c. total cost of all material and labor
d. total cost of labor only

60. When would you put something in the "Needed By" block of a work order

when repairing a motor?

a. always fill it in
b. always leave blank
c. only if it's needed immediately
d. only if it is routine

78.01.03.02

61. On a split phase induction motor, the start winding is located between:

a. 4-5
b. 1-2

c. 1-4
d. 3-4

62. What is the other name used to refer to the start winding on a split phase

induction motor?

a. run winding
b. main winding
c. auxiliary winding
d. squirrel cage winding

63. When c spur. p:.--, induction motor, the current flowing through

both the running and startin9 ;,indings:

a. causes a centrifugal force
bs causes a rotor to turn
c. closes centrifugal switch
d. causes a magnetic field

64. The un winding on a split phase -induction motor is located between:

a. 1-4

b. 4-5
c. 3-4
d. 1-2

(.:',ee diagram ?,dF:2FtiO:, 61)
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78.01.03.02 (continued)

65. In the run winding of a split phase induction motor, how many poles are

there?

a. 3

b 2

c. 1

d. 4

78.01.03.03

66. Where is the squirrel cage winding found on a split phase induction motor?

a. inside the rotor
b. inside the stator

c. inside the rear end plate

d. inside the front end plate

67. The stator on a split phase induction motor is labeled by what number?

a. 8

b. 7

c. 2

d. 3

(see diagram 1 on next page)

68. On a split phase induction motor, of the two windings inside the stator,

which is the run winding?

a. the smallest diameter wire

b. heavy copper bars
c. the thin flat bars on the rear endplate

d. the largest diameter wire

69. Which end of a split phase induction motor hGs the two punch marks on the

s'cator housing and end plates?

a. the rear endpiat

b. the shaft end
c. on the shaft
d. both ends

70 On a split phase induction motor which end plate shouid be taken off first?

a. bottom plate
b. rear end plate

c. shaft end plate
d. front end plate



45k,cif?
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78.01.03.04

71. If the start winding of a split phase induction motor remains in the circuit,
the:

a. contact points are burnt
b. centrifugal switch is not closing
c. centrifugal switch is not opening
d. start winding is shorted

72. To determine whether a winding on a split phase induction motor is
grounded, while using a test lamp you would:

a. connect one test lead to centrifugal switch and one to power lead
b. connect test lead in series with the run or start windings
c. connect one test lead to the rotor and one to the power line

d. connect one test lead to power lead and other lead to core

73. If a split phase induction motor smells and feels hot, the probable cause

is:

a. a bad connecticn
b. a shorted winding
c. the centrifugal switch is not closing
d. an openiny in the winding

74. In which schematic below is the split phase induction motor in the

starting position?

a. 2

b. 1

c. 3

d. 4

1

75. Ih the schematic below, the split phase induction motor:

a. has reached 7b/, of normal speed

b. is in starting position
c. will not run
d. has reached 25% of normal speed
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78.01.03.05

76. How would you check for an over loaded motor?

a. use a watt meter
b. use an ohmmeter
c. look for excessive heat or use an ammeter

d. look for cold or use a voltmeter

77. What might be the cause if the split phase induction motor won't start?

a. loose end-bell
b. loose bearing
c. bad run winding
d. bad start winding

78. If a split phase induction motor draws more current than its rated load,

it will:

a. open
b. short
c. ground
d. produce excessive heat

79. If a split phase induction motor runs slower than normal speed, it may

be because of a :

a. short squirrel cage winding
b. bad centrifugal switch
c. bad start winding
d. short in the run winding

80. If a split phase induction motor runs at a reduced speed, it may indicate:

a. an open in the start winding

b. an open in the centrifugal switch

c. rotor bars

d. an open run winding

78.01.04.01

81. On a two valve capacitor motor, what purpose does the ci,,cifugal switch

serve?

a. to substitute a lower capacity
b. takes the capacitor and run winding out of circuit

c. takes the capacitor and start winding out of circuit

d. takes the start winding and capacitor out of the circuit
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78.01.04.01 (coltinued)

82. What is taken off the line after a motor reaches approximately 75% full

speed?

a. start winding and capacitor
b. capacitor and centrifugal switch
c. start winding and rotor
d. run winding and centrifugal switch

83. How are the two valves of capacitance housed?

a. two capacitors are in series
b. by using a transformer
c. two capacitors are in parallel
d. dual capacitors are in one can

84. What is connected to the line after the motor reaches approximately 75%

full speed?

a. run winding
b. capacitor
c. centrifugal switch
d. start winding

85. What happens to the capacitor when approximately twice normal voltage is

applied?

a. capacity increases as the square of the voltage

b. capacity decreases by 1/2 the voltage

c. capacity remains the same, the voltage is doubled

d. capacity decreases as voltage increases 4 times

78.01.04.02

86. There is triF centrifugal switch located in a capacitor start motor?

a. inside the stator
b. on the rear end plate
c. on the top of stator
d. on the front end plate

87. Normally, where is the capacitor located on a capacitor start motor?

a. inside the rear end plate
b. inside the stator
c. on top of the stator
d. in the rotor

88. What is the only difference LL2-rn a capacitor start ihoLoy and a split

phase motor?

a. run winding
b. none
c. capacitor
d. centrifugal switch
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78.01.04.02 (continued)

89. How is a capacito:' rated?

a. by amps
b. by farads
c. by OHMS
d. by WVDC

90. In a capacitor star: .rotor he c4iajtor is in parallel with:

a. run winding
b. bearings
c. start winding
d. centrifugal switch

78.01,04.03

91. If a capacitor start motor starting with :n.) load applied,

the trouble may be:

a. open windings
b. defective capacitor
c. over load
d. bad centrifugal switch

92. The capacitance of a motor starting capacitor should be within what % of

the rated capacity?

a. 10%
b. 30%
c. 20%
d. 40%

93. On a capacitor start capacitor run motor, what type of zapacitor is used?

a. r11 3 for

b. i:WD valve paper capacic..;r

c. two valve oil capacitor
d. paper capacitor

94. What will the ohmeter show if the capacitor i s :1,c-Jt,A?

a. lead on 1 termi:!al term;n1
b. the ohmmeter kri 1 l give a different reAfto
c. the chwmete,- sl-x.w zero OHMS

d. the ohii,hietr infir,it reading

reverse
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78.01.04.03 (continued)

95. How is a capacitor checked using an ohmmeter?

a. the ohmmeter will give a different reading

b. lead on I- terminal lead on . terminal ohmmeter en high

c. the ohmmete will show zero OHMS

d. the ohmmeter 'All show infinity reading

78.01.04.04

96. In e capacitor start motor, if the varnish is scraped or nicked in one

spot, should it be instal ecl in the starter?

A.. occasionally
b. never

c. always
sometimes

97. When you apply current to a capacitor start motor and the fuse burns out

look for:

a. shorted winding
b. open capacitor
c. too small fuse

d. wrong connections

98 Which is the proper schematic for a capacitor start motor?
C CS

a.

b.

C.

d.

a.

Line jsW

CS

c.

Line,

6'
T- ) CI.

1
Line RW -) SW

J
-1

CS

99. Wien a capacitor scci-t iiiiThr i7 first pot

followng shoid L_!

SW

Line
SW

on -che wor!: bench, which of the

a. plug it into a voltage source and see what doesn' t work properly

b. refer to mnu!',..etorers booklet

c. dismanile and look inside

d. use a L,Fst 11;1-ip or uh,mieter and ciwa for 9rounds, shorts, opens
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78.01.04.04 (continued)

100. If a capacitor start motor without a load hums, but does not run, suspect:

a. overload
b. defective capacitor
c. shorted winding
d. grounded winding

78,01.05.01

101. What are the two types of repulsion start inductior motors?

a. brush lifting and brushriding
b. brush-riding and commutator

c. cents. devices and comnutator

d. brush-lifting and centrifugai device

102. The ore advantage of a repulsion induction motor is

a. no commutator
b. no centrifugal switch mechanism used

c. that it can be called an inductive series motor

d. no compensating winding

103. What is one feature common in all types of repulsion motors?

a, each has a centrifugal switch

b, each uses a capacitor
c. each has slip rings
d. each has a rotor containing a winding connected to a commutator

104. On a repulsion start induction motor using an axial commutator, the

brushes:

same

b. ito
c. ride

d. can do both ride and lift

105. On a brush-lifting type of repulsion st7.rt induction mc to when does the

brush move away frc:o the commutator?

a. at approx. P:F/', oF Full spec2.,,T:

b. at approx. 5Tt of full 31-.)..er,:

c. at approx. of full speed

d. at 1,-.Jpc. f01
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78.01.'05.02

106, What is the purpose of the spring barrel on a repulsion start induction motor?

a. it has no real purpose

b. it holds the short circuiting necklace in place

c. it moves the governor weights
d. it helps remove the governor springs

107. On repulsion type motors, what is the purpose of the governor weights?

a. it causes the short circuiting necklance to short cut the commutator

b. it controls the speed of the rotor

c. it pushes the brushes away from the commutator

d. it moves only the push rods

108. What is the purpose of the stator of a repulsion type motor?

a. to hold the core
b. to hold the brushes

c. to hold the armature winding
d. to hold the laminated core and field winding

109. What is the purpose of the short circuiting necklace in repulsion type

motors?

a. to hold the push rods in center position

b. to move the governdr weights

c. to short cut the commutator windings

d. to hold the spring barrel

110. On a repulsion start induction run motor, the copper bars that are

percendictflar to the shaft are called:

a. - .,h,-.dtor threads

b. axial commutator

c. spring barrel commutator

d. radial commutator

78.01.05.03

111. What is used in testing for gronds

a. volt meter

b. internal c.0,4-r

c. DC batt,2r;. H;i compass

d. test 1,mp
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78.01.05.03 (continued)

112. If the repulsion type motor keeps burning out fuscs, the trouble may be:

a. worn bearings
b. open field
c, shorted armature
d. worn brush holder

113. If the repulsion type motor 1:i0ME but does not r tne trouble may be:

a. loose centrifugal device
h. grounded stator
c. high MICA
d. overload

114. Open armature coils wil-; cause ne repo :;ior, Vpe ciy.t:)1- to

a. hum but not run
b. become-excessively hot
c, spark internally
d. burn out fuses

115. A growler is used to test the:

a. stator for shorts
b. armature for shorts
c. armature for opens
d. stator for grounds

78.01.05.04

116. If a repulsion start induction motor is set on the soft neutral position,

how can this be checked?

k/ith a ohmmeter
b. 1.0':7

c, 1).r, movin will not run, ther. to right ,,;.ightly

d. with an ammeter

117. On a brush repulsion motor, if the brushiis (7,rE, shvLeci to the

right, the al.;flature will rotate:

o. counr.ercioc..k,J1

c. vary:In:1 th,

d, 90 deores
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7.01.00.00.A2-2

118. What type of material ar 'orushes made of fn rpu I on type o.lotors?

a. carbon ?y- graphfte

b, carbon post
graphitr2 past
copper or lead

119. lo repo-P:10 ype m.)i-..ors, the rsh re coved ne
armture will rotate in a:

a. clockwise direcLion
the motor wiU

c. the direction will not OE. changed

d. dountrclockwisE.

LO. What Lon,ffloniy rerred td 'oigtoil

type motur"!'

a.

d.

the type of connecton in armature
the copper wire on one end of the brush

the type of connection in the commutator

the type of connection in stator

78.01.05.01

121. The rotor oF a the ihase motccr cootJins

a. die-cast core
b. wound core
c. laminated core
d. solid core

122. The operation of practically all polyphae

a nq iiicaei c 1.d

5. stationiary maync
c. stationary solenoid
d. revolving soenoid

123. Polyphase ;:iptors ar:

b

nrC e.

_ .11.i S ..) I

d- r-
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78.01.06.01 (continued)

124. Three phase motors vary Frcm Fr-actionalPoorsepower size Go.

a. several thousand HP
b. several hundre HP

c. a few HP
d. several HP

125. The three main lyt,:Hn parts o. a l..lvee phasc motor are end plates, .:tutor,

and:

a. armature
b. conmitator
c. field coils
d. roto).

78.01.05.02

126. Three phase motors have a fairly constant characteristic of:

a, torque
b. voltage
c. frequency
d. speed

127. An AC motor that is designed for either three phase Ur tv,o

is c.,211ed a:

a. repulsion type motor,
b. polyphase motor
c. split phase motor
d. split phase capacitor start motor

12q. Ohr.!t is :"-e p.c.:pose of the stator cf a three phase !ilc;:.or?

a . F- rotor
b. to ho1d nearing:
c. to house the laminated core and inding.,

d. co enable .:haft to turn

129. What is tho of end bells ot' a polyp

a. n4:s ane tf.;

b. c.o ?n. L;.)

.

Li. t;.)

:Lse operation
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78.01.06.02 (continued)

130. What is the difference internally in two types of polyphase moors?

a. the: coils aro. the same but the intenal connections are direrent

b the col and intevnal connections are the same

c. the coils are wound differently but the connections are the same

d. both the coils and intern;J.1 connections are changed

18.01.06_03

In what way is an internal grower used to test a pelynase motc,r, parallel-

co.in,?ctd: for shorts:

a. parallels disconnected-growler in position - bad coils become hot

allois disconnected note vibrations Gf h7::csaw

ncin.j the vibration::, of hacksaw blT.H

Ad the grcw1r,r in poiton-defective ;111 hD7.

132. 1.,1 a polyphase motor, if there is a reversed phase, the moor will:

a. run properly
b, fail to start
c. become excessively hot
d. not run properly

133. In a polyphase delta-connected motor using a Le'Yc lamp, ha) would you

determine which phase is open?

disconn?ct at delta point and test each phase separat2l3'

b. place one lead at delta point and the other on each a,.;e lead

c. you can not test delta connected motors for opens

d. disconnect the phases and test each phase separately

134. Hve.rses i polyphase motor may occur in:

a. groups
b. coils

C. phases
d. all answers are correct

175. In 7.;
poh.phi:se deLt=,1 connected motor, using a test how would you

phas9?

a, disconnect at delta point and test each phase separately

h, place one test lead at delta point and the other test lead to power

leads

c. disconnect phases at leads and test each phase separately

1:Hld to motor frame and 9nc test of the power

leads
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78.01.06.04

136. This schematic symbol is for what type three phasphase connection?

a. WYE
b. star
c. pigtail

d. delta

137. 1.' you have only a rectangular form for a three phase motor coil, how

can you make it into a diamond?

by pulling at the center of opposite sides

b, can't ba done

c. only by using a diamond-shaped head

d. can only make a diamond if using a rounded form

138. How are Wye-connected coils of a three phase motor connected?

a. the ends of each coil together, the beginning of each to a phase

b. beginning of each coil connected together

c. the ends of each phase connected together

d. the beginning of each phase connected together

139, What type of tape is preferred on a coil in a three phase motor?

a. black electrical tape
b. varnished cambric or fiberglass tape

c. rubber tape
d. cotton tapt--_.

140. ''hF,t, type tape is often used to tape the coils of a three phase motor?

a. '_otton

b. electrical

c. paper
d. rubber

78.0; .07..01

141. dr? t'ir-s: step in disassembling a D C motor?

a. mark the end bells and frame With a pin punch

b. remove the raLaining bolts

c. lift the brushes out of their holders

u..1T;cre piqtail connect',ons 3116 r;move the hru,:hos
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78.01.07.01 (continued)

142. On which 2art of a I) C motors' armature do the Or!).shes ride?

a. on the conmutator
b. on the armature coils
c. on the field co]i
d. on the brush holder

143 On all D C motors, cu,-:sezil: must be conducted to the armatu:, oirAing

through the:

a. brushes
b. end bells
c. bearing
d. brush holders

144. In o D C motor, fieij hold the:

a. armature
b. field coils

c. run and start windings

d. run winding

145. In a D C motor, the brushes are held stationary by the:

a. commutator
b. brush holders

c. brush rigging
d. end plates

78.01.07.02

146. A shunt field and armature connected in series is characteristic of what

type of motoy.?

a. 11-lai
b. series

c. compound
d. shunt

147. Whi,A of the following i s characteristic of a D C shunt ,,,,,tor?

a. variable = .:o

b. low speed

c. high speed

d. constant speed
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78.01.07.02 (continued)

148. Which of the Following components 4n E D C shunt motor prevents a rise in

speed?

a. heavy shunt field
b. carbon brushes

c. centrifugal switch
d. light series field

149. A stabilized shunt motor contains which of the follow;og?

a. a rotor
b. a heavy series field
c. variable field
d. a light series field

150. Which of the following characteritics does a D C series ihotor have?

a. heavier load, higher speed
b. variable speed
c. low starting torque
d. lighter load, lower speed

78.01.07.03

151. In a two- pole D C series motor the fields are connected in:

a. series
b. tandem
c. parallel
d. unison

152. To reverse the rotation of a D C series motor, all that is necessary is

to interchange the leads on the:

a. block

b. starter
c. armature
d. brush holders

153. In a D C compound motor, if the current flows through the series-field

and shunt-field coils of a pol i the sane directlo,l, and the shunt field

is connected acruL the line. Ps. known

a. long-shunt cumulative motor
b. long-shunt d'ifforential motor

c. short-shunt differential motor

d. short-shunt cumulative motor
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78.01.07.03 (continued)

154. In a D C compound motor, the shunt fields are connected in:

a. tandem
b. series
c. parallel
d. unison

155. On a four-pole, compound-interpole motor, if the leads on the brushholder

are reversed, it will cause;

a. the motor to operate correctly
b. the intepoles to overload
c. the brushes to spark
d. the motor to stop

78.01.07.04

156. If a D C motor fails to run when the switch is turned on, the trouble may

be:

a. the wrong voltage applied
b. off-set brushes
c. an open armature circult

d. a dirty commutator

157. Why does the NEC require that all permanently installed D C motors

be grounded to a pipeline which is connected to the earth?

a. if not properly grounded, the operator may be severely shocked

b. it causes the motor to burn open
c. it has nothing to do with motor operation

d. it adds cost to the overall installation

158. i a D C mot 2- runs slowly, the trouble might be:

a. open coils
b. wrong interpole polarity
c. worn bearings
d. grounded coils

159. How many circu;t: ::re in a shunt motor?

a. 2

b. 1

c 3

d. 4
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78.01.07.04 (continued)

160. In a 0 C motor, if a bare wire touches the laminated pole, the motor is

said to be:

a. interpoled
b. open
c. grounded
d. shorted

78.01.07.05

161. When is a generator said to be separately excited?

a. when the field coils are connected to an outside source of electricity

b. at 110 V

c. when the commutator is connected to an outside source of electricity

d. when the armature is connected to a battery

162. How many types of self-excited generators are there?

a. 4

b. 1

c. 2

d. 3

163. When a conductor is moved across the lines of force in a magnetic field,

a voltage will be induced in the:

a. conductor
b. flux
c. magnetic field
d. force

164. A machine ccrverting mechanical energy into electrical energy is called:

a. starter
b. motor
c. generator
d. engine

165. A wire moved to cut lines cf magnetic force will produce:

a. mechanical energy
b. electromotive force

c. heat energy
d. static pressure
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78.01.07.06

166. The direct current generator is constructed similar to the

a. three phase motor
b. split phase motor
c. D C motor
d. shaded pole motor

167. D C generators are rated in terms of:

a. horsepower
b. volts

c. kflowatts
d. AMPS

168. To discover the current output of & generator, the ammeter should be

connected in:

a. series with the generator
b. series with the load

c. parallel with the load

d. parallel with the generator

169. Generator voltage can be varied by using a resistor across the series

field to vary the current through it. This is called a:

a. exciter
b. diverter
c, commutator
d. shunt

170. Direct current from a battery is used to:

a. energize the commutator
b. run the generator

c keep the :urrent flowing in the same direction

d. ,J...;tF. the field cA],. of a generator

78.01.07.07

171. If a generator has too much resistance in the field circuit, the generator

will:

a, .ndt generate
b. rotate
c. operate only slightly
d. operate normally
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78.01.07.07 (continued)

172. If a generator has too much resistance in its field circuit, the trouble

may be:

a. shorted field coils

b. loose connections
c. bad bearings
d. grounded field coils

173. If a generator does not generate power, the trouble may be:

a. loss of residual magnetism
b. an overload
c. a differential connection

d. too slow a speed

174. What would be the probable cause of a smoking D C generator?

a. the wrong field connection

b. a completely shorted armature

c. a loss of residual magnetism

d. a bad bearing

175. Why would a wrong field connection result in a non-operational generator?

a. the lines of force would be produced opposite of the residual lines

b. the armature would short and burn

c. a high resistance force would be created

d. the lines of force would be produced in the direction of the flux

78.01.07.08

176. What could prevent sufficient current from flowing in the field coils of

a generator?

a. 1^(: ,j residual maslotism
b. wrong field connection

.c. faulty field rheostat

d. wrong rotation

177. Why is it important to replace a D C generator's brushes ith replacements

of the same type

a. severe sparking may result if brushes are different

b. the generator will not operate EJ: all

c. the bearinc will freeze

d. it is not necessary, any size and type can be used
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78.01.07.08

178. If after repairing a generator the voltage does not build up what is a

possible cause?

a. resistance in the field circuit

b. bad bearings
c. brushes are the wrong type
d. the case is shorted out

179. If after repairing a generator you find only a low voltage will develop

which of the following may be the cause:

a. bad brushes
b. shorted armature

c. bad bearings
d. field windings connected improperly

180. If after repairing a generator you discover that no votage is produced

what has happened to the magnetic lines of flux in the generator?

a. they are intersecting the residual lines at 450

b. they are running opposite to the residual lines of flux

c. they are not the cause of the problem

d. they are not being broken

78.01.08.01

181. What are the two major characteristics of a universal motor?

a. high starting torque and variable speed

b. low starting torque and variable speed

c. low starting torque and lots of power

d. high starting torque and constant speed

182. Why is the 11.iversal motor the most popular type in the fractional

sizo?

a. it is inexpensive
b. it is used on most household appliances

c. it doesn't have field coils

d. it can be used as a generator

183. What is the purpose of the field core'in a universal motor?

a. it houses the bearings

b. it supports the outer housing

c. it holds the armature

d. it holds the coils
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78.01.08.01 (continued)

184. What type of motor is very similar to the D C series motor?

a. shaded pole
b. universal
c. compound
d. split phase

185. The type of motor that can be used on either A C or D C voltage is:

a. a shaded -pole motor
b. a split-phase motor
c. a universal motor
d. a repulsion motor

78.01.08.02

186. How is the commutator of a universal motor connected to the shaft?

a. it is glued on
b. set-screwed on
c. pressed on
d. welded on

187. Where is the frame located on a universal motor?

a. end plates
b. outer housing
c. coil bracket
d. field core

188. Why are universal motors usually built into the device they drive?

a. they rJ0 at very low speed and cause vibration

b. ,;un't have ar:21 moving parts

c. they run at dangerously ,igh speed without load

d. the bearings don't have to be Nbricated

189. Identify #6 on the exploded view of a universal motor (attached).

a. bell housing
b. metal clamps
c. Meld coils
d. laminated core
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78.01.08.02 (continued)

190. ,dentify #5 on the attached figure. (See page 34a)

a. laminated core
b. armature
c. commutator
d. fan

78.01.08.03

191. Shorted coils will cause a universal motor to:

a. have poor torque
b. smoke
c. run hot
d. spark t,.idly

78.01.00.00.A2-2

192. What piece of test equipment should be used to test for an open field
coil winding in a universal motor?

a. a voltmeter
b. a wattmeter
c. an ohmmeter
d. an ammeter

193. When using a test lamp on an or coil of a universal motor, the
light would:

a. stay out
b. glow normally
c. glow
d. i)r:ghtly

194. What would the wrong brush position cause a universal motor to do?

a. run hot
b. smoke
c. spark badly
d. have poor torque

195. What is the problem in a universal motor that causes it to rotate CCW?

a. short in the armature
b. short in the switch
c. open field coil
d. reversed motor leads
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78.01.08.04

196. How many start windings are required by a shaded-pole motor?

a. three
b. four
c. two
d. one

197. If a universal motor has poor torque, the trouble may be:

a. brushes off neutral
b. shorted armature
c. overload
d. shorted field

198. If a universal motor sparks badly, the trouble may be:

a. brushes off neutral
b. overload
c. wrong voltage
d. shorted field pules

199. How many coils are usually found in a universal motor armature slot?

a. two
b. one
c. three
d. four

200. When installing new insulation in a universal motor armature, how far
should the insulation extend above the end of the slots?

a. './/4 it
b. 1/It in.
c. 3/8 in.
d. 1/2 in.
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78.01.08.05

201. Single phase induction motors require an auxiliary winding to provide the
motor starting torque. How is this done in a shaded-pole motor?

a. one closed turn of heavy, copper wire embedded in one side of each stator pole
b. there is no need because it has very little torque
c. many turns of light copper wire in the stator or frame
d. it is wound at same time as the field coils

202. Shaded-pole motors have stators constructed similarly to what other motor?

a. split-phase
b. universal
c. polyphase
d. shunt wound

203. During the part of the sine curve where the current drops near maximum to 0,
current in the shaded coil will again be:

a. lagging
b. opposed
c. dropped
d. induced

20/4. Where are shaded-pole motors used?

a. timing devices
b. compressor motors
c. large app;:::7-ces
d . pos.rq' is

205. How are shaded-pole motors reversed?

a. reverse the current
b. reverse the brushes
c. reverse field coils
d . one shaded winding is closed one shaded winding is open

78.01.08.06
206. A shaded-pole motor consists of:

a. two end bells, one stator, one rotor, and one set of brushes
b. two end bells, two stator's, and one rotor
c. two end bells, one rotor, one stator, and one fan
d . two end bells, one rotor, and one stator
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78.0! . 08.06 (continued)

207. Identify figure number 5 on the attached illustration:

a. rotor
b. end bell
c. bearing
d. stator

208. Identify item number 2 on the attached illustration.

a. stator
b. winding
c. end bell
d. rotor

209. All shaded-pole motors have rotors of what type?

a. squirrel-cage
b. slotted
c. split-phase
d. fast starting torque

210. Why can only one end plate be removed on a shaded pole motor?

a. it's part of the frame
b. it's spot welded
c. it has a special bearing
d. it's part of the rotor
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78.01.08.07

211. If a shaded-pole motor has poor starting torque, the trouble might exist in:

a. the 'voltage being applied
b. the load
c. the field
d. the armature

212. If a shaded-pole motor is plugged with dirt, one symptom will be:

a. change in polarity

b. change in armature direction
c. increased rpm
d. poor torque

213. When using a test lamp on an open-field coil of a shaded-pole motor, the light
would:

a. stay out
b. glow brightly
c. glow normally
d. glow dimly

214. How many phases does a shaded pole motor have?

a. 2

b. I

c. 3

d. 4

215. Windings in a 3t for in a shaded-pole motor must be connected so what will
develero

a. alike polarity results
b. variable polarity results
c. consistant polarity results
d. alternate polarity results

7 8.01.0 8.0 8

216. What method should be used to rewind a shaded-pole motor?

a. set winding
b. skein winding
c. hand winding
d. form winding
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78.01.08.08 (continued)

217. Why should insulating paper be placed on the corners of a shaded-pole motor
or around its core?

78.01.00.00.A2-2

a. to prevent the coil from shorting
b. to prevent damage to the armature
c. to prevent the coil from grounding
d. to prevent a blown fuse

218. If after repairing a shaded-pole motor you find that the motor does not run,
what may be the cause?

a. magnetic flux lines are intersecting a 45°
b. loose bearings
c. magnetic flux lines are parallel
d. shorted field windings

219. A shaded-pose motor has which of the following characteristics?

a. very long life
b. low starting torque
c. high starting torque
d. very high efficiency

220. The stator on most shaded-pole motors is constructed with what type of core?

1. laminated core
b. solid core
c. very soft non-meta lic core
d. resistive non-metalic core
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62. C 82. A 102. g

63. D 83. D 103. D

64. D 84. A 104. C

65. D 85. A 105. D

106. B66. A 78.01.04.02 86. B 78.01.05.02

67. A 87. C 107. A

108. D68. D 88. C

109.69. B 89. B

70 D 90. A 110. D

111. Di1. C 78.01.04.03 91. B 78.01.05.03

7 D 92. C 112. C

73. 113. BB 93. C

74. B 94. C 114.0

75. A 95. B 115. B

76. C 78.01.04.04 96. B 78.01.05.04 116.0

77. D 97. A 117. A

78. D 98. A 118.A

D
99. D 119. A

C 100. B 120. B
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COURSE TEST ANSWER SHEET

Electric Motor Repair

78.01. 0_0_011.A2-_2

ANSWERS

121. C 78.01.07.01 141. A 78.01.07.05 161. A

122. 142. A 162. DL_____

123. c 143. A 163. A

124. A 144. g 164.

125. D 145. g 165.

126. D 78.01:07.02 146. C 78.01.07.06 166.

127. B 147. D 167.

128. C 148. A 168.

129. A 149. D 169. 11

130. A 150. B 170. n

131. A 78.01.07.03 151. A 78.01.07.07 171. A_

132. D 152. D 172.

133. D 153. A 173. A

114. D 154. B 174.

135. C 155. C 175. A

136. D 78.01.07.04 156. C 78.01.07.08 176. (-

137. 157. A 177.
A

138. C 158. C 178.

139. g 159. A 179. g

140. A 160. C 180. D
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COURSE TEST ANSWER SHEET

Electri c Motor Repair

78.01.00.00.A2-2

ANSWERS

181. A 78.01.08.05 201. A 221.

182. g 202. A 222.

183. D 203. D 223.

184. g 204. A 224.

185. C 205. D 225.

186. C 78.01.08.06 206. D 226.

187. 3 207. C 227.

188. C 208. B 228.

189. D 209. A 229.

190. C 210. A 230.

191. A 78.01.08.07 211. C 231.

192. C 212. D 232.

193. A 213. A 233.

19". D 214. B 221.

195. D 215. D 235.

196. D 78.01.08.08 216. D 236.

197. D 217. C 237.

198. D 218. D 238.

199. A 219. B 239.

200. B 220. A 240.
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UNIT: ELECTRIC MOTOR FUNDAMENTALS

An electric motor is a machine that converts electrical energy to

mechanical energy. Magnetism is used in the motor and generator for

energy conversion. Understanding the characteristics of magnetism and

how they are applied in the motor and generator is important for diag-

nosing problems that may occur with generator and motor.

PREREQUISITES:

Appliance Repairman Course.

OBJECTIVE:

Identify and describe basic operational characteristics of simple and

complex types of motors and generators, using schematic d-agrams.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

Electric Motor Repair. Second Edition, Rosenburg, Holt, Rinehart &

Winston, 1970.
Electricity. Dvorak, Brodhead-Garrett Company, 1969.

Electricity and Electronics. Garrish, Goodheart-Wilcox Company, Inc.,

1968.

Audio/Visual

Di splay Boards:

1. Shaded-pole motor.
2. Split-phase motor.

3. Universal motor.

Super 8 Films from Hubbard Scientific Company, Northbrook, Illinois,

1971.

4. Electric Generator.
5. Electromagnetic Force.

6. Electromagnetic Generator.

Principal Author(s): T. Ziller
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7. Electromagnetic Polarit

8. The Electromagnets.
9. Electromotive Force.

10. Inductive Field.

11. Magnetic Fields.
12. Magnetic Fields.

13. Magnetic Poles.
14. Poles Occur in Pairs.

15. Reversing Polarity.
16. The Solenoid.

Equipment

Learning Unit, Electricity/Electronics, "C" Case-Combination, Portable,

Model BG850 A/C, Brodhead-Garrett, 161 Commerce Circle, Sacramento,

California, 95815.
Power supply, variable DC (0-25 volts).

Equipment, special: chisel, coil stripping
coil shapers
insulation former
winder, armature
winder, coil.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

This unit consists of 5 Learning Activity Packages (LAPs). Each LAP

will provide specific information for completion of a learning activity.

The general procedure for this unit is as follows:

(1) Read the first assigned Learning Activity Package (LAP).

(2) Begin and complete the first assigned LAP.

(3) Take and score the LAP test.

(4) Turn in the LAP test answer sheet.

(5) Determine the reason for any missed items on the LAP test.

(6) Proceed to and complete the next assigned LAP in the units.

Complc.L all required LAPs for the unit by following steps

ttrough 6.

(8) Take the unit test as described in the Unit LEG "Evaluation

Procedures".
(9) Proceed to the next assigned unit.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Electromagnet

.02 The Moving Coil

.03 Electric Motor Operational Theory

.04 Motor Construction

.05 Types of Motors
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EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

When pretesting and post testing:

1. The student takes the unit multiple-choice pretest.
2. Successful completion is 4 out of 5 items for each LAP part of

the test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

You may now begin the first LAP in this unit. Talk to your instructor
if vou need help.
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UNIT PRETEST: ELECTRIC MOTOR FUNDAMENTALS

The ability of a material to permit the setting up of magnetic lines of force is
cal led:

a. reluctance
b. permeance
c. acceptance
d. reliability

2. The flux lines that represent magnetic force:

a. are concentrated at the ends, or poles, of the magnet

b. occur only at the magnetics

c. are uniformly distributed in the area surrounding the magnet

d. follow straight lines

3. If the N pole of one magnet and the S pole of another magnet are brought close
together:

a. the lines of magnetic force will cross each other
b. they will repel each other
c. they will attract each other

d. they will demagnetize each other

4. The magnetic field that forms around a current-carrying conductor is:

a series of closed circles running from end to end of the conductor

b. are parallel to the conductor

c. a pattern of lines radiating out from the conductor

d. a series of concentric circles, or rings, around the conductor

5. To determine the direction of the magnetic field around a current-carrying
conductor by means of the left-hand rule, you must know:

a. the direction of the lines of force

b. the direction of current flow in the conductor

c. the magnitude of the current
d . the number of turns per inch
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78.01.01.00.A2-2

6. According to Faraday's Law, the voltage generated by the relative motion of
a conductor and a magnetic field is:

a. indirectly proportional to the cross sectional area of the field
b. directly proportional to the cross sectional area of the field
c. directly proportional to the rate at which the conductor cuts the lines

of magnetic force
d. always in the same direction, negative to positive

7. When a circuit in which current has been flowing reaches a steady state and
the switch is then opened, the magnetic field around the conductor starts to
collapse and:

a. all current flow immediately ceases
b. the voltage induced by the collapsing field tends to keep the circuit current

flowing
c. a resistance is set up by the induced voltage
d. mutual inductance increases

8. Which of the following are physical factors that affect inductance?

a. flux density
b. the applied voltage
c. the amount of current flow
d. the length of the coil

9. The amount of inductance in a coil is:

a. the resistance in a coil
b. directly ornportional to change in current
c. al- 11 'y reference tc polarity
d. the number of turns in a coil

10. The strength of induced voltage depends upon:

a. fields relative motion

b. the number of magnetic lines of force cut by the coil and the speed at which

the conductor moves through the field

c. inverse mutual inductance ratio

d. the battery applied to the generator
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78.01.01.03

11. Interpoles are used on large DC motors:

a. to reduce the sparking as a result of commutation
b. to increase the current in the armature
c. to increase torque in the motor
d. to reduce the torque in the motor

12. A common method of splitting a single phase current to start a motor is:

a. by k...sing a relay switch
b. by using a capacitor
c. by using a resistor
d. by using an inductor

Fig. 3

13. Identify the schematic in Figure 3.

a. syncro-motor
b. series motor
c. series-parallel motor
d. variable starting resistance
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78.01.01.03 (continued)

Fig. 5

14. Identify the schematic in Figure 5.

a. split-phase motor
b. repulsion induction motor
c. shade pole motor
d. syncro motor

15. Motor starters are necessary on heavy duty motors:

a. to release high voltage feed back
b. to increase starting torque
c. to increase starting resistance
d. to bypass the capacitor

78.01.01.04

16. On the illustration of the repulsion type motor, which number would identify

the armature%

a. 3

b. 1

c. 2

d. 4

17. On the illustration of the polyphase motor, which number would identify the rotor?

a. 3

b. I

c. 2

d. 4



D. C. MOTOR AND GENERATOR
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POLYPHASE MOTORS

2
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REPULSION-TYPE MOTOR
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A SPLIT PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR

62
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78.01.01.04 (continued)

18. On the illustration of the polyphase motor, which number would identify the
balance and cooling fins?

78.01.01.00.A2-2

a. 4

b. I

c. 2

d. 3

19. On the illustration of a split phase motor, which number would identify the
rotor?

a. 2

b. I

c. 3

d. 4

20. On the illustration of the DC motor and generator, which number would indentify
the field windings?

a. I

b. 2

c. 3

d. 4

78.01.01.05

21. What percent of the rotor speed in a capacitor start motor causes the switch
to connect from the start to the run windings?

a. 25%

b. 100.-0

c. 50%

d. 75%

22. A DC motor has a device that reverses the connection to the reioiving conductors
in the generator. What is the device called?

a. fields
b. brushes
c. a commutator'
d. coils

63
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78.01.01.05 (continued)

23. What are the two principle classes of single phase induction motors?

a. split-capactor and capacitor start
b. split-phase and commutator
c. capacitor run and capacitor start
d. repulsion and series

24. A resistance start motor is a form of which of the following?

78.01.01.00.A2-2

a. capacitor start
b. repulsion
c. series
d. split-pnase

25. A motor that is commonly used in washing crkIchnin: n:ch o the
foowing?

a. universal start motor
b. resistance start motor
c. capacitor start motor
d. repulsion start motor

64
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PERFORMANCE ACTiViTV: Electromagnet

OBJECTIVE:

Identify and describe the operational characteristics of an electro-

magnet in a motor and generator.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The description or the electromagnet includes Hie cl,ract.risHcs given

on pages 60 and 61 of Electricity and Electronics.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice

test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Text: Electricity and Electronics, Gerrish, Howard II.; Goodheart-Wilcox

Co., Inc., South Holland, Illinois, 1968.

Electricity, Dvorak, Neil; Brodhead-Garrett Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

1969.

Film
Loops: Hubbard Scientific Company; Northbrook, Illinois, 1971.

E1,-:tlumagnet::
ElectromagneLic Force
Electromagnet Polarity
Inductive Field
Magnetic Fields
Magnetic Poles
Poles Occur in Pairs
The Solenoid

Equipment: DC power supply (variable)
Electricity /Electronic:, "C" Case-Combination Learning

Unit - Portable, Model BG850A/C, Brodhead-Garrett, 161

Commerce Circle, Sacramento, California, 95815.

Principal Author(s): T. Ziller
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J

PROCEDURE:

1. Read and study carefully the information found in Electricity
and Electronics, Chapter 4, pp. 55-70.

2. View film loops about electromagnet listed in the resources.

3. Complete Experiments 19 and 20 on "Permanent Magnets" and
"Electromagnets" in Dvorak's Electricity, pp. 19-1-1 to 20- -1 -7.
Complete the attach.J. response sheets for the experiments.

4. Answer the attached "Review questions".
5. Write a short description of an electromagnet, using simple

schematics.
6. Complete the multiple choice test items for this LAP.

7. Check your answers with the test key. If your answers are all
correct, record your time for completing this LAP on your SPR.
If you have missed any questions, try to find out why you missed

the test items. If you have any further problems, check with

your instructor. When you have correctly completed all the test
items, you may record your time on your SPR.
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Response Sheet: Experiment 19, Permanent Magnets

1. Induced Magnetism: What happen:, when you remove and bring the two
nails head to peint?

A. What happens?

B. Choose the correct answer.

(1) attract, repel

(2) attract, repel

C. What two things can you do to reverse the direction of the force

if the magnets attract?

2. Determine magnetic polarity. Did you reason correctly? Explain how

you proceeded.

3. Describe a man!fttic fiFid.

4. MAGNETIC MATERIALS: List each of the material's characteristic under

the following headings:

Magnetic Non-Magnetic

68
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A. Which material was most attracted to the magnet?

REVIEW QUESTIONS:

1. In the accompanying figure, a nail has been induced as a weak bar
magnet by contact as shown.

A. What pole is the nail head?

B. What pole is the nai7 tip?

C. Why?

2. What is the true polarity of the north-seeking end of a compass needle?

3. What is the general rule for interaction between magnetic poles?

4. What is magnetic induction?

5. Would an electromagnet work on AC? Try it. Why did the magnet

behave as it did?

6. should a permanent it.-4gnet always be stored with its keeper in place?

69
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Response Sheet: Experiment 20, Electromagnets

1. Magnetism from a single wire: Assemble the circuit in Figure 20-1A,
placing the wire on top of the compass and Parallel to it with no

current flowing.

A. Adjust the power supply so that at least 7 amps of current flows.

What direction is the compass deflected?

B. Change the polarity of the power supply and repeat.

Which direction is the compass now pointing?

2. Current and strength of field: Observe and compare the needle direction

to the magnet current.

3. Remove the core from Ll. Now repeat the above steps. Observe the needle

action and make a statement about air cores vs. iron cores.

4. Ampere-turns:

A. With only Ll switched in, adjust the power supply to give a current

of 2 Amps. Note compass deflection.

B. Switch in and increase supply output until 2 Amps is flowing.

Nit_ c compass defie:.::ion in this case.

C. Which coil gave the greatest deflection?

D. Which coil has the greatest number of turns?

5. Attraction and Repulsion of Electromagnets: Reverse the lead connections

on one of the coils and depress Sl. What happens?

6. Representing the Magnetic Field: Sketch this result in the space provided.

70
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REVIEW QUESTIONS:

1. What electrical quantity affects the strength of an electromagnet.

2. What two physical quantities affect the strength of an electromagnet?

3. Define the term ampere-turn.

4. if the current in an electromagnet wire doubled, but the number of
wire turns was decreased by a factor of 1/4, the magnet strength would

a) double b) remains the same c) halve (d) none of these.

5. Explain how coils aiding mean a higher strength magentic field.

6. What effect do you think the iron core has on the magnetic lines of

force?

7. What effect do you believe a carbon core would have on electromagnetic

strength?
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LAP TEST: ELECTROMAGNET

1. The strength of the magnetic field at any point is indicated by the:

a. magnitude of the line
b. flux density
c. field line force
d. intensity of the cross sectional area

2. The ability of a material to permit the setting up of magnetic lines of force
is called:

a. reluctance
b. permeance
c. acceptance
d. reliability

3. Magnetic lines of force always form complete loops, running from the north
magnetic pole to the south magnetic pole. Thus:

a. the lines are circular with a radius equal to its length
b. flux lines run from north to south inside the magnet
c. there are no flux lines within the magnetic material
d. flux lines run from south to north inside the magnet

4. When an iron washer is placed near a magnet:

a. dles iines of `o. ":e pass through the washer
b. the lines of force pass around the washer
c. the lines of force will repel each other
d. the lines of force will cross each other

5. If the N pole of one magnet and the S pole of another inagnc: are brought close

together:

a. the lines of magnetic force will cross each other
b. they will repel each other
c. they will demagnetize each other
d. they will attract each other

72
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6. According to the magnetic domain theory of magnetism, the individual molecules

in magnetic material:

a. constitute individual magnets, with a north pole and a south pole

b. are always aligned so that their individual magnetic domains are

additive
c. never align therefore some metals are easy to bend

d. intensify when the material is wound in a coil

7. The magnetic field that forms around a current-carrying conductor is:

a. a series of closed circles running from end to end of the conductor

b. a series of concentric circles, or rings, around the conductor

c. a pattern of lines radiating out from the conductor
d. are perpendicular to the conductor

8. To determine the direction of the magnetic field around a current-carrying
conductor by means of the left-hand rule, you must know:

a. the direction of current flow in the conductor
b. the direction of the lines of force
c. the magnitude of the current
d. the number of turns per inch

9. The magnetic field that forms around a straight conductor wire has no:

a. flux density
b. force
c. direction
d. polarity

10. When a straight conductor is formc..d into a loop:

a. only the north pole is created
b. the flux lines acquire direction
c. the magnetic field around the conductor becomes slighl!./ stronger

because the flux density is increased
d. the magnetic lines of force spiral toward the center
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ELECTROMAGNET
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Identify and describe the operational characteristics of a moving coil in

a generator using simple schematic diagrams.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The description of a moving coil in a generator includes the characteristics

found in Electricity and Electronics.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test

about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Text: Electricity and Electronics, Gerrish, Howard H., Goodheart-Wilcox,

Co., Inc., South Holland, Illinois, 1968.

Film
Loops: Hubbard Scientific Company, Northbrook, Illinois, 1971.

Electric Generator.
Electromagnetic Generator.
Electromotive Force.
The Movinq
kLversit:;

PROCEDURE:

1. Read and study carefully the information found in Electr:.,:ity and

Electronics, Chapter 5, pp. 71-86.

2. View film loops about moving coils listed in the resources.

3. Write a short description of a generator, using simple schematics.

4. Complete the multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

5. Check your answers with the test key. If your answers are all

correct, record your time for completing this LAP on your SPR. If

you have missed any questions, try to find out why you missed the

test iternf.;. If you have any further problem:, chuck with your

instructor. When you have correctly completed all the test items,

you may record your time on your SPR.

Principal Amthods): T. Ziller
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78.01.01.02

1. In a circuit in which current has reached a steady flow and the magnetic field
is steady, there is no voltage. Which requirement for inducing a voltage is
lacking?

a. a relative motion
b. a conductor
c. a magnetic field
d. a circuit

2. When a circuit in which current has been flowing reaches a steady state and
the switch is then opened, the magnetic field around the conductor starts to
collapse and:

a. all current flow immediately ceases
b. the voltage induced by the collapsing field tends to keep the circuit current

flowing
c. a resistance is set up by the induced voltage
d. mutual inductance increases

3. Which of the following are physical factors that affect inductance?

a. flux density
b. the applied voltage
c. the amount of current flow
d. the lengtl of the core

it. The amount of inductance in a coil is:

a. the resistance in a coil
b. directly proportional to change in current
c. always in reference to polarity
d. the number of turns in a coil

5. If an increase in flux density increases the magnetic field, increasing
permeability will:

a. increase the magnetic field strength
b. decrease the magnetic field strength
c. not affect the magnetic field strength
d . decrease the flux density

'7 6
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78.01.01.02 (continued)

6. Soft iron has:

a. high permeability and high reluctance
b. high permeability and low reluctance
c. low permeability and high reluctance
d. low permeability and low reluctance

7. The purpose of the commutator is:

78.01.01.02.A2-2

a. to oppose any change in current
b. to convert D.C.in the rotating armature to a pulsating A.C. current
c . to eliminate brushes
d. to convert A .C. in the rotating armature to a pulsating D.C. current

8. A generator has a no-load voltage of 25 volts. When load is applied, terminal
voltage drops to 24 volts. What is the percent at regulation?

a. 50%

b. 100%
c. 4%

d. 96%

9. The strength of induced voltage depends upon:

a. fields relative motion
b. the battery applied to the generator
c. inverse mutual inductance ratio
d. the number of magnetic lines of force cut by the coil and the speed at

which the conductor moves through the field

10. Lenz':. .-.:pLes that the induced in a circuit by a changing current
,,:ways opposes the chang^ causing it. This statement is the basis f the

explanation of the property of:

a. capacitance
b. reactance
c. inductance
d. resonance
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Electric Motor Operational Theory

OBJECTIVE:

Describe the operational theory of an electric motor using simple
schematic diagrams. Identify operational characteristics of electric

motors.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The description of an electric motor includes the characteristics found
in Electricity and Electronics. Score at least 80% on a written multiple-

choice test.

RESOURCES:

Text: Electricity and Electronics, Gerrish, Howard H., Goodheart-
Wilcox, Co., Inc., South Holland, Illinois, 1968.

Electricity, Dvorak, Neil, Brodhead-Garrett Co., Cleveland,
Ohio, 1969.

Equipment: Electricity/Electronics, "C" Case-Combination Learning
Unit - Portable, Model BG850A/C, Brodhead-Garrett, 161
Commerce Circle, Sacramento, California, 95815.

D.C. power supply (variable).

PROCEDURE.

1. Read and study carefully the information found in Electricity and
Electronics, Chapter 9, pp. 136-151.

2. Complete Experiments 39 and 40 on "Introduction to Motors." and
"Universal Motors" in Dvcrak's Electricity, pp.39-1-1 to 40-1-4.
Also complete the attached "Response Sheets" for the experiments.

3. Answer the attached "Review Questions".
4. Write a short description of a motor/generator, using simple

schematics.
5. Complete the multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

6. Check your answers with the test key. If your answers are all
correct, record your time for completing this LAP on your SPR.
If you have missed any questions, try to find out why you mimmed
the test items. If you have any further problems, chuck with
your instructor. When you have correctly completed all the test
items, you may record your time on your SPR.

Principal Author(s): T. Zi 1 ler
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Response Sheet: Experiment 39, Introduction to Motors

78.01.01.03.A2-0

1. Magnetic Field Interaction: What difference does ayn position of the magnet

make?

2. Permanent Magnet Motor:

a. Adjust the supply to 10 volts or whatever is needed for ample rpm. Note

the line current at this speed. amps.

b. Stop the motor by carefully handling the slip rings. What is this static

current? amps.

3. Commutation Angle: The brush assembly has been designed to rotate. While

the motor is running, very slowly rotate the position of the brushes and

note the motor speed. Adjust for maximum speed.

4. Slowly remove the magnet from the base while the motor is running. What

happens.

5. Reverse the position of the magnet. What happens to the (!irection of

rotation?

6. Turn 82 so that the motor comes up to full speed. Then switch the motor to

the meter. What voltage does it register?

What does this prove about some motors?

so
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REVIEW QUESTIONS:

1. In the single wire-magnet experiment, what else besides reversing the position

of the magnet could be done to change the direction of the force on the wire?

2. Explain the purpose of the commutator segments.

3. How can a device that has been designed as a motor produce a counter emf?

4. In most experiments the motor gets warm. It would overheat if overloaded.

Why?

5. Based on your experience in Part 4, how does motor speed depend on field

strength?

6. Why does motor current decrease as speed goes up?

Al
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Response Sheet:
Experiment 40 - Universal Motors

1. a. How much curr, s drawn at this applied voltage?

78.01.01.03.A2-0

b. Touch a pencil eraser to the slip ring. Can the series motor reasonably

maintain its speed under load?

2. Connect 10 VAC to the series connected motor.

a. Does it run very well?

b. Increase the voltage to 25 VAC.- Why should a motor with inductive elements

require more voltage when run on AC?

c. Observe the commutator for sparking. Which type of operation 1:-; easier on

these contacts -- AC or DC?

d. While the motor is running, slowly rotate the brush assembly for maximum

rpm. is this commutation position (angle) the same (for maximum speed) as

when the motor operated on DC?

3. Shunt Wound Motor

a. Gradually increase the voltage up to 10 volts. Is the motor rpm noticeably

different from the series connected experiment at 10 volts?

b. What is the current at this applied voltage?

c. As a load, touch the eraser end of a pencil to the slip rings. Does the

shunt motor maintain its speed better than the series motor?

d. Connect 10 -,;AC to the motor. Does it show any signs of running?
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REVIEW QUESTIONS:

1. Compare the shunt and series motor as far as:

a. current drawn

b. speed regulation ur.er load.

78.01.01.03.A2-0

2. Find out why the shunt motor will not work on AC as the series type does.

(Optional)

3. Should the field of a series motor be made out of fine wire or heavy wire?

Why?

4. What possible advantages does an AC universal motor have over a series or

shunt DC motor?

That advantages does the DC motor have compared to an AC universal motor?

5. Why should a pow friction DC shunt motor run away when the field is lost?
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LAP TEST: ELECTRIC MOTOR OPERATIONAL THEORY

1. The purpose of the commutator in the D.C. motor is to:

a. de-energize the coils flux lines
b. provide a path to energize the armature
c. mechanically position the armaWre in the stator
d. discharge the capacitor in the motor circuit

2. Interpoles are used on large D.C. motors:

a. to redLIce the sparking as a result of commutation
b. to increase the current in the armature
c. to incrf,,_-:cz,e torque in the motor
d. to reduce the torque in the motor

3. If the starting winding were burned out in a split-phase motor, when the power

is turned on it would:

a. short circuit the winding
b. not start
c. barn out the run winding
d. reverse the rotation

4. A common method of splitting a single phase current to start a motor is:

a. by using a relay switch
b. a capacitor

by using a resistor
d. by using an inductor

5. If the load is removed from a series motor:

a. it will decrease its speed
b. it will run normally
c. it will increase its speed
d. it will destroy itse;f by centrifugal force
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78.01.01.03 (continued)

6. Identify the schematic in Figure 1.

a. dyna-motor
b. parallel motor
c. series motor
d. syncro-motor

Fig.

7. Identify the schematic in Figure 2. Fig. 2

a. syncro-motor
b. compound motor
c. parallel motor
d. dyna-motor

8. ' dentify the schematic in Figure 3.

a. syncro-motor
b. series motor
c. series-parallel motor
d. variable starting resistance

9. Identify the schematic in Figure 4.

a. dyna-motor
b. compound motor
c. shunt motor
d. series motor

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

78.01.01.03.A2-2
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78.01.01.03 (continued)

Fig. 5

10. Identify the schematic in Figure 5.

a. split-phase motor
b. repulsion induction motor
c. shade pole motor
d. syncro motor
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ELECTRIC MOTOR OPERATIONAL THEORY
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Motor Construction

OBJECTIVE:

File Code.
78.01.01.04.A2-0

Date Published 2-18-76

ity Packs
Student:

4ipi

Date:

Identify the component parts of various motor types.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Parts indentification must be without error.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice

test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Motor display boards:

PROCEDURE:

Shade-pole motor
Split-phase motor
Universal

1. Label, using masking tape the component parts of each of the

motors mounted on the motor display boards.

2. Have your instructor check for proper identification.

3. Complete th, multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

4. y..7.ur answers wick the test key. If your answers are all

correct, record your time for completing this LAP on your S:R.

If you have any further problems, check with your instructor.

When you have correctly completed ail the tc3t items, you may

record your time on your SPR.

Principal Author(s): T. Z 1 ± ,2t-
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LAP TEST: MOTOR CONSTRUCTION

1. On the illustration of the universal motor, what number would identify the
field coils:

a. 3

b. 2

c. 1

d. 4

2. On the illustration of the repulsion type motor, which number would identify
the commutator?

a. 4

b. 2

c. 3

d. 1

3. On the illustration of the repulsion type motor, which number would identify
the stator and winding?

a. 3

b. 1

c. 2

d. 4

4. On the illustraLh:,n of the repulsion type motor, which number would identify
the ar7-.._...r .zf

a. 3

b. 1

c. 2

d. 4

S. On the illustration of the polyphase motor, which number would identify the

balance and cooling fins?

u. 4

b. 1

c. 2

d. 3
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78.01.01.04 (continued)

78.01.01.04.A2-2

6. On the illustration of the split phase motor, which numbe- would identify
the stator?

a. 4

b. 2

c. 3

d. 1

7. On the illustration of the split phase motor, which number would identify the
capacitor?

a. 3

b. 1

c.
d. 2

8. On the illustration of a split phase motor, which number would identify the
rotor?

a. 2

b. 1

c. 3

d. 4

9. On the illustration of the DC motor and generator, which number would
identify the laminated core?

a. 2

b. 1

c. 3

d. 4

10. On the illustration of the DC motor and generator, which number would identify
the brush and holder?

a. 2

b. 1

c. 4

d. 3
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POLYPHASE MOTORS
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D. C. MOTOR AND GENERATOR
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MOTOR CONSTRUCTION
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PERFORMANCE ACTtVTY:
Types of Motors

n1t.Tw.rrTrF.

Identify anc describe the operational characteristics of various motor

types.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The descriptions of the motors include characteristics described ir the

resource.

RESOURCES

Electric Motor Repair, Rosenberg R., 2nd Edition, Rinehart Press, 1970.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read about split-phase motors pages 1-4. Universal motors pages

254-257; shade-pole motors pages 265-268 and three-phase motors

pages 106-107 ir. Electric Motor Repir.

2. Write a short description of each of the following motor types:

Universal; Shade-pole; Split-phase, Three-phase.

3. Complete the multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

4. Check your nwers with the test key. If your answers are all

cor.ec cord your tiiro for comleting this LAP on your SPR.

If you have missed any quesLions, ry to find out why you missd

the test items. If you have any further problems, check with

your instructor. When you have correctly comp1'ted all hc tcst

items, you may record your tLme on your SPR.

Pi-incipa Author(s): T. Ziller
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LAP TEST: TYPES OF MOTORS

1. What rotates in a shaded-pole motor?

a. field coil
b. armature
c. squirrel cage
d. shade coil

2. On a shaded-pole motor rotor what is the heavy copper loop called?

a. rotor loop
b. shaded loop
c. rotor ring
d. shaded ring

3. What percent of the rotor speed in a capacitor start motor causes the switch

to connect from the start to the run windings?

a. 25%

b. 100%

c. 50%

d. 75%

4. A machine that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy is called:

a. an armature
b. a (-1112;-ator
c. a motor
d. a capacitor

5. A DC motor has a device that reverses the connection to the revolving

conductors in the generator. ''!hat is the device called?

a. fields
b. brushes
c. a commutator
d. coils
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78.01.01.05 (continued)

6. A machine that converts electrical energy into mechanical el)ergy is called:

a. a generator
b. a motor
c. an alternator
d. a capacitor

7. A resistance start motor is a form of which of the following?

a. capacitor start
b. repulsion
c. series
d. split-phase

8. If a resistor is wired in series with a start winding in a motor, what is the
result?

a. one phase is produced
b. two phases are produced
c. three phases are produced
d. no result can be deteined

9. A motor that is commonly used in washing machines is called which of the

following

a. universal start motor
b. capacitor start motor
c. resistance start motor
d. repulsion start motor

10. Which of Sollowing motnrs requires a continuous duty capacitor?

a. split capacitor
b. split capacitor start
c. split capacitor run
d. variable capacitor start/run
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UNIT POST TEST: ELECTRIC MOTOR :-'7---17-'-..0-.;,./1ENTALS

1. The flux lines that represent magnetic force:

a. follow straight lines
b. occur only at the magnetics
c. are uniformly distributed 'n the area surrounding the magnet

d. are concentrated at the ends, or poles, of the magnet

2. The lines of force that form a magnetic field around a magnet have polarity;
this means that they:

a. are triangular in shape
b. radiate out in straight lines perpendicular to the surface of the magnet

c. flow in a complete circuit around the magnet

d. flow from one pole of the magnet to the other

3. When several loops are made in a conductor to form a coil, the polarity of the coil:

a. depends on the direction in which the conductor is coiled around the core

b. is the same as the polarity of the current flowing through the conductor

c. is a iven by the left-hand rule for conductors
d. is never north

4. An "induced current" can be produced by:

a. vector quant'ties
b. rel-' ,motion

a conductor
d. electromagnetic field

5. The left-hand rule for coils tells us the direction of:

a. the flux lines circling
b. the N pole of the coil
c. current flow through the conductor
d. flux density

101
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78.01.01.02

78.01.01.00.B2-2

6. According to Faraday's law, the voltage generated by the relative motion of a
conductor and a magnetic field is:

a. indirectly proportional to the cross sectional area of the field
b. directly proportional to the cross section area of the field
c. directly proportional to the rate at which the conductor cuts t1 lines

of magnetic force
d. always in the same direction, negative to positive

7. The flux density of a coil is inversely proportional to:

a. the reluctance of the core
b. the permeability of the core
c. the diameter of the core
d. the field of the core

8. The purpose of the commutator is:

a. to oppose any change in current
b. to convert D-C in the rotating armature to a pulsating A-C current
c. to eliminate brushes
d. to convert A-C in the rotating armature to a pulsating D-C current

9. How may output of generator be controlled when operating at constant speed?

a. voltage regulator
b. slow down the speed of the current flow
c. reverse the rotation of the generator
d. use a varispeed control device

10. Which of the following core materials would produce the str,ngest magnetic
field for a given coil?

a. air
b. soft iron
c. aluminum
d. carbon rod

78.01.01.03

11. Why is the term "end play" important?

a. because the end plates may press against the coils and cause a short
b. only because of the run winding
c. only because of the start winding
d. because of insulation paper

102
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78.01.01.03 (continued)

12. The generator action in a motor is:

a. constant rotation of the armature in a motor
b. conductors rutting through a magnetic field
c. counter electro motive force generated
d. not possible ;n a motor

13. Total current used by the motor is determined by:

a. the power reduction ratio
b. the field and armature currents
c. the constant speed of the motor
d. the percent of speed regulation

Fig. 6

14. Identify the schematic in Figure 6.

a. series motor
b. dyna-motor
c. capacitor-start split-phase motor
d. poly-phase motor

15. Motor starters are necessary on heavy duty motors:

a. to release high voltage feed back
b. to increase starting torque
c. to increase starting resistance
d. to bypass the capacitor

78.01.01.04

78.01.01.00.B2-2

16. On the illustration of the universal motor, which number would identify the

carbon brush?

a. 3

b. 2

c. I

d. 4
103
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78.01.01.04 (continued)

17. On the illustration of the universal motor, which number would identify the
commutator?

a. 2

b. 1

c. 4

d. 3

18. On the illustration of the universal motor, which number would identify the
armature?

a. 4
b. 3
c. 5
d. 2

19. On the illustration of the polyphase motor, which number would identify the

stator?

a. 2

b. 1

c. 3

d. 4

20. On the illustration of the DC motor and generator, which number would dent.ify

the field windings?

a. 1

b. 2

C. 3

d. 4

78.01.01.05

21. What are the two classes of polyphase induction motors?

a. squirrel cage and wound rotor
b. split phase and capacitor start
c. wound rotor and syncronous
d. squirrel cage and shaped pole

22. What device is used in a capacitor start motor to connect the AC voltage from

the start to the run winding?

a. resistor
b. capacitor
c. centrifugal switch
d. inductor switch 105
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78.01.01.05 (continued)

23. What percent of the rotor speed in a capacitor start motor causes the switch to connect
from the start to the run windings?

a. 25%

b. 100%

c. 50%

d. 75%

24. What are the two principe classes of single phase induction motors'

a. split-capacitor and capacitor start
b. split-phase and commutator
c. capacitor run and capacitor start
d. repulsion and series

25. Which of the following motors requires a continuous duty capacitor?

a . split capacitor
b. split capacitor start
c. split capacitor run
d. variable capacitor start/run
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UNIT: REWINDING

All electric motors will some day need repair. There are several types

of motors. The motor repair person will be asked to strip, insulate,

wind and rruke internal connections. In order to do these tasks the

repair person needs to know about the types of motor construction

characteristics. Techniques and skills must be developed for rebuilding

a motor.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit 78.01.01.: Electric Motor Fundamentals.

OBJECT-IVES:

Remove, wind and install stator and armature windings that meet given

motor specification.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

Electric Motor Repair. Second Edition, Rosenburg, Holt, Rinehart

& Winston, 1970.

Displa, Boatds:

1. Shaded-pole motor.
2. Split-phase motor.

3. Universal motor.

Audio/Visual

Equipment

Cutter, pipe
Equipment, special: chisel, coil stripping

coil shapers
insulation former
slotter-s:2raper
winder, armature
winder, coil

Principal Author(s): T. Ziller
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Equipment, test: growler, internal and external
meter, volt-ohm

Motor, electric: three-phase
split-phase induction
capacitor start
repulsion
direct current
universal
shaded-pole

Oven, pegs, dowel (assortment)
Tools, basic: box, tool (18 x 8 x 9)

chisel, cold
crimpers, lug
cutters, diagonal
gauge, circular
hacksaw
hammer, ball peen
nut driver set
plier, arc joint
plier, coil tamping
plier, lineman's
plier, long chain-nose
plier, snap-ring (internal and external)
puller, pulley
punch, center
screwdriver, blade (set)
wire skinner/straightener
wrench, locking plier

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

This unit consist of 6 Learning Activity Packages (LAPs). Each LAP will

provide specific information for completion of a learning activity.

The general procedure for this unit is as follows:

(1) Read the first assigned Learning Activity Package (LAP).

(2/ Begin and complete the first assigned LAP.
(3) Take and score the LAP test.
(4) Turn in the LAP test answer sheet.

(5) Determine the reason foy any missed items on the LAP test.

(6) Proceed to and complete the next assigned LAP in the unit.

(7) Complete all required LAPs for the unit by following steps

3 through 6.
(8) In this Unit, there are some LAPs that have tests combined

with other LAP tests. These combined tests are taken after
completing the last LAP covered by the test.

(9) Take the unit tests as described in the Unit LEG "Evaluation
Procedures".

(10) Proceed to the next nnnigned twit.
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

.01 Taking Data about the Motor

.02 Stripping the Armature and Stator Windings

.03 Insulating the Stator and Armature

.04 Winding Stator Coils

.05 Winding Armature Coils

.06 Baking and Varnishing

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

When pretesting:

1. The student takes the unit multiple-choice pretest.
2. Successful completion is 4 out of 5 items for each LAP part

of the pretest.
3. The student then takes a unit performance test if the unit

pretest was successfully completed.
4. Satisfactory completion of the perEormance test is meeting

the criteria listed on the performance test.

When post testing:

1. The student takes a multiple-choice unit post test and a unit

performance test.
2. Successful unit completion is meeting the listed criteria for

the performance test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

You may now begin with the first LAP in this unit. Talk to your

instructor if you need help.
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UNIT PRETEST: REWINDING

1. On a motor, the number of slots separating the sides of a coil, including
the slots in which the winding lies, is called:

a. turns
b. pitch
c. slots
d. end room

2. How is the span of a coil in a motor recorded?

a. a pencil or pen
b. not necessary
c. 1-4 or 2-6 or as the case may be
d . 1-32 or 2-36 as the case may be

3. When working on a motor, how do you get information on the number of
turns of wire?

a. you guess at it
b. it is stamped on the frame
c. you count each coil
d . it is stamped on data plate

4. When is the proper time to start recording data for three-phase motor?

a. when the instructor is watching
b. after it is completed
c. as soon as you put it on the work bench
d . not necessary

5. In a three-phase motor, all the coils have the same:

a. bearings
b. pitch
c. coils
d. poles
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78.01.02.02

6. While stripping the stator on a motor, why is it important to count the
turns of wires and number of coils per pole?

a. to check the manufacturer's specifications
b. to get it on the data card, so when it is rewound, it will have the

same number of turns per pole
c. to guard against a change in polarity
d. because when it is rewound, it should have 5 less coils par pole than

are unwound

7. How much heat is needed to burn the stator on a motor?

a. the stator is made to withstand any temperature
b. approximately 200 degrees C.
c. approximately 100 degrees C.
d. approximately 400 degrees

8. If the burning method is used, why is it very important that the stator
on a motor be allowed to cool gradually?

a. it costs money to cool it rapidly
b. it is not necessary
c. it prevents warping
d. so that the stator doesn't get burned

9. One method of stripping a stator is to:

a. cut both sides off
b. cui eP7h coil on one side and pull the coil out the other
c. pull
d. cut each coil on one side and pull

10. When stripping a motor, why should one coil be saved?

a. to be reused when the motor is rebuilt
b. to provide the dimensions for the new coils
c. because the new coils must be wound in reverse of the old ones
d. to provide a guide for installing the new coils
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78.01.02.03

11. What type of slot does this drawing represent in a motor?

a. semiclosed stator
b. rotor
c. open slot stator
d. stator

12. If necessary, mylar combination could be used for what insulation type class
on a motor?

a. A
b. B-H
C. B-F
d. B

13. When reinsulating a core on a motor, if the insulation paper is to be cuffed,
how much longer than the slot will it have to be?

a. 1/4 inch
b. 1/8 inch
c. 5/8 inch
d. 1/2 inch

14. When rewinding a motor, the insulation paper is cut longer than the slot by:

a. 1/8 inch
b. 1/4 inch
c. 1/2 inch
d. 5tio inch

15. When reinsulating a core on a motor, the cuff should be turned back:

a. 1/4 inch
b. 5/8 inch
c. 1/2 inch
d. 1/8 inch
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78.01.02.04

16. What is the easiest way to rewind the stator on a motor, if it has been charred?

a. cut off flush on one end of stator coils and pull
b. unwind each wire at a time
c. cut each end of the coils and pull
d. cut only one end of each coil and pull

17. What is commonly used to determine which form should be used when rewinding
the stator on a split phase motor?

a. a form gauge
b. a wire gauge
c. a single strand of wire
d. a flexible tube

18. When using wood forming blocks for shaping coils for the stator on a split-
phase motor, approximately what depth should the wood blocks be in relation

to the stator slots?

a. 1/2 of the slot depth
b. equal to the slot depth
c. 3/4 of the slot depth
d . 1/4 of the slot depth

19. What is one of the primary advantages of skein winding over other types of

winding in a split-phase motor?

a. less power will be used when operating the motor
b. higher voltage is obtained
c. lower voltage is obtained
d . :e:Iductors may be placed in the sot at one time

20. Skein coils, when installed in a split phase motor, must be placed in what

way in the slots?

a. from the smallest pitch to the largest
b. from the largest pitch to the smallest
c. from the center pitch to the smallest
d. from the center pitch to the largest

78.01.02.05

21. What is the primary purpose of an interpole field coil on a DC motor?

a. prevent arching of the brushes
b. increase horsepower
c. increase motor starting torque
d . decrease friction in the motor
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22. Series field coils consist of which of the following in a DC motor?

a. light wire with many turns
b. heavy wire with many turns
c. heavy wire with a few turns
d. light wire with a few turn::

23. Shunt Yields in a DC motor consist of which of the following?

a. heavy wire with a few turns
b. light wire with a few turns
c. light wire with many turns
d. heavy wire with many turns

24. How are field coils connected in a DC motor?

a. so all poles have the same polarity
b. so alternate polarity exists
c. so all poles have negative polarity
d. so all poles have positive polarity

25. If the shunt field comes into contact directly or indirectly with the
series field in a DC motor, which of the following will develop?

a . direct short
b. more horsepower
c. less horsepower
d. more starting torque

78.01.02.06

26. Before dipping, the stator from a motor should be placed in a baking

oven for:

a. 10 minutes
b . 45 minutes
c. 60 minutes
d. 30 minutes

27. When varnishing a motor, many shops do not have a baking oven and they want

a harder finish than air drying varnish. They would use:

a. lead varnish
b. synthetic AC 43
c. solventless epoxy resin
d. orange varnish

Ii 5
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78.01.02.06 (continued)

28. immediately after removing the stator of a motor from the varnish dip
tank, the stator is placed in the oven:

78.01.02.00.A2-2

. just before it stops dripping
b. just after it stops dripping
c. yes
d. no

29. What will help decrease the moisture content in the windings of a stator on a
motor?

a. dripping
b. baking
c. varnishing
d. baking and varnishing

30. Approximately how long must the winding of a motor soak in solvent?

a. two tic.urs
b. one hour
c. 30 minutes or until bubbling ceases
d. 30 minutes
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Learring ctivity Package

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:
Taking Data About the Motor

OBJECTIVE:

Student:

Date:

Identify and record pertinent data for rewinding various motor types.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Score at least 80% on a written multiple-choice test.

RESOURCES:

Electric Motor Repair, Rosenburq, Robert; 2nd Edition, Rinehart Press,

San Francisco, 1970.

Assortment of motor (polyphase, repulsion and split-phase) displays.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 5-9 in Electric Motor Repair.

2. Record data about a split - phase motor using the attached data

sheet for split-phase motor.
3. Record data about a polyphase motor using the attached data

sheet for polyphase motor.
4. Record data aL7but a repulsion motor using the data sheet for

the r,;_ulsjsDn motor.

5. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): T. tiller



DATA SHEET FOR POLYPHASE MOTOR

MAKE Morse. Fair locIAK3

H.P. / 0 R.P.M. (r, .c _2 OF/4/// AMPS. /5

CYCLE Co 0 TYPE 7-- P FRAME J A II STYLE Co istiL

TEMP. 1,2 Da C MODEL b p,4 -11, SERIAL NO. lydo7511.. PHASE .3

NO. OF COILS -C1 NO. OF SLOTS ...? G

No. UI ruittas G, .5

NO. OF POLES 4,

CONNECTION

NO. OF (i HOOPS /g

PITCH OF COIL / ie g

Si/l. WHO (2,2 0

COILS/GROUP .3

DATA SHEET FOR POLYPHASE MOTOR

MAKE

H.P. P. M.

CYCLE TYPE

TEMP. MODEL

VOLTS AMPS.

FRAME STYLE

SERIAL NO. PHASE

NO. OF COILS

%in min

CO, iSiGHOUr

NO. OF SLOTS

NO. UI I WINS

iI NO. OF POLL S

CONNECTION

NO 01 0111011".

PI ICH OF Cl111.
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DATA SHEET FOR SPLIT-PHASE MOTOR

IKE Fran,* E

,. Y R.P.M. /7.).5- VOLTS 1/ 7 AMPS. I/. 4,5"

'CLE (.0 0 t- t a_ TYPE 4 /8 FRAME / 1 yo 3 4 g S.F. . 05

MP. RISE ,S-C) 0 C. MODEL 3 / F / ii X SERIAL NO. / cif/ PHASE 0
1. OF POLES CODE a - 8 3 NO. OF SLOTS 3 4 TIME RATING con i.

NOING SIZE WIRE NO. OF CIRCUITS PITCH TURNS

INNING .2 0 1- 7 </a .39- a ?- 13

ARTING ol (/ / / /-/a al- 023- /9 1.7

OT NO. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 1

JNNING

am........
11/111"11111

Elloarilallni
dirg:161.615a

IIII nail MIwill=k
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Man
UMII

NM

irnmprom--

MI=
Eni

A .1.1

polmaimimmioltSMIlin girl
ARTING wirr....sonk--.soolrime

ROTATION .LOCICJAIWO COUNTER CLOCKWISE

DATA SHEET FOR SPLIT -PHASE MOTOR

IAKE

I.P. R.P.M. VOLTS AMPS.

:YCLE TYPE

TEMP. RISE

40. OF POLES

'ANOING

IUNNING

iTARTING

FRAME S.F.

SERIAL NO. PHASE

NO. OF SLOTS

NO. OF CIRCUITS

TIME RATING

PITCH TURNS

;LOT NO.

RUNNING

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 1

STARTING

ROTATION CLOCKWISE

1<0
COUNTER CLOCKWISE
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LAP TEST: TAKING DATA ABOUT THE MOTOR

1. Identify the information necessary in taking data for the rewinding of a motor.

a. none of these
b. obtain information on both the run and start windings
c. note specific information concerning the old windings
d. obtain as much data as possible

2. What information would you put on your data sheet if the start winding on a
moor was shorted?

a. don't put anything on the data sheet
b put just the start winding on the information sheet
c. put just the run winding on the data sheet

d. put both the run winding and start winding information

3. How should the absence of the odd-sized slot on a motor be marked?

a. center punch mark in the center slot of each pole

b. only when center slot is odd-sized
c. don't worry about it
d. only when start winding is to be changed

Li. Why is taking the proper data when working on a motor important?

a. it is just something we do in schools
b. it z.cded paper work !,) increase the price it costs the consumer

c. so that no difficulty will be encountered upon reassembly

d. it is not needed

5. On a motor, the number of slots separating the sides of a coil. including
the slots in which the winding lies, is called:

a. turns
b. pitch
c. slots
d. end room
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6. How is the span of a coil in a motor record-.d?

a. a pencil or pen
b. not necessary
c. 1-4 or 2-6 or as the case may be
d. 1-32 or 1-36 a.. the case may be

7. What is meant by the pitch of a coil on a motor?

a. the number of slots separating the sides of a coil
b. the number of groups of coils
c. the number of degrees they are apart
d. how far the coil protrudes from the slots

78.01.02.01.A2-2

8. When working on a motor, how do you get information on the number of turns
of wire?

a. you guess at it
b. it is stamped on the frame
c. you count each coil
d. it is stamped on data plate

9. In a three-phase motor, all the coils have the same:

a. bearings
b. pitch
c. coils
d. poles

13. Should the wire size be written on a data card, when repairing an inductor
motor?

a. no. :s not important
yes,wire size determines total cost

c. no, wire size has nothing to do with motors
d. yes, the specifications call for it
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Student:
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Stripping the Armature and Stator Windings

OBJECTIVE:

Given a motor, strip the stator windings following practices and

procedures accepted in the industry. Identify stripping procedures and

their purposes.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Stator and armature stripping is evaluated by performance test at the

end of this unit. Successfully complete at least 80% of t.,,e items on a

combined multiple-choice test about this and one other LAP. The combined

LAP test is taken after completing LAP "Insulating the Stator and

Armature".

RESOURCES:

Electric Motor Repair, Rosenburg.

handtools

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pp. 9-12 and pp. 108 and 109 in Electric Motor Repair.

2. Obtain the tools required to strip the stator of its windings.

3. Strip the stator of the given motor.

NOTE: If you have any difficulty or questions always check with

your instructor.
KEY POINT: Be sure you follow the procedure described in the text

concerning the collection and recording of data motor

information. If data information is inaccurate, you
will not be able to repair the motor.

4. When you have stripped the stator, go to the instructor for evaluation.

5. Read pages 181 and 182 in Electric Motor Repair.

6. Obtain the tools required to strip the armature of its windings.

7. Strip the armature of a given motor.

8. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): T. tiller



DATA SHEET Ir-"OR SPLIT-PHASE MOTOR

MAKE

H.P. R.P.M. VOLTS AMPS.

CYCLE TYPE FRAME S.F.

TEMP. RISE MODEL SERIAL NO. PHASE

NO. OF POLES CODE NO. OF SLOTS TIME RATING
_...--,,...=,

.'1INDING SIZE WIRE NO. OF CIRCUITS PITCH

-.....

TURNS

IIUNNING

STARTING

SLOT NO. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 1

RUNNING

STARTING

ROTATION CLOCKWISE COUNTER CLOCKWISE

DATA SHEET FOR POLYPHASE MOTOR

MAKE

H.P. R.P.M. VOkTS AMPS.

CYCLE TYPE FRAME STYLE

TEMP. MODEL SERIAL NO.

NO. OF COILS

wlut

COILS/GROUP

NO. OF SLOTS

NO. 01 1U1INs

NO. OF POLES

PHASE

CONNECTION

NO. 01 1;110uPs

PITCH OF COIL
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Learning Activity Package
Student:

Onto:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY- Insulating the Stator and Armature

OBJECTIVE:

Given the necessary tools, equipment, and supplies, correctly insulate

the armature and stator of a motor to meet the standards of the manu-

facturer and follow procedures accepted in the industry. Identify

procedures for insulating windings and characteristics of insulation.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Insulation installation meets the criteria on the checklist. Score at

least an 80% on a multiple-choice test.

RESOURCES:

Electric Motor Repair, Rosenburg.

Insulation former assortment of dowel pegs

paper cutter slotter/scraper

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pp. 12-13 and p. 109 in Electric Motor Repair.

2. Obtain the necessary tools and equipment required to insulate

a given .7.;tator.

NOTE: Be sure you follow the procedures described in the attached

checklist: "Stator and Armature Insulation." (Caution:

Follow data sheet information very carefully)

3. When you have completed all the steps necessary on the checklist

to complete this job, go to the instructor for evaluation.

4. Insulate the given armature using the attached checklist for

procedure.
5. Have the armature insulation installation evaluated by the instructor.

6. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): T. Zillt'r
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CHECKLIST: STATOR AND ARMATURE INSULATION

1. Clean the slots using a slotter-scraper.

2. If insulation is to be cuffed go to step 4. If not cuffed take

step 3.

3. Cut insulation to length and width.

(Length is cut 1.1 inch larger than slot length; width is cut

LS inch wider than two times the depth plus the width of the

slot.) Go to step 6.

4. Cut insulation length 1 inch larger than slot length. Cut

insulation width 21 inch wider than two times the depth plus

the width of the slot.

5. Use the insulation frames to put cuffs on the insulation strips.

6. Place insulation strips in the slots.

7. Form the strips to the slot walls with a dowel.

1'7
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LAP TEST: STRIPPING THE ARMATURE AND STATOR WINDINGS/
INSULATING THE STATOR AND ARMATURE

1. While stripping the stator on a motor, why is it important to count the turns
of wires and number of coils per pole?

a. to check the manufacturer's specifications
b. to get it on the data card, so when it is rewound, it will have the same

number of turns per pole
c. to guard against a change in polarity
d. because when it is rewound, it should have 5 less coils per pole

than are unwound

2. If only the start winding on a motor is to be changed, you should:

a. cut one end of each coil and pull
b. change both start and run windings
c. lift out the start winding and remove the wedges with a hacksaw

d. remove the wedges and lift out the start winding

3. How long should the stator on a motor be on the burning pit?

a. 30 minutes
b. several hours
c. one hour
d. 24 hours

4. If the burning method is used, why is it very important that the stPt.or on a

motor be allowed to cool gradually?

a. it costs money to cool it rapidly
b. it is not necessary
c. it prevents warping
d. so that the stator doesn't get burned

5. When stripping a motor, why should one coil be saved?

a. to be reused when the motor is rebuilt
b. to provide the dimensions for the new coils
c. because the new coils must be wound in reverse of the old ones

d. to provide a guide for installing the new coils
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78.01.02.03

6. When insulating a motor stator, when would you use a paper cutter?

a. to cut insulation only to be cuffed
b. to cut insulation to proper width
c. to cut the cuff only
d. to cut only the wedges

7. If necessary, mylar combination could be used for what insulation type class
on a motor?

a. A
b. B-H
c. B-F
d. B

8. Class A insulation is used when rewinding a motor and is made of:

a. ragstock paper
b. heavy paper
c. dacron-mylar
d. mylar

9. When rewinding a motor, the insulation paper is cut longer than the slot by:

a. 1/8 inch
b. 1/4 inch
c. 1/2 inch
d. 5/16 inch

10. What is the purpose of a feeder strip on a motor?

a. it is never used
b. it is used on the run winding
c. it is used on the start winding
d. it covers the edges of the slot
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: 78.01.02.02.A2-2/78.01.02.03.A2-2

STRIPPING THE ARMATURE AND STATOR WINDINGS/INSULATING THE STATOR AND ARMATURE

. 02 1. B

2. D

3. B

4. C
5. B

. 03 6. B

7. A
8. A
9. B

10. D
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I
PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY. Winding Stator Coils

OBJECTIVE:

Student:

Date:

Given the necessary tools, equipment and supplies, wind the stator coils

of a motor to the recommended specifications of the manufacturer, and

follow procedures accepted in the industry. Identify procedures for

winding stator coils.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Winding skills are evaluated on a unit performance test. Successfully

complete at least 80% of the items on a combined multiple-choice test

about this and one other LAP. The combined LAP test is taken after

completing LAP "Winding Field Coils".

11
RESOURCES:

Electric Motor Repair.
Checklist: Winding the Stator Coils

motor stator coil shaper

coil winder ohmmeter
growler

11
PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 13-16 and pages 109-111 in Electric Motor Repair.

2. Rewind a stator using the appropriate tools.

3. Check your stator coil following the attached "Checklist: Winding

Stator Coils".
4. Have your instructor inspect the rewound motor's stator.

5. Take the LAP test.

11

Principal Author(s): T. Ziller
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CHECKLIST: WINDING STATOR COILS

1. Use coil winder hand, or skein for winding coils (size of

stator coil obtained from original).

2. Use correct size magnet wire (size of stator coil wire

obtained from original).

3. Wind stator coil using same number of turns as the original.

4. Use shaping tool to form stator coil.

5. Check mznufacturer's specifications for proper connection.

6. Check for shorts. (ohmmeter)

7. Check for an open. (ohmmeter)

8. Check for grounds. (ohmmeter)

9. Connect coil to 6 volt battery; use a compass to check polarity.
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

OBJECTIVE:

File Code
78.01.02.05.A2-0

Bate Published: 2-19-76

Learning ctivity
Student:

Winding Armature Coils

Date:

Given necessary tools, equipment, and supplies wind the armature coils

of a motor. Identify procedures for winding armature coils.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Winding skills are evaluated on a unit performance test. Successfully

complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about this

LAP.

RESOURCES:

Electric Motor Repair, Rosenburg, Robert; 2nd Edition.

Checklist: Winding Armature

motor armature
armature winder

PROCEDURE:

ohmmeter
growler

1. Read pages 86-91, 173-180 and 258-260 in Electric Motor Repair;

refer to figures indicated in illustration section of the book

when -allez1 for.

2. Rewind an armature coil using the attached "Checklist: Winding

Armature Coils".

3. Have your instructor inspect the rewound armature.

4. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(:): T. Ziller
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CHECKLIST: WINDING ARMATURE COILS

1. Use armature coil winder or hand wind (size arrature coil

obtained from original).

2. Use correct size magnet wire (size of armature coil wire

obtained from original;.

3. Wind armature coil using same number of turns as the original.

4. Check manufacturer's specifications for proper connection.

5.

6.

7.

Check for shorts. (ohmmeter or growler)

Check for an open. (ohmmeter or growler)

Check for grounds. (ohmmeter or growler)

1'4
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LAP 'MST: WINDING STATOR COILS/WINDING ARMATURE COILS

1. What is the easiest way to rewind the stator on a motor, if it has been charred?

a. cut off flush on one end of stator coils and pull
b. unwind each wire at a time
c. cut each end of the coils and pull
d. cut only one end of each coil and pull

2. Before winding a motor, which of the following should be completed first?

a. remove end bells
b. collect necessary data
c. remove stator
d. insulate slots

3. What is commonly used to determine which form should be used when rewinding
the stator on a split phase motor?

a. a form gauge
b. a wire gauge
c. a single strand of wire
d. a flexible tube

4. When using wood forming blocks for shaping coils for the stator on a split phase

motor, approximately what depth should the wood blocks be in relation to the
stator slots?

a. 1/2 of the slot depth
b. equal to the slot depth
c. 3/14 of the slot depth
d . 1/ t4 of the slot depth

5. In a skein winding, which of the following is of prime importance, when winding

the stator of a motor?

a. radius must be exact
b. circumference must be exact
c. shape (round) must be exact
d. shape (rectangular) must be exact
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78.01.02.05

6. In a motor, all the coils are wound with the same size:

a. start winding is different
b. magnetic wire
c. each zet of coils is a different size
d. leads

78.01.02.04.A2-2
78.01.02.05.A2-2

7. When rewinding the shunt field coils on an electric motor. how should the

number of turns be determined?

a. the turns should be estimated by using an ohmmeter
b. the turns should be counted
c. the turns should be estimated
d. the coils should be weighted

8. Series field coils consist of which of the following in a DC motor?

a. light wire with many turns
b. heavy wire with many turns
c. heavy wire with a few turns
d. light wire with a few turns

9. Shunt fields in a DC motor consist of which of the following?

a. heavy wire with a few turns
b. light wire with a few turns
c. light wire with many turns
d. heavy we with many turns

10. If the shunt field comes into contact directly or indirectly with the series
field in a DC motor, which of the following will develop?

a. direct short
b. more horsepower
c. less horsepower
d. more starting torque
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WINDING STATOR COILS /WINDING ARMATURE COILS

.AP .04 1. A
2. B

1 3. C
4. C
5. B

LAP .05 6. B
7. D

1

8. C
9. C
10. A

1
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVE:
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Baking and Varnishing

File Code: 78.01.02.0.A2-0

Date Published.
2-19-76

any package
Student:

Date:

Given the necessary tools, equipment, and supplies, correctly varnish

and bake the windings of a motor according to: (1) manufacturer's

specifications and (2) following procedures and practices accepted in

the industry. Identify the procedure for baking and varnishing windings

and identify the characteristics of varnishes.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Baking and varnishing skills are evaluated on the unit performance test.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice

test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Motor stator/armature.
Electric Motor Repair, by Robert Rosenburg.

baking oven

PROCEDURE:

1. Read nages 20-21 and IRE-186 in Electric Motor Repair.

2. Insulate stator following the procedures on the attached "Checklist:

Baking and Varnishing." (Caution: Be sure of proper ventilation

and observe fire precautions during the dipping and dying process).

3. Take the LAP test.

Principal Auttior(s): T. Zi 11 er
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CHECKLIST: BAKING AND VARNISHING

1. Bake at 2500 F the armature or stator to eliminate moisture

for an hour.

2. Spray, brush or dip windings in varnish until air bubbles

disappear.

3. Hang for air drying or bake at 250° F for about 3 hours.

4. Remove excess varnish with lathe or sc:laper.
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Student: File Cade:
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Date: Date Published: _ 1 / 1 9--74

LAP TEST: BAKING AND VARNISHING

1. Before dipping, the stator from a motor should be placed in a baking

oven for:

a. 10 minutes
b. 45 minutes
c. 60 minutes
d. 30 minutes

2. At what approximate temperature should the stator on a motor be preheated?

a. 200 degrees F.
b. 112 degrees F
c. 250 degrees F
d. 250 degrees C

3. When varnishing a motor, the entire process of dipping or trickling the

varnish should take no longer than:

a. 5 to 10 minutes
b. 20-30 minutes
c. 15-20 minutes
d. 10-15 minutes

4. When varnishing a motor, many shops do not have a baking oven and they

want a harder finish than air drying varnish. They would use:

a. lead varnish
b. synthetic AC 43
c. solventless epoxy resin
d. orange varnish

5. When varnishing a motor, a type of varnish that does not require baking is:

a. orange varnish
b. resin varnish
c. air drying varnish
d. polyester varnish

140
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78.01.02.06

78.01.02.06.A2-2

6. Immediately after removing the stator of a motor from the varnish dip tank,
the stator is placed in the oven:

a. just before it stops dripping
b. just after it stops dripping
c. yes
d. no

7. When do you varnish the new windings in a stator of a motor?

a. after installing the windings in the stator and before installing flexible
flexible leads

b. after installing the windings, completing a test and installing flexible
leads

c. after installing the windings in the stator
d. before installing the windings in the stator

8. What will help decrease the moisture content in the windings of a stator on
a motor?

a. dripping
b. baking
c. varnishing
d. baking and varnishing

9. Approximately how long must the winding of a motor soak in solvent?

a. two hours
b. one hour
c. 30 minutes or until bubbling ceases
d. 30 minutes

10. What purpose does preheating the varnish for a motor serve?

a. increases penetration of the varnish
b. stops the varnish from running off the winding
c. removes moisture
d. removes moisture and increases penetration of the varnish
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Student: File Code:
78.01 0 2.00.82-2

Date: Data PufAishad:

UNIT POST TEST: REWINDING

78.01.02.01

1. What are the consequences of incorrect data, when working on a motor?

a. the motor would run counter-clock wise
b. if the windings are in the wrong location, a motor may not start properly
c. you remember how it's done, so you don't need the data
d. the motor would run too slowly

2. Why is the term "end room" important, when taking data on a motor?

a. only because of the run winding
b. only because of the start winding
c. because the end plates may press against the coils and cause a short
d. because of insulation paper

3. What information would you put on your data sheet if the start winding
on a motor was shorted?

a. don't put anything on the data sheet
b. put just the start winding on the information sheet
c put just the run winding on the data sheet
d. put both the run winding and start winding information

4. What is meant by the pitch of a coil on a motor?

a. the number of slots separating the sides of a coil
b. the r...:mbet of groups of
c. the number of degrees they are apart
d. how far the coil protrudes from the slots

5. When is the proper time to start recording data for three-phase motor?

a. just when the instructor is watching
b. after it is completed
c. as soon as you put it on the work bench
d. not necessary

1 3
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78.01.02.02

6. If only the start winding on a motor is to be changed, you should:

a. cut one end of each coil and pull
b. change both start and run windings
c. lift out the start winding and remove the wedges with a hacksaw
d. remove the wedges and lift out the start winding

7. How much heat is needed to burn the stator on a motor?

a. the stator is made to withstand any temperature
b. approximately 200 degrees c
c. approximately 100 degrees c
d. approximately 400 degrees c

8. While stripping the stator on a motor, should you check wire size?

a. yes, you have to to determine new winding sizes
b. no, anyone can guess the wire size
c. sometimes you should just in case you lose the stator
d. never, it's not that important

9. One method of stripping a stator is to:

a. cut both sides off
b. cut each coil on one side and pull the coil out the other
c. pull
d. cut each coil on one side and pull

10. When stripping a motor, why should one coil be saved?

c. to be reused when the motor is rebuilt
b. to provide the dimensions for the new coils
c. because the new coils must be wound in reverse of the old ones
d. to provide a guide for installing the new coils

78.01.02.03
11. What type of slot does this drawing represent in a motor?

a. semiclosed stator
b. rotor
c. open slot stator
d. stator

1 4
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78.01.02.03 (continued)

12. The best procedure to follow when reinsulating a core on a motor is to:

a. it isn't necessary to reinsulate the core
b. replace it with thinner insulation than was originally used
c. replace it with thicker insulation than was originally used
d. replace it with the same type and thickness of insulation as used in the

original winding

13. When reinsulating a core on a motor, if the insulation paper is to be cuffed,
how much longer than the slot will it have to be?

a . 1/4 inch
b. 1/8 inch
c. 5/8 inch
d. 1/2 inch

14. What type of insulation is used when reinsulating a core on a motor because
it is resistant to high temperature and has high tensile strength?

a. rag-stock paper
b. mylar combination
c. nylon paper
d. dacron-mylar

15. When reinsulating a core on a motor, the cuff should be turned back:

a . 1/4 inch
b. 5/8 inch
c. 1/2
d. 1/8 inch

78.01.02.04

16. What two ways are usually used to measure wire for a motor?

a. micrometer and depth gauge
b. American screw gauge and depth gauge
c. American wire gauge and feeler gauge
d. micrometer and wire gauge
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78.01.02.04 (continued)

17. Which of the following ways of winding will produce the tightest winding
possible?

a. skein
b. form winding
c. motor winding
d. hand winding

18. What is one of the primary advantages of skein winding over other types of
winding in a split phase motor?

a. less power will be used when operating the motor
b. higher voltage is obtained
c. lower voltage is obtained
d. many conductors may be placed in the slot at one time

19. Skein coils, when installed in a split phase motor, must be placed in what way
in the slots?

a. from the smallest pitch to the largest
b. from the largest pitch to the smallest
c. from the center pitch to the smallest
d . from the center pitch to the largest

20. Which of the following types of windings should not be used, if the wire size
is over 21 A.W.G.?

a. hand
b. firm
c. skein
d . rriarFine

78.01.02.05
21. In a motor, all the coils are wound with the same size:

a. start winding is different
b. magnetic wire
c. each set of coils is a different size
d. leads

22. What is the primary purpose of an interpole field coil on a DC motor?

a. prevent arching of the brushes
b. increase horsepower
c. increase motor starting torque
d . decrease friction in the motor

X46
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78.01.02.05 (continued)

23. Interpole fields in a DC motor consist of which of the following?

a. heavy wire with a few turns
b. heavy wire with many turns
c. light wire with a few turns
d. light wire with many turns

24. How are the coils connected in a DC motor?

a. so all poles have the same polarity
b. so alternate polarity exists
c. so all poles have negative polarity
d. so all poles have positive polarity

25. Most generally, the poles in a DC motor are connected:

a. in a series
b. in a parallel
c. in a series parallel
d. alternately series than parallel

78.01.02.06

26. Before dipping, the stator from a motor should be placed in a baking oven for:

a. 10 minutes
b. 45 minutes

c. 60 minutes
d. 30 minutes

27. When vP-pit;hing a motor, a type of varnish that does not require baking is:

a. orange varnish
b. resin varnish
c. air drying varnish
d. polyester varnish

28. Immediately after removing the stator of a motor from the varnish dip tank,
the stator is placed in the oven:

a. just before it stops dripping
b. just after it stops dripping
c. yes
d. no

14.7
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78.01.02.06 (continued)

29. When do you varnish the new windings in a stator of a motor?

a. after installing the windings in the stator and before installing
flexible leads

b. after installing the windings, completing a test and installing flexible leads
c. after installing the windings in the stator
d. before installing the windings in the stator

30. What will help decrease the moisture content in the windings of a stator on a
motor?

a. dripping
b. baking
c. varnishing
d. baking and varnishing
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Student: File Code: 78.01.02.00.AI-5

Duo: Date Published: 11/15/74

Family Pay Number: Sex: M F (Circle 1)

UNIT PERFORMANCE TEST: REWINDING

OBJECTIVE 1:

Given a malfunctioning stator and field coil, the student will rewind the stator

and field coil so that it functions according to the manufacturer's specifications,

following safe practices and procedures.

OBJECTIVE 2:

Using appropriate equipment, the student will rewind a faulty stator and field

coil.

OBJECTIVE 3:

Using appropriate tools and test equipment the student will take shorts and

open tests.

TASK:

The student will rewind a stator and field coil and, in the process, he will make

shorts and open and grounding tests, using appropriate test equipment.

ASSIGNMENT:

CONDITIONS:

The student will be given a malfunctioning stator and field coil (it may be

bugged by the instructor or it may be one brought in by a customer.) He will be

required to rewind the stator and field coil in conditions similar to those in a

typical motor repair shop. He will be allowed to use any and all tools, equipment,

service manuals, text books, etc., commonly found in a repair shop. He must

complete it in a reasonable length of time with no assistance from the instructor(s)

or students.
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RESOURCES:

Tools:
Internal-external snap ring pliers
7 Piece nut driver set
Tool box 18 x 8 x 9
Circulai gauge
Hacksaws
Pulley puller
Arc joint pliers
Lineman's pliers
Diagonal cutting pliers
Long chain-nose pliers
Locking plier wrench
Coil tamping pliers
4-Piece standard set screwdrivers
Center punch
Cold chisel
Ball peen hammer
Lug crimpers
Wire skinner and straightener

Equipment:
Coil stripping chisel
Armature winder
Coil winder
External Growler
Insulation former
Coil shapers
Stator
Field Coil

Printed Material:
Electric Motor Repair, Rosenburg, Robert, 2nd Ed., Rinehart Press, San

Francisco, 1970
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Date: Data Published. 11/15/74

Family Pay Number: Sex: M F (Circle 1)

PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

CRITERION
Met Not Met

Objective 1:

1. Follows safe practices and procedures.

Criterion: No injury results to the student or the

equipment and complies with OSHA requirements.

2. Follows proper procedures for disassembly.

Criterion: No damage results to the stator or field coil

3. Rewinds a stator and field coil.

Critericn: repaired. the stator or field coil functons_Ann

according to the manufacturer's specifications.

4. Reassembles the stator and field coil properly.

Criterion: Functions according to the manufacturer's

sPectficAtions and the_procedures followed agree

with those described in the servi i tare_
r

5. The re aired stator and field coil is re,aired in

a neat, professional manner.

152
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(Checklist continued)

78.01.02.00.A1-5

CRITERION
Met Not Met

Criterion: No damage results to the stator and field

coil such as opens and shorts.

6. All connections and fastenings are properly completed.

Criterion: The stator and field coil connections complies

with the manufacturer's specifications. The

connections are mechanirally fasIpnpd and

structurally sound. The connection is

electrically fastened and free of defects.

7. Stator or field coil functions according to the

manufacturer's specifications.

i_te - ons.... Ol N .'

8. Uses appropriate repair part and supplies. __..

Criterion: They match exactly those listed in the

manufacturer's specifications.

Objective 2:

9. Uses coil-stripping tool to remove coils.

Criterion: Proper equipment application results in a

defect-free operative motor.

10. Uses armature winder, if appropriate. when winding

.the armature.
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78.01.02.00.A1-5

CRITERION
Met Not Met

Criterion: Proper equipment application results in a

defect-free operative motor.

11. Uses coil winder. when winding field coil

Criterion: Proper equipment application results in a

defect-free operative motor.

12. Uses insulation former, when insulating.

Criterion: Proper equipment application results in a

defect-free operative motor.

13. Uses coil shaper,on the field coils.

Criterion: Proper equipment application results in a

defect-free operative motor.

Objective 3:

14. Test for grounds, using growler or ohmmeter. ______

Criterion: Trouble-shooting techniques reveal the

malfunction, as identified by Assignment Sheet.

15. Test for shorts in the field col s . ins .. . .

16. Test for shorts in the stator coil. using a crawler_

17. Test for an open field coil or stator [Acing an

ohmmeter.

Criterion: Trouble-shooting techniques reveal the

v 4
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CRITERION
Met Not Met

malfunction, as identified by Assignment Sheet

18. Job is completed in a reasonable amount of time.

Criterion: Not to exceed 4 hours.

The student must successfully complete 16 out of 18 line items

to achieve an overall score of satisfactory.
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FileCocie. 78.01.03.00.A2-1

Date Published: 2-19-76
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UNIT: SPLIT-PHASE INDUCTIflN MOTORS

The 'iplit-phase induction motor is used as a drive motor in many

appliances on the market. Because these appliances are so commonly

used, a motor repairman must know how to repair their mechanical devices

and electrical systems.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit: 38.01.02. Rewinding

OBJECTIVE:

Troubleshoot, repair, and rewind split-phase induction motors using

appropriate tools, equipment, and procedures. Identify parts, oper-

ational characteristics and procedures for diagnosis and repair of

split-phase induction motors.

RESOURCES:

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

This unit consist of 5 Learning Activity Packages (LAPs). Each LAP will

provide specific information for completion of a learning activity.

The general proLaure for this unit is as follows:

(1) Read the first assigned Learning Activity Package (LAP;.

(2) Begin and complete the first assigned LAP.

(3) Take and score the LAP test.
(4) Turn in the LAP test.
(5) Determine the reason for any missed items on Ow, LAP test.

(6) Proceed to and complete the next assigned LAP in the unit.

(7) Complete all required LAPs for the unit by following steps

3 through 6.
(8) Take the unit tests as described in the Unit LEG "Evaluation

Procedures".
(9) Proceed to the next assigned unit.

Principal Author(s): T. tiller

15G
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

. 01 Work Order.

.02 Operation of the Split-Phase Induction Motor.

.03 Split-Phase Induction Motor Construction.

.04 Troubleshooting Split-Phase Induction Motors.

. 05 Repairing Split-Phase Induction Motors.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

When Pretesting:

1. The student takes the unit multiple-choice pretest.

2. Successful completion is 4 out of 5 items for each LAP part

of the pretest.
3. The student then takes a unit performance test if the unit

pretest was successfully completed.

4. Satisfactory completion of the performance test is meeting

the criteria listed on the performance test.

When post testing:

1. The student takes a multiple-choice unit post test and a unit

performance test.
2. Successful unit completion is meeting the listed criteria for

the performance test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

After completing this guide, you are ready to begin the first LAP. Your

instructor will help you with any questions you may have.

1 5
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Student: File Code: 78.01.03.00.A2-2

Dee: Date Published: 12-12-74

UNIT PRETEST: SPLIT -PHASE INDUCTION MOTORS

1. What is the purpose of the completion date on a work order for a split-phase
induction motor?

a. so the customer can't complain
b. always leave blank
c. only used if it's routine
d. to inform customer the day the job was completed

2. The job description on a work order for a split-phase induction motor is:

a. not required
b. a description of the customer
c. a description of the trouble
d. a description of parts used

3. What purpose does a work order for a split-phase induction motor serve?

a. it is a record for the instructor to know who did the work
b. it is a record of what's been done, who did it, and who it belongs to
c. it is added paper work
d. it is so a more accurate inventory can be kept

4. What is meant by total cost on a work order for a split-phase induction motor?

a. cost of two or more parts
b. granr.4 total
r . cost of each
d. cost of all parts used per unit cost

5. Should you always double check the customers description of the malfunction

on a work order for a split-phase induction motor?

a. only on certain occasions
b. the customer is always right
c. only if the customer requests it
d. yes, to verify the malfunction
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78.01.03.02

6. What is the function of the centrifugal switch on a split-phase induction motor?

a. connects the start winding to run winding when it reaches approximately
75% of full speed

b. to disconnect the start winding when it reaches approximately 75% of full
speed

c. to disconnect the run winding when it reaches approximately 75% of full speed
d. to connect the run winding to start winding when it reaches approximately

75% of full speed

7. On a split-phase induction motor which end plate should be taken off first?

a. bottom plate
b. front end plate
c. shaft end plate
d. rear end plate

8. Which end of a split-phase induction motor has two punch marks on the stator
housing?

a. the rear endplate
b. the shaft end
c. both ends
d. on the shaft

9. How would you change the lotation on this split-phase induction motor?

T8
a. T8 to T5, in to T4 11
b. T8 to T4, T1 to T4

1

c. T8 to T1, T4 to T5 To line
d. T8 to T4, T1 75 T4

T

RW SW

10. Where is the squirrel cage winding found on a sprit -phase induction motor?
(see Figure #1)

a. 1

b. 3

c. 4

d. 7



SPLIT PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR

Diagram 1 for question 10

1 G 0
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78.01.03.03

11. The start winding on a split-phase induction motor is located between.

a. 4-5
b. 3-4
c. 1-2
d. 1-4

3

4

12. How many sets of winding on a split-phase induction motor make one pole?

a. 3

b. 2

c. 4

d. 1

13. The centrifugal switch on a split-phase induction motor is represented between:

a. 1-4
b. 1-2
c. 4-5
d. 3-4

14. On a split-phase induction motor, why is there more current on the initial
start than after it is running?

a. the windings are in parallel
b. the windings are in series
c. it has the same amount of windings in the start as run windings
d. it has more windings in the start winding than the run

15. The run winding on a split-phase induction motor is located between:

a. 3-4
b. 1-4
c. 4-5
d. 1-2

78.01.03.04

16. A broken centrifugal switch will cause the split-phase induction motor to:

a. not start
b. slow in starting
c. run faster than normal
d. run slower than normal

161
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78.01.03.04 (continued)

17. If the split-phase induction motor won't start, it is probably a:

a. loose bearing
b. loose end bell
c. bad start winding
d. bad run winding

18. In the schematic below, the split-phase induction motor:
To line

a. is in starting position
b. has reached 75% of normal speed
c. none of the above
d. reached 25% of normal speed

To line

78.01.03.00.A2-2

19. If a shaft on a 'split-phase induction motor does not rotate freely, this indicates:

a. rotor out of balance
b. too much end play
c. bad bearings
d. centrifugal switch closed

20. In which schematic below is the split-phase induction motor h, the starting
position?

a. 1

b. 3

c. 2

d. 4

78.01.03.05

21. How is a skein winding made on a split-phase induction motor?

a. the coils are formed on blocks than laid into the slots, one at a time
b. one wire is laid into ez.ch coil slot at a time
c. one long coil is formed on two pegs
d. one wire is laid into the slots, at a time

1C2
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78.01.03.05 (continued)

22. Each pole of a split-phase induction motor covers:

a. 160 electrical degrees
b. 180 electrical degrees
c. 120 electrical degrees
d. 90 electrical degrees

23. Voltage changes by means of reconnections on a split-phase induction motor are:

a. always possible
b. not always possible
c. on four pole series connected motor
d. on six pole series connected motor

24. in rewinding a split-phase motor, the turns ratio depends on:

a. span of the coil
b. the number of turns per coil
c. the pitch
d. the cord factor

25. A skein winding on a split-phase induction motor is used mainly for:

a. run windings
b. start windings
c. both run and start windings
d. deceleration windings

1e3
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File Code
78.01.03.01.A2-0

Date Published 2-20-76

Le ctivity 'f ac age

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITv: Work Order

OBJECTIVE:

Student:

Date:

Properly fill out a work crder.
Identify the types of work order entries and their purpose.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Correctly answer at least 80% of the multiple-choice test items.
Completed work order must meet the criteria of the attached checklist.

RESOURCES:

Work order (example attached)
NOTE: Multi-copies
Checklist

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Obtain a copy of a work order card.
2. Using the checklist, fill out attached work order form.
3. Have the instructor evaluate the completed form.
4. Take the LP=' test.

Principal Author(s): T. Ziller
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Work Order Checklist

The following are steps to check when filling out a work order.

1. Fill in work order number.

2. Fill in date received (the day the motor comes into the

shop).

3. Fill in date the job is completed (when completed).

4. Fill in customer's name and address.

5. Enter type of equipment, telephone number, model and

name.

6. Briefly describe the malfunction.

7. Estimate cost of material and hours to complete job.

8. Enter the total hours it took you to complete the job.

9. Number of hours times labor per hour (enter this total

in Block 11).

10. Enter all material used to repair motors {example:
2 ea. bearing EM249 Unit cost 83 cents. Total costs

$1.66) .

11. Name of person completing work.

12. Instructor's signature upon completion and final check

out.
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MOUNTAIN PLAINS

78.01.03.01.A2-0

Building Trades Department 90

1. Work Order 3. Needed By

2. Date Received 4. Completed

9. Estimated Cost

8. Job Description

5. Customer

6. Address

7. Telephone

Labor per hour $8.00

10. Number Hours

11. Total

12. Number Material Description Unit Cost Total Costs

14. Completed By

15.

(Participant's Signature)

instructc:-' signature)

1C7

13. Grand Total
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Student: File Code:
78.01.03.01.A2-2

Data: Date Published. 12-19.-74

LAP TEST: WORK ORDER

1. What is the purpose of the completion date on a work order?

a. so the customer can't complain
b. only used it its routine
c. always leave blank
d. to inform customer the day the job was completed

2. On a work order the job description is:

a. a description of the trouble
b. a description of the customer
c. not required
d. a description of parts used

3. Should you always double check the customers description of the malfunction

on a work order?

a. only if the customer requests it
b. the customer is always right
c. yes, to check for accuracy
d. only on certain occasions

4. On a work order is it necessary to know the number of hours worked on a

project?

a. nn, it is part of parts cast
b. yes, for self satisfaction
c. yes, for totaling labor costs on grand total
d. only if you are trying to do it faster then someone else

5. What is meant by total cost on a work order?

a. total cost
b. cost of all parts used per unit cost
c. cost of each
d. grand total

1 C8
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78.01.03.01 (continued)

6. When do you fill out a work order card?

a. after the motor is left in the shop and the customer is gone
b. after it is tested
c. while the customer is present
d. never

7. Whose telephone number is used on the work order?

a. your home number
b. the shop's number where you are working
c. not required
d. customer's number

8. What is meant by unit cost on a work order?

a. cost of two if two are used
b . total cost
c. cost of each item
d. grand total

9. Why is the date received important on a work order?

a. you work on the oldest routine order
b. it is used only if it's routine
c. it makes no difference
d. you always leave blank

10. When would you put something in the "needed by" block on a work order?

a. if it's needed immediate;y
b. only if it is routine
c. always fill it in
d. you always leave blank
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY Operation of the Slit -Phase Induction Motor

OBJECTIVE:

Describe the operation of a split-phase induction motor.

Identify operational characteristics of the split-phase induction motor.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice

test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Split-phase induction motor.
Electric Motor Repair, by Robert Rosenburg, pages 3-4.

Introduction to Power Technology: Principles of Electric Motors, Vega,

pages 20-23.

motor test analyser

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Read p=ge6 3-4 in Electric Motor Repair.

2. Complete experiment #1, "Split-Phase Induction Motors" in

Introduction to Power Technology.

3. Write a description on the motor's operation using simple

electrical schematics.
4. Take the LAP test.

Principal Auttior(a): T. filler
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LAP TEST: OPERATION OF THE SPLIT-PHASE INDUCTION
MOTOR

1. On a split-phase induction motor, why is there more current on initial start
than after it is running?

a. the windings are in parallel
b. it has the same amount of windings in the start as in the run windings

c. the windings are in series
d. there are more windings in the start winding than in the run

2. On a split-phase induction motor the centrifugal switch is located between:

(see diagram)

a. 3-4
b. 4-5
c. 1-4
d. 1-2

5

3. The squirrel cage winding on a split-phase induction motor consists of heavy

copper bars located in the:

a. laminating iron cores in the stator
b. laminating iron cores in the rotor
c. centrifugal switch
d. shaft

Li. At the start, the current flowing through both the run and start windings
of a split-phase induction motor causes:

a. centrifugal force
b. the centrifugal switch to close
c. a magnetic field
d. the rotor to turn

5. The run winding on a split-phase induction motor is located between:

(see diagram in question #2)

a. 3-4
b. 4-5
c. 1-2
d. 1-4

172
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78.01.03.02 (continued)

78.01.03.02.A2-2

6. The start winding in a split-phase induction motor is located between:
(see diagram in question #2)

a. 4-5
b. 3-4
c. 1-4
d. 1-2

7. How would you change the rotation on this split-phase induction motor?

a. T8 to T1, T4 to T5
b. T8 to T4, T1 to T4
c. T8 to T5, T1 to T4
d. T8 to T4, T1 to T5

SW

8. How are the coils connected in a two-pole motor run winding?

a . B to D, A and C to power line
b. A to C, B and D to power line
c. B to C, A and D to power line
d. A to D, B and C to power line

9. In the schematic of the run and start windings on a split-phase induction
motor where would the centrifugal switch be placed?

a.
b.
c.
d.

1-2
3-4
7-8
5--r

lineTo ;i 7
.3
tit

5 6

RW

SW

10. Where is the connection diagram located on the split-phase induction motor?

a. on inside of end bell
b. on the stator
c. data piste
d. on centrifugal switch

173



1. A
2. B
3. B
4. C
5. C
6. B
7. D
8. A
9. D

10. C

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: 78.01.03.02.A2-2

OPERATION OF THE SPLIT-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY Split-Phase Induction Motor Construction

OBJECTIVE:

Given the necessary tools, disassemble a split-phase induction motor

according to: (1) manufacturer's specifications and (2) following

procedures and practices accepted in the industry. Identify and label

the main parts of a split-phase induction motor.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Disassembly procedure meets criteria of attached checklist. Identifi-

cation of main parts, matches the illustration. Successfully complete

at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Split-phase induction motor.
Illustration of a split-phase induction motor. (attached)

Basic tools split-phase induction motor.

Electric Motor Repair, by Robert Rcsenburg.

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Read pages 1-3 in Electric Motor Repair.

2. Follow the attached checklist for disassembly.

3. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): T. Zil ler
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CHECKLIST FOR DISASSEMBLY: SPLIT-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR

1. Mark stator and end bell.
NOTE: Refer to the attached exploded view.

2. Using proper hand tools, remove nuts and bolts (don't

lose nuts and bolts).

3. Remove end bells from stator.

4. Remove rotor from the stator.

5. Identify each component part of the motor by labeling

using masking tape.
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A SPLIT PHASE INDUCTIOII MOTOR

Front End MU (End Plata)

Sleeve Bearing (Bail Bearing)

Shaft

Rotor

78.01.03.03.A2-0

Cover Plata for Leads

Rotating Macbaniam of a Centrifugal Switch

Run Winding

Start Winding

Stator

Bimetal Overload Protector

Stationary Mechanism
a Centrifugal Switch

Sleeve bearing
(Hall Dearing)

lirar End Dag
(Rear End Flail)

Bolts

Hula
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LAP TEST: SPLIT-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR CONSTRUCTION

78.01.03.03

1. Where is ti- Auirrel-cage winding found on a split-phase induction motor?

a. inside stator
b. inside the rotor
c. inside front end plate
d. inside rear end plate

2. On split-phase induction motor of the two windings inside the stator, which
is the run winding?

a. the thin flat bars on the rear endplate
b. the smallest diameter wire
c. the largest diameter wire
d. heavy copper bars

3. What is the function of the centrifugal switch on a split-phase induction motor?

a. to connect the run winding to start winding when it reaches approximately
75% of full speed

b. to connect the start winding to run winding when it reaches approximately
75% of full speed

c. to disconnect the start winding when it reaches approximately 75% of full
speed

d. to disconnect the run winding when it reaches approximately 75% of full

speed

4. Where should the punch marks be on a split-phase induction motor-7

a. on top
b. in line with each other
c. on bottom
d. any place

5. Where is the stationary switch located on a split-phase induction motor?

(see diagrcim)

a. 11

b. 10

c. 3

d. 2

176
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78.01.03.03 (continued)

6. What type of bearina, is normally found in split-phase induction motor?

a. sleeve bearing
b. swivel bearings
c. roller bearings
d. ball bearings

7. What functions does the end plate serve on a split-phase induction motor?

a. to hold the shaft
b. to house the bearing and keep the motor in position
c. to have some place to put oil
d. to hold the bearing

8. What items make up the rotor assembly on a split-phase induction motor ?
(se,_. diagram)

a. 3,4,7
b . 3,4,5
c. 2,4,7
d. 2,3,4

9. On a split-phase induction motor which end plate should be taken off first?

a. bottom plate
b. shaft end plate
c. rear end plate
d. front end plate

10. Where are the bearings located on a split-phase induction motor? (see diagram)

d. 1 and11
b. 2 and 7
c. 2 and 8
d. Sand 6

1So
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SPLIT-PHASE INCUCTION MOTOR CONSTRUCTION
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY' Troubleshooting Split-Phase Induction Motors

OBJECTIVE:

Correctly troubleshoot a split-phase induction motor following the

recommended procedures for locating the troubled area as given in the

attached checklist.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Instructor will confer with student to acknowledge if correct diagnosis

was made. Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-

choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Checklist for troubleshooting a split-phase induction motor.

Tools, test equipment, work order form and a split -phase induction

motor.
Service Manuals for the Motor.
Electric Motor Repair, by Robert Rosenburg, pages 4-5.

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Review pages 4-5 in reference Electric Motor. Repair.

2. Follow the checklist for troubleshooting an appliance. (Attached)

3. Complete the LAP test.

Principal Auther(s): T. tiller
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CHECKLIST FOR TROUBLE SHOOTING: SPLIT -PHASE MOTOR

1. Make a thorough visual inspection.

2. If the motor sparks badly, check for:

a. Shorted field poles (Ohmmeter) (Growler) .
b. Wrong lead position on the commutator
c. Open armature coils (Ohmmeter) .
d. Shorted armature coils (Growler) .
e. Reversed coil leads.
f. Worn bearings
g. High mica.
h. Wrong direction of rotation.

3. If the motor runs hot, check for:

a. Worn bearings.
b. Dry bearings
c. Shorted coils (Growler) .
d. Overload (Ammeter)
e. Shorted fields (Growler)
f. Brushes off-neutral

4. If the motor smokes, check for:

. Shorted armature (Growler)
b. Shorted fields (Growler)
c. Worn bearings
d. Wrr.--ig voltage (Voltmete~)

Overload

5. If the motor has poor torque, check for:

a. Shorted coils (Growler)
b. Shorted field (Growler)
c. Wrong brush position
d. Worn bearings

6. Take a resistance reading on the motor field windings. Take a resistance

reading on the armature coils. (Record values) .
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7. Plug the motor into 115V AC power source.

8. Take a voltage reading on the motor terminals. (Record value) . Compare
with manufacturer's name plate.

9. Using an ammeter take a current reading on the motor. (Record value) .
Compare with manufacturer's name plate.

10. Disconnect from AC power.

11. Connect fields to a low D.C. voltage.

12. Use a compass and check for polarity.
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LAP TEST: TROUBLESHOOTING SPLIT-PHASE INDUCTION MOTORS

1. To determine whether a winding on a split-phase induction motor is grounded,
you would connect a test lamp between:

a. one test lead to the centrifugal switch and one to the power lead
b. test lead in series with the run or start windings
c. one test lead to the rotor and one to the power line
G one test lead to the power lead and other lead to the core

2. On a split-phase induction motor, how many poles does this schematic represent?

b. six
c. eight
d. four

a. two

3. If you get a shock when you touch the frame of the split-phase induction motor, it:

a. will not operate
b. has a short
c. is grounded
d. is open

4. When the split-phase induction motor hums, but does not run, the probable cause

is:

a. the z.nd bells are improperly mounted
if. badly worn bearings
c. a defective autotransformer
d. an opened start or run winding

5. In which schematic below is the split-phase induction motor in the start
position?

a. 3

b. 1

c. 2

d. 4

1

1
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78.01.02.04 (continued)

6. If a split-phase induction motor does not start, the possible cause is a:

a. bad start winding
b. loose bearing
c. bad run winding
d. loose end bell

7. A shaft on a split-phase induction motor that does not rotate freely indicates:

a. the centrifugal switch is closed
b. too much end play
c. the rotor is out of balance
d. bad bearings

8. A split-phase induction motor that runs slower than it's normal speed indicates:

a. bad start winding
b. short run winding
c. short squirrel cage winding
d. bad centrifugal switch

9. What is used to test for grounds on a split-phase induction motor?

a. growler
b. ohmmeter
c. amp probe
d. voltmeter

10. In the schematic below, the split-phase induction motor:

a. t".:1 not run
b. none of the above
c. is in starting position
d. has reached 75% of normal speed



LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: 78.01 .03.04.A2-2

TROUBLESHOOTING SPLIT-PHASE INDUCTION MOTORS

1. D

2. D
3. C
4. D

5. B

6. A
7. D

8. B
9. B

10. D
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY- Repairing Split-Phase Induction Motors

OBJECTIVE:

Repair, service and reassemble a split-phase induction motor following

the steps for repair, service and reassembly given in the attached

checklist, and correctly fill out purchase requisition if necessary.

IdeL.,:ify repair, service and reassembly techniques.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The appliance must operate properly. The stLdent must correctly fill

out purchase requisition. Successfully complete at least 80% of the

items on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Checklist for repair, service and reassembly of the motor.

Test equipment, tools, work order form and requisition form.

Split-phase induction motor.
Service Manuals for the Motor.
Electric Motor Repair, by Robert Rosenburg, pages 37-49.

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Follow the checklist for repair, service and reab-iembly of a

motor. (Attached)
NOTE: Refer to the attached exploded view of a split-phase

induction motor.
2. Complete the multiple-choice test item test for this LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. Ziller
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CHECK LIST

Ordering Replacement Parts

The following are steps to check when filling out an order form for
a replacement part. If any steps listed do not apply to the order
blank to be used, ignore them.

1 . Fill out the number of replacements needed for that
particular item in the quantity blank.

2. Write in the entire parts number from catalog.

3. Fill in the may iufacturer's brand name In the appropriate
space.

4. Write in a brief description or name of the item in the
appropriate space.

5. List the price of each item on order form from catalog.

6. List the total price of all units combined. ( multiply quantity
by price of each).

7. List the page number in the catalog in which the part was found.

8. Write in the shipping weight of the total quantity desired of
each item.

9. Write in appropriate blank the catalog number located
usually on front cover.

10. Total the amount of all goods and fill in correct blank.

1 1 . Determine total shipping weight of all items and fill in blank.

)2. From charts, determine cost of shipping and insurance for
total amount of parts and fill in.

13. Determine sales tax on the total amount of goods and fill in.

14. Add cost of insurance and shipping, sales tax, and total
price Jf goods together and record on order form.

1
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15. W-ite on order form person or Firm to ship to.

16. Write address to be shipped to.

17. Write city to be shipped to.

18. Write state to be shipped to.

19. Write ZIP code to be shipped to.

20. F'11 in date form is completed.

21. Fill out blanks on methods or ways items are to be shipped.
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Service Checklist for Split-Phase Induction Motor

1. Lubricate bearings (30W oil for sleeve bearings, general purpose lu-
bricating grease for ball bearings).

2. Insure that rotating mechanism of the centrifugal switch on the rotor
is not bin4ing.

3. Check contact points on the stationary mechanism of the centrifugal
switch for cleanliness.

4. Insure that all leads to stationary centr,fugal switch are tight.

Bearing Replacement Checklist for Split-Phase Induction Motor

1. Using proper tools, remove bad bearing.

2. Replace using proper tools. Ream to fit if necessary.

3. Lubricate new bearing.

CENTRIFUGAL SWITCH REPLACEMENT FOR SPLIT-PhASE INDUCTION MOTOR

1. Label all leads and remove from switch.

2. Remove centrifugal switch.

3. Install new switch, reconnect all leads.

Checklist fur Reasscunbly of Split-Phase Induction Motor

Gent:i set "otor inside stator.

2 Align end bells with punch marks.

3. Insert bolts and tighten.

4. Connect motor to power source.

5. Refer to exploded view.
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LAP TEST: REPAIRING SPLIT-PHASE INDUCTION MOTORS

1. How is a skein winding made on a split-phase induction motor?

a. one wire is laid into the slots at a time
b. one long coil formed on two pegs
c. one wire is laid into each coil slot at a time
d. coils are formed on blocks then laid into the slots, one at a time

2. To connect the motor for 230 volt operation (see diagram) which leads must
be connected?

a. T8,T2,T4 together, T3,T5--one side, Ti- -other side of line
b. T8,T2,T3 together, T4,T5--one side, T1--other side of line
c. T8,T3,T2 together, T4,T1--one side, 15--other side
d. T8,T3,T1 together, T4,T5,T2--one side, T1--other side of line

T8

T5

SW

3. To connect the motor for 110 volt operation (see diagram) which leads must be
connected?

a. T8,T3,T4 together on one side of line, T4,T5,T1--other side

b. T8,T3,T1 together on one side of line, T4,T5,T2--other side of line
c. T8,T2,T3 together, T4,T5--one side, T1- -other side of line
d. T8,T2,T5 together to one side of line, T4,T5,T3--other

4. Skein wind on a split-phase induction motor is used mainly for:

a. start windings
b. intermediate windings
c. run windings
d. it is used the same on all windings

1 "4
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78.01.03.05 (continued)

78.01.03.05.A2-2

5. In making a form winding for a split-phase induction motor the first thing to do
is-

a. wind your coils on 2 pegs then lay into shots
b. calculate the size of the forms
c. count number turns per coil
d. insulate the slots first

6. In rewinding on a split-phase induction motor for a change of voltage from 115
V to 230 V. the turns per coil would be:

a. one half original turns
b. doublec
c. remain the same
d. larger span

7. Rewinding for a change of voltage on a split-phase induction motor you change:

a. connections
.3. wire size
c. number of turns
d. wire size and number of turns

8. In dual voltage motor 225V-236V the run winding is connected in for 230V.

a. parallel
b. series with start winding
c. series
d. parallel with start winding

9. When r.-..vinding a split -phase induction motor, the size of copper wire is
Jesignatec' by:

a. a micrometer
b. a wire gauge
c. its radius
d. its diameter

10. When rewinding a split-phase induction motor, which number would indicate
the largest size wire?

a. 16

b. 19

c. 29

d. 31



1. B
2. B
3. B
4. A
5. B
6. B
7. 1)

8. C
9. B

10. A

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: 78.01.03.05 .A2-2

RFPAIRING SPLIT-PHASE INDUCTION MOTORS
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UNIT POST TEST: SPLIT-PHASE INDUCTION MOTORS

1. When do you fill out a work order card when repairing an electric motor?

a. after the motor is left in the shop and the customer is gone
b. after it is tested
c. while the customer is present
d. never

2. When would you put something in the "needed by" block of a work order when
repairing an electric motor?

a. always fill it in
b. always leave blank
c. only if it's needed immediately
d. only if it is routine

3. What is meant by unit cost on a work order when repairing an electric motor?

a. the grand total
b. the cost of each item used
c. the total cost
d. the cost of two if two are used

4. Why is the date received important on a work order when repairing an electric
motor?

c. it makes no difference
b.. only if its routine is it important
c. identifies the oldest routine order to work on
d. always leave blank

5. When repairing an electric motor, why is it necessary to know the number of
hours on a work order that you worked on a particular project?

a. so the employer can make a profit
b. so the customer is not overcharged for labor
c. so the customer is not under charged
d. so the secretary can keep the books straight
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78.01.03.02

6. Where are the bearings located al a split-phase induction motor? (see diagram 1)

a. 7 and 6
b. 2 and 10
c. 2 and 8
d. 2 and 7

7. V.'hat functions does the end plate on a split-phase induction motor serve?

a. to have some place to put oil
b. to hold the shaft
c. to house the bearing and keep the motor in position
d. to hold the bearing

8. Where is the squirrel-cage winding on a split-phase induction motor found?

a. inside the rot,..
b. inside the stator
c. inside the front end plate
d. inside the rear end plate

9. What is the proper connection of this 4 pole motor of the run winding?

a. B to D, C to E, F to H, A and G to power line
b. B to C, D to E, F to G, A and H to power line
c. B to H, C to G, F to F, D and E to power line
d. A to D, B to E, C to G, E and H to power line

A B C D E F G H

10. Where is the stationary switch located on a split-phase induction motor?
(see diagram)

a. 3

b. 2

c. 10
d. 9

ra9
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78.01.03.03

11. The squirrel cage winding of a split-phase induction motor consists of heavy
copper bars located in:

78.01.03.00.B2-2

a. laminating iron cores in the rotor
b. the shaft
c. laminating iron cores in the stator
d. the centrifugal switch

12. At the start, the current flowing through both the ruli and start windings of
a split-phase induction motor causes:

a. centrifugal force
b. magnetic fields
c. the rotor io turn
d. the centrifugal switch to close

13. What other name is used to refer to start winding on a split-phase induction motor?

a. main winding
b. auxiliary winding
c. squirrel cage winding
d. run winding

14. In the diagram, the centrifugal switch of a split-phase induction motor is located
between:

a. 3-4
b. 4-5
c. 1-4
d. 1-2

3

4

15. In the run winding of a split-phase induction motor, how many poles are there?

a. 1

b. 4
c. 3

d. 2

2 u c)
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78.01.03.04

16. If the start winding of a split-phase inductior, motor remains in the circuit, the:

a. start winding is shorted
b. centrifugal switch is not closing
c. centrifugal switch is not opening
d. contact points are burnt

17. When the internal wires are touching the iron cores of the rotor or stator
on a split-phase induction motor, this Is called:

a. an open circuit
b. a short
c. a ground
d. an internal short

18. To determine whether a winding on a split-phase induction motor is grounded
while using a test lamp you would:

a. connect one test lead to the rotor and one to the power line
b. connect test lead In series with the run or start windings
c. connect one test lead to centrifugal switch and one to power lead

d. connect one test lead to power lead and other lead to core

19. What is used to test for grounds on a split-phase induction motor?

a. ohmmeter
b. growler
C. amp probe
d. voltmeter

20. If a split phase induction motor runs slower than it's normal speed, there is a:

a. short in the squirrel cage winding
b. bad centrifugal switch
c. short in the run winding
d. bad start winding

78.01.03.05

21. In rewinding a split-phase induction motor effective turns depend on the:

a . spand of coil
b. numbers of turns
c. chord factor
d. pitch

2 j 1
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78.01.03.05 (continued)

22. The size of copper wire used in a split-phase induction motor is designated by:

a. micrometer
b. diameter
c. ;gauge
d, raclius

23. In making a form winding for a split-phase induction motor the first thing to do is:

a. insulate the slots first
b. wind your coils on 2 pegs then lay into slots
c. obtain the size for the forms
d. count number turns per coil

24. Skein wind on a split-phase induction motor is used mainly for:

a. start windings
b. intermediate windings
c. run windings
d. it is used the same on all windings

25. To connect motor for 110 volt operation:

a. T8,T3,T1 together on one side of line, T4,T5,T2 other side of line
b. T8,T3,T4, together on one side a line, T4,T5,T1 other side
c. T8,T2,T3 together, T4,T5 one side, T1 other side of line
d. TO,T2,T5 together to one side of line, T4,T5,T3 other side

T8

T5

SW
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UNIT PERFORMANCE TEST: SPLIT-PHASE INDUCTION MOTORS

OBJECTIVE 1:

Given a malfunctioning split-phase motor, the student will service and repair motor

so that it functions according to the manufacturer's specifications, following

safe practices and procedures.

OBJECTIVE 2:

Using appropriate tools art test equipment the student will take shorts and

open tests.

OBJECTIVE 3:

Using appropriate equipment, the student will rewind a faulty split-phase

moto:.

OBJECTIVE 4:

Using appropriate tools and test equipment, the student will calculate and

record amperage, voltage, resistance and wattage of a split-phase motor.

TASK:

The student will service and repair a split-phase motor and, in the process,

he will make shorts and open and grounding tests, using appropriate test

equipment.

ASSIGNMENT:

204
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CONDITIONS:

The student will be given a malfunctioning split-phase motor (it may be bugged
by the instructor or it may be one brought in by a customer). He will be
required to service and repair the motor In conditions similar to those in a typical

motor repair shop. He will be allowed to use any and all tools, equipment,
service manuals, text books, etc., commonly found in a repair shop. He must
complete it in a reasonable length of time with no assistance from the instructor(s)
or students.

RESOURCES:

Tools:
Internal-external snap ring pliers
7-Piece nut driver set
Tool box 18 x 8 x 9
Circular gauge
Hacksaws
Pulley puller
Arc joint pliers
Lineman's pliers
Diagonal cutting pliers
Long chain-nose pliers
Coil tamping pliers
Locking plier wrench
4-Piece standard set screwdriver
Center punch
Cold chisel
Ball peen hammer
Lug crimpers
Wire skinner and straightener

Equipment:
Coil stripping chisel
Armature winder
Coil winder
External Growler
Insulation former
Coil shapers
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PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

CRITERION
Met Not Met

Objective 1:

1. Follows safe practices and procedures.

Criterion: No injury results to the student or the

equipment and complies Oth OSHA requirements

2. FolLALurgjarpjrssfgrctjsassegthjyot.

Criterion: No damage results to the motor.

3. Diagnosis and troubleshoots malfunctions properly.

Criterion: When repaired, the motor functions according

to the manufacturer's specifications.

4. Reassembles the motor_pr,erl .

Criterion: Appliance functions according to the manufact rer's

specifications and the procedures followed agree

with those described in the service literature.

5. The repaired motor is repaired in a neat,

professional manner.
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(Checklist continued)
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CRITERION
Met Not Met

Criterion: No damage results to the motor such as opens

and shorts.

6. All connections and fastenings are properly completed.

Criterion: The motor connection complies with the

manufacturer's sPecificAtions. The connection4

are mechanically fastener and structurally

sound. The connection is electrically fastene

and free of defects_

7 Motor functions arr . la to the mannfarturpri

specifications.

Criterion: Manufacturer's specifications.

8. Uses appropriate repair part and suppligs.

Criterion: They match exactb, those listed in the

manufacturer's specifications.
1

Objective 2:

9. Test for grounds, using growler or millivolt meter.

10. Test for shorts in the field coils, using a growler.

11. Test for an open field coil, using an ohmmeter.

12. Test for reversed coils, using a compass or bar

magnet test.
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(Checklist continued)

78.01.03.00.A1-5

CRITERION
Met Not Met

Criterion: Trouble-shooting techniques reveal the malfunction;

as identified by job sheet.

Objective 3:

13. Uses coil-stripping tool to remove coils.

14. Uses coil winder, if appropriate, when winding

field coil.

15. Uses insulation former, if appropriate, when

insulating.

16. Uses coil shaper, if appropriate, on field coils.

Criterion: Proper equipment application results in a

defect-free operative motor._

Objective 4:

17. Uses test equipment properly.

______ _

18. Wattage readings are accurate.

19. Voltage readings are accurate.

20. Amperage readinas are accurate.

21. Resistance readings are accurate.

Criterion: Manufacturer's specifications.

22. When applicable, mathematical calculations ara_cor

Criterion: AC/DC Circuit Manuals, Westinghouse
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CRITERION
Met Not Met

The moto23. r is_r ' n_a_ r - i - ii -

Criterion: Not to exceed 4 hours.

The student must successfully complete 20 out of 23 line items

to achieve an overall score of satisfactory.
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UNIT: CAPACITOR MOTORS

Capacitor motors are basically split-phase motors with some differences
in internal and external circuit wiring. The motor repairman should be
familiar with these differences.

The topic, Capacitor Motors, is a vital part of the preparation needed
by an electric motor repairman.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit: Split-Phase Induction Motors

OBJECTIVE:

Troubleshoot, repair, and rewind capacitor motors using appropriate
tools, equipment, and procedures. Identify parts, operational charac-
teristics and procedures for diagnosis and repair of capacitor motors.

RESOURCES:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Operation of Capacitor Motors.

.02 Capacitor Motor Construction.

.03 Troublesho().Ling Capacitor Motors.

.04 Re:_ifing Capacitor Not.:77s.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

This unit consists of 4 Learning Activity Packages (LAPSE. Each LAP
will provide specific information for completion of a learning activity.

The general procedure for this unit is as follows:

(1) Read the first assigned Learning Activity Package (LAP) .
(2) Begin and complete the first assigned LAP.
(3) Take and score the LAP test.

(4) Turn in the LAP test answer sheet.
(5) Determine the reason for any missed items on the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): T. Ziller
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Printed Material

Electric Motor Repair, second edition Robert Rosenburg (see more
bibleo - data) Rinehart and Winston, 1970.

Introduction to Power Technology: Principles of Electric Motors,
second edition, Vega Enterprises Inc., Decator, Illinois, 1973.

Service Manuals

Attached Lap reading material:
Checklist for Disassembly
Checklist for troubleshooting: Capacitor Motors
Checklist for Repair, Service and Reassembly: Split-Phase Capacitor

Start Motor

Audio/Visual

Attached Illustration: capacitor motor
split-phase motor

capacitor motor
motor test analyzer
motor board for capacitor motor
tools

Equipment

21
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: (continued)

78.01.04.00.A2-0

(6) Proceed to and complete the next assigned LAP in the unit.
(7) Complete all required LAPS for the unit by following steps

3 through 6.
(8) Take the unit tests as described in the Unit LEG "Ev-luation

Procedures".
(9) Proceed to the next assigned unit.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

When pretesting:

1. The student takes the unit multiple-choice pretest.
Successful completion is 4 out of 5 items for each LAP
part of the pretest.

2. The student then takes a unit performance test if the unit
pretest was successfully completed.
Satisfactory completion of the performance test is meeting
the criteria listed on the performance test.

When post testing:

The student takes a multiple-choice unit post test and a
unit performance test.
Successful unit completion is meeting the listed criteria for
the performance test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

You may now begin with the first LAP in this unit. Talk to your
instructor if you need help.
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Student: Fite Code- 78.01.04.00.A2-2

Date: Date Published:

UNIT PRETEST: CAPACITOR MOTORS

1. Where would a two-valve capacitor motor be used?

a. heaters
b. fans
c. compressors
d. blowers

2. The purpose of a capacitor-start motor is to provide:

a. lower RPM
b. higher RPM
c. lower starting torque
d. higher starting torque

3. What is different about a permanent-split capacitor motor?

a. no centrifugal switch is necessary
b. it has comparatively higher torque
c. there is no need for a rotor
d. it is two motors in one housing

Li. What is another name for a permanent-split capacitor motor?

a. three phase motor
b. single-valve capacitor-run motor

two phase motor
d. split-phase induction motor

12-13-74

5. On a two-valve capacitor motor, what purpose does the centrifugal switch
serve?

a. takes the capacitor and run winding out of circuit
b. to substitute a lower capacity
c. takes the capacitor and start winding out of circuit
d. takes the start winding out of the circuit

2 3
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78.01.04.02

6. What is the purpose of the centrifugal switch in a capacitor-start motor?

a. to remove the start winding from the run winding
b. to remove the run winding from the capacitor
c. to help to reduce eddy currents
d. to remove the capacitor and start winding from the run winding at 75% FS

7. Where is the bearing located in a capacitor-start motor?

a. between the rotor and centrifugal switch
b. the center of the end plate
c. on the end of the shaft only
d. split-phase capacitor start motor does not require one

8-. In a capacitor-start motor, what helps to prevent the motor from drawing
too much current?

a. the fuse
b. the extra set contact points
c. the centrifugal switch
d. the overload device

9. Where is the centrifugal switch located in a capacitor-start motor?

a. on the front end plate
b. on the rear end plate
c. on top of the stator
d. inside the stator

10. In a capacitor-start motor the capacitor is in with start wind.

a. serf
series parallel

c. parallel series
d. parallel

78.01.04.03

11. How is a capacitor checked using an ohmmeter?

a. the ohmmeter will show infinity reading
b. the ohmmeter will give a different reading
c. lead on + terminal = lead on = terminal ohmmeter on high
d. the ohmmeter will show zero OHMS

214
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78.01.04.03 (continued)

12. If the capacitor of a capacitor-start motor becomes open:

78.01.04.00.A2-2

a. the motor will burn up if connected to power line before starting
b. it will start but will not reach full speed
c. it will start but with less starting torque
d. motor won't start, will run if started manually have FS before load

13. If a capacitor-start motor starts fine but when centrifugal switch kicks out it
drops back to start winding, what is the problem?

a. open run winding
b. defective capacitor
c. wrong connections
d. defective centrifugal switch

14. In a capacitor-start motor, if the fuse burns out when current is applied to
the motor, look for:

a. shorted windings
b. open run winding
c. open start winding
d. open capacitor

15. On a capacitor start--capacitor-run motor, what type of capacitor is used?

a. paper capacitor
b. oil capacitor
c. two-valve oil capacitor
d. two-valve paper capacitor

78.01.04.0';

16. When a capacitor-start motor is first put on the work bench, which of the
following should be done?

a. refer to manufacturer's booklet
b. plug it into a voltage source and see what doesn't work properly
c. use a test lamp or ohmmeter and check for grounds, shorts, opens
d. dismantle and look inside

17. Without a load on a capacitor-start motor, smoking while running may be
caused by:

a. failure of centrifugal switch to open starting winding circuit
b. overloaded
c. shorted winding
d. defective capacitor

21
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78.01.014.04 (continued)

18. !f a capacitor-start motor (without a load) hums but does not run, suspect:

a. grounded winding
b. shorted winding
c. overload
d. defective capacitor

19. On a capacitor-start motor, if you get a shock when you touch the frame of
the motor, the motor:

a. is shorted
b. is open
c. is grounded
d. will not operate

20. After rewinding a capacitor-start motor and it appears to be running fine,
what test equipment would you use to check current drain?

a. ammeter
b. ohmmeter
c. low resistance meter
d. voltmeter

216
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Student:
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:Operation of the Capacitor Motor

OBJECTIVE:

Describe the operation of a capacitor motor.
Identify operational characteristics of a capacitor motor.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 801, of the items on a multiple-choice

test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Capacitor start motor.
Electric Motor Repair, by Robert Rosenberg, pages 52-53, 62-71.

Introduction to Power Technology Principles of Electric Motors, Vega,

pages 24-27.

motor test analyzer

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Read ncies 52-53 and 62-7' in Electric Motor Repair.

"). Complete experiment. #2, "Capacitor Start. Motors" in Introduct.:on

To Power Technology, pages 24-27.
3. Write a description of the motor's operation nr..ing simple

electrical schematics.
4. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): T. ziii er
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LAP TEST: OPERATION OF THE CAPACITOR MOTOR

1. Normally, when is an oilfilled capacitor used?

a. only when low current is required
b. only when using a two-valve capacitor
c. only on start cycle
d. when it is in the circuit on run cycle

2. The purpose of a capacitor-start motor is to provide:

a. lower starting torque
b. higher starting torque
c. lower RPM
d. higher RPM

3. What is taken off the line after the motor reaches approximately 75% full speed?

a. start winding, centrifugal switch, and capacitor
b. run winding and centrifugal switch
c. capacitor and centrifugal switch
d. start winding and rotor

4. Where would a two-valve capacitor motor be used?

a. in fans
b. in heaters
c. ;--. blowers
d. in compressors

5. The capacitor and the centrifugal switch are connected in series with the:

a. run winding
b. only while centrifugal switch is closed
c. start winding
d. only while centrifugal switch is open

219
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78.01.04.01 (continued)

6. The start winding is how many electrical degrees out of phase with the

run winding?

a. 90
b. 180
c. 75
d. -190

7. How are the two valves of capacity obtained?

a. only by using a transformer
b. two capacitors in parallel
c. dual capacitor in one can
d. two capacitors in series

8. What is connected to the line after the motor reaches approximately 75% full speed?

a. start winding
b. run winding
c. centrifugal switch
d. capacitor

9. What is the major advantage of a two-valve capacitor motor?

a. it reduces starting torque
b. it produces slower speed
c. it produces higher speed
d. it creates, high starting torque

10. The run winding is how many electrical degrees out of phase with the

start winding?

a. lagging by 75
b. lagging by 0
c. leading by 180
d. leading by 190

2.:;0



LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: 78.01.04.01.A2-2

OPERATION OF THE CAPACITOR MOTOR

1. D
2. B
3. A
4. D
5. B
6. A
7. C
8. B
9. D
10. C
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Capacitor Motor Construction

OBJECTIVE:

Student:

Date:

Disassemble and identify the component parts of a capacitor motor.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Instructor will examine the disassembled motor for correct disassembly.
Identification of main parts will be in compliance with attached identifi-
cation list. Also score at least 80% on a multiple-choice test.

RESOURCES:

Capacitor motor.
Checklist on disassembly of the motor. (attached)
Illustration of a capacitor motor. (attached)
Hand tools.
Electric Motor Repair, by Robert Rosenburg.

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Follow the checklist for disassembly of a capacitor motor.
2. Comple,*.e the multiple-Cioe test items for this LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. z i 1 tor
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CHECKLIST FOR DISASSEMBLY:

CAPACITOR MOTOR

1. Using a ball peen hammer and center punch, put two (2) punch marks on the
end bell and on the stator, on the end of the motor in line with each other and
within in of each other.

2. Using the same tools, put one (1) punch mark on the stator and end bell in
line with step 1 but on the other end of motor and within I" of each other.

3. Using a nut driver of proper size, remove the four (4) nuts and remove the
long bolts. (Caution: do not lose the nuts).

4. Using a ball peen hammer and cold chisel, gently tap the front end bell where
it meets the stator on shaft end; when loose, slide the end bell off the end of
shaft.

5. Firmly hold onto the shaft and pull straight out. Try not to let the rotor drag
on the stator laminations.

6. Using cools in step 4, gelitly tap the rear end bell loose; it will still be
.onnected with 4 wires to the centrifugal switch. Do not force.

7. To remove capacitor, remove the screws folding the cover plate; capacitor
will fall out (don't lose the screws) .

8. To remove the centrifugal switch, use a screwdriver and remove the screws.
(Caution: do not lose the screws) .

9. To remove proctector (thermal relay) , remove the two screws with a screw-
driver. (Caution: do not lose the screws) .

10. Label each component part using masking tape.

11. Have the instructor examine the identified parts.
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LAP TEST: CAPACITOR MOTOR CONSTRUCTION

1. What does the stator house in electric motors?

a. Starting and run winding
b. the capacitor
C. front end plate
d. the centrifugal switch

2. How is a bimetallic overload device connected in a capacitor-start motor?

a. series parallel
b. series
c. parallel series
d. parallel

3. What is the purpose of the end plate in a capacitor-start motor?

a. to hold the capacitor
b. to hold the rotor in center of the stator
c. to hold the winding in place
d. to keep stator from collapsing

4. What is the purpose of bearing packing in a capacitor-start motor?

a. to house the bearing
b. to hold oil for bearing lubrication
c. s- :ha l'. the rotor wi'l "le held in the center of the stator
d. to hold the bearing in place

5. How is the centrifugal switch mounted in a cap&citor-start motor?

a. with washers
b. by welding
c. with nuts
d. with screws
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78.01.04.02 (continued)

78.01.04.02.A2-2

6. In a capacitor -start motor, what helps to prevent the motor from drawing too
much current?

a. the overload device
b. the centrifugal switch
c. the extra set contact points
d. the fuse

7. Where is the bearing located in a capacitor-start motor?

a. between the rotor and centrifugal switch
b. split-phase capacitor-start motor does not require one
c. on the end of the shaft only
d. in the center of the end plate

8. Normally, where is the capacitor located on a capacitor-start motor?

a. on top of the stator
b. in the rotor
c. in side the stator
d. inside the rear end plate

9. In a capacitor-start motor the capacitor is in parallel with the:

a. bearings
b. centrifugal switch
c. run winding
d. start windng

10. What is the p.irpose of the centrifugal switch in il capacitor-start motor?

a. to remove the capacitor iind start winding from the run winc::cig gat 7FA.
full speed

b. to help to reduce eddy currents
c. to remove the run winding from the capacitor
d. to remove the start winding from the run winding



1. A
2. B

3. B
4. B
5. D

6. A
7. D

8. A
9. C

10. A

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: 78.01.04.03.A2-2

CAPACITOR MOTOR CONSTRUCTION

2:27
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Troubleshooting Capacitor Motors

OBJECTIVE:

Troubleshoot a capacitor motor following the steps given on the checklist.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The student is to troubleshoot motors using a given checklist and score
at least 80% on a multiple-choice test.

RESOURCES:

Checklist for troubleshooting, test equipment, tools, work order form
and requisition form.
Capacitor Motor.
Service Manuals.
Electric Motor Repair, by Robert Rosenburg, pages 74-79.

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Follow the checklist for troubleshooting a motor (Attached)
2. Complete the multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. Zil ler
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CHECKLIST FOR TROUBLESHOOTING: CAPACITOR MOTORS.

1. Make a thorough visual inspection.

2. If the motor sparks badly, check for:

3. Shorted field poles (Ohmmeter) (Growler) .
b. Wrong lead position on the commutator.
c. Open armature coils (Ohmmeter).
d. Shorted armature coils (Growler).
e. Reversed coil leads.
f. Worn bearings.
g. High mica.
h. Wrong direction of rotation.

3. If the motor runs hot, check for:

a. Worn bearings.
b. Dry bearings.
c. Shorted coils (Growler).
d. Overload (Ammeter) .
e. Shorted fields (Growler).
f. Brushes off-neutral.

4. If the motor smokes, check for:

a. Shorted armature (Growler).
b. Shorted fields (Growler).
c. Worn bearings.
d. Wrong voltage (Voltmeter) .
e. Overload (Ammeter).

5. If the inn*-,,r has poor torque, check for:

a. Shorted coils (Growler).
b. Shorted field (Growler) .

c. Wrong brush position.
d. Worn bearings.

78.01.04.03.A2-0

6. Take a resistance reading on the motor field windings.
Take a resistance reading on the armature coils. (Record values) .

7. Plug the motor into 115V AC power source.
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8. Take a voltage reading on the motor terminals. (Record value) Compare
with manufacturer's name plate.

9. Using an ammeter take a current reading on the motor. (Record value).
Compare with manufacturer's name plate.

10. Disconnect from AC Power.

11. Connect fields to a low D.C. voltaae.

12. Use a compass and check for polarity.

2, )
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LAP TEST: TROUBLE-SHOOTING CAPACITOR MOTORS

1. How is a capacitor checked using an ohmmeter?

a. the ohmmeter shows infinity reading
b. the ohmmeter will show zero OHMS
c. +lead on + terminal: lead on terminal ohmmeter on high
d. the ohmmeter will give a different reading

2. What will the ohmmeter show if the capacitor is shorted?

a. the ohmmeter will give a different reading
b. the ohmmeter will show zero OHMS
c. the ohmmeter shows infinity reading
d. + lead on + terminal: lead on terminal OM-high reverse

3. If a capacitor-start motor starts fine but when the centrifugal switch kicks out,
it drops back to start winding, what is the problem?

a. wrong connections
b. defective capacitor
c. open run winding
d. defective centrifugal switch

4. In a capacitor-start motor, if the fuse burns out when current is applied to the
inator, look for:

a. open run winding
b. open capacitor
c. open start winding
d. shorted windings

5. How are capadtors rated?

a. by power factor PF
b. by working volts direct current- WVDC
c. farads
d. horsepower HP
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78.01.04.03 (continued)

6. If the capacitor of a capacitor-start motor becomes shorted:

78.01.04.03.A2-2

a. it will cause it to over speed
b. the motor may start, but starting torque will be greatly reduced
c. it will create a short circuit directly across the line
d. the motor will not run

7. The capacitance of a capacitor-start motor should be within what % of the rated
capacity?

a. 20%

b. 40%

c. 10%

d. 30%

8. If you receive an electrical shock from a capacitor-start m' for when you put
your hand on it, the trouble may be:

a. a bad centrifugal switch
b. badly worn bearings
c. a grounded winding
d. a defective capacitor

9. On a capacitor-start, capacitor-run motor, what type of capacitor is used?

a. oil capacitor
b. paper capacitor
c. two-valve paper capacitor
d. two-valve oil capacitor

10. If a c=,,acitDr-start motor hus difficulty starting, the trouble may be
(with no load applied) :

a. open windings
b. bad centrifugal switch
c. defective capacitor
d. over load
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TROUBLE-SHOOTING CAPACITOR MOTORS

1. C
2. B
3. C
4. D
5. C
6. B
7. A
8. C
9. D

10. C
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OBJECTIVE:
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Lea i Activity Package

Repairing Capacitor Motors

Student:

Date:

Repair, service and reassemble a capacitor motor.
Identify procedures for the repair, service and reassembly of capacitor
motors.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The appliance must operate properly. The student is to repair, service
and reassemble motors that are consistent with the given checklist.
Also score 80% on a multiple-choice test.

RESOURCES:

Checklist for repair, service and reassembly, test equipment, tools,
work order form and requisition form.
Capacitor Motor.
Service Manuals.
Electric Motor Repair, by Robert Rosenburg, pages 74-79.
Illustration of a Split-Phase capacitor motor.

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Follow the checklists for repair, service and reassembly.
1 Complete the multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. Ziller
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CHECKLIST FOR RE;NIR, SERVICE AND REASSEMBLY: SPLIT-PHASE CAPACITOR
MOTOR

1. Lubricate bearings (30-w oil for sleeve bearings, general
purpose lubricating grease for ball bearings).

2. Insure that rotating mechanism of the centrifugal switch on the
rotor is not binding.

3. Check contact points on the stationary mechanism of the centrifugal
switch for cleanliness.

4. Insure. that all leads to stationary centrifugal switch are tight.

Bearing Replacement Checklist for Split-Phase Capacitor Motor

1. Using proper tools, remove bad bearings.
2. Replace, using proper tools. Ream to fit as necessary.
3. Relubricate new bearings.

Centrifugal Switch Replacement for Split-Phase Capacitor Motor

1. Label all leads and remove from centrifugal switch.
2. Remove centrifugal switch.
3. Install new switch, reconnect all leads.

Capacitor Check and Replacement

1. Remove screws holding capacitor (don't lose screws).
2. Remove capacitor from holder (don't lose holder).
3. Using soldering iron, unsolder the leads.
4. Using proper test equipment, test capacitor.
5. Order a new capacitor using a requisition form.
6. Rosolder leads onto new capacitor, insert in holder, install

onto staLor.
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Checklist: Rewinding Split-Phase Capacitor Motor

1. Take data from data plate on motor and enter on data sheet for
split-phase motor. (Page 7-9) See instructor when completed.

2. Strip the stator. (Page 9-10).

3. Check for correct size of magnetic wire. (Page 10-12).

4. Form fit the paper insulation to fit the stator slots. See
instructor when completed.

5. Rewind motor using the form winding method. (Page 13-16).

6. Splice and connect all ends and beginning wires of each pole
correctly. (Page 53-71). See instructor when completed.

7. Test new winding with proper test equipment. (Page 20).

8. Dip stator winding into varnish. (Page 20 and 21).

9. Reassemble the motor.

10. Connect motor to power source and test under load.
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Checklist: Reassembly of Split-Phase Capacitor Motor

1. Gently set rotor inside stator

2. Align end bells with punch marks

3. Insert bolts and tighten

4. Install capacitor cover on the capacitor

5. Connect motor to power source

6. Refer to exploded view
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A SPLIT-PHASE CAPACITOR MOTOR

FRONT END BELL (END PLATE)

SLEEVE BEARING (BALL BEARING)

SHAFT

ROTOR

DATA
PLATE

78.01.04.04.A2-0

COVER PLATE FOR LEADS

ROTATING MECHANISM OF A CENTRIFUGAL SWITCH

RUN WINDING
START WINDING

STATOR.

CAPACITOR

CAPACITOR COVER

BIMETAL OVERLOAD PROTECTOR

TATIONARY MECHANISM OF A
CENTRIFUGAL SWITCH

%p%

SLEEVE BEARING (BALL

REAR END BELL BEARING)

(REAR END PLATE)

BOLTS

2
NUTS_ ,K2
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LAP TEST: REPAIRING CAPACITOR MOTORS

1. If the shaft of a capacitor-start motor will not turn by hand, you should suspect:

a. wrong connections
b. a bad centrifugal swtich
c. a defective cap;7:citor
d. bad bearings

2. When a capacitor-start motor is first put on the work bench, which of the
following should be done?

a. check the manufacturer's booklet
b. use a test lamp or ohmmeter and check for grounds, shorts, opens
c. dismantle it and look inside
d. plug it into a voltage source and see what doesn't work properly

3. How does a capacitor-start motor differ from a split-phase motor?

a. the capacitor is added in parallel with centrifugal switch
b. the capacitor is connected in series parallel with start winding
c. the capacitor is added in series with centrifugal switch
d. the capacitor :s connected in parallel with the start winding

it. After rewinding a capacitor-start motor and it appears to be running
fi.ie, what equipment would you use to check current drain?

a. ammeter
b. low resistance meter
c. ohmmeter
d. voltmeter

5. In a capacitor-start motor, if Ow varnish is scrapped or nicked in one spot,
should it be installed in the starter?

a. always
b. never
r . sometimes
U. occasionally
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78.01.04.04 (continued)

6. When you apply current to a capacitor- -start motor and the fuse burns open,
look for:

a. wrong connections
b. a shorted winding
c. too small a fuse
d. an open capacitor

7. On testing a capacitor-start motor, you find the shaft free but the motor hums
and doesn't run suspect:

a. an overload
b. badly worn bearings
c. an open start or run winding
d. a shorted start or run winding

8. After rewinding the start winding of a capacitor-start motor, and while test
running, smoke appears from the motor, trouble may be due to:

a. a defective capacitor
b. a shorted winding
c. an open winding
d. wrong connections

9. Which is the proper schematic for a capacitor-start motor?
C CS

A)

B)
1
line

SW

SW

C)

D)
line RW JSW

CS

10. On a capacitor- start motor, if you get a shock when you touch the frame of
the motor, the motor:

a. will not operate
b. is open
C. is shorted
d. is grounded
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REPAIRING CAPACITOR MOTORS

1. D

2. B
3. C
4. A
5. B
6. B
7. C
8. B

9. A
10. D
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UNIT POST TEST: CAPACITOR MOTORS

1. What is the major advantage of a two-valve capacitor motor?

a. it creates high starting torque
b. it produces slowE.r speed
c. it produces higher speed
d. it reduces starting torque

The capacitor and the centrifugal switch are connected in series:

a. with the start winding
b. only while centrifugal switch is open
c. only while centrifugal switch is closed
d. with the run winding

3. Normally, when is an oilfilled capacitor used?

a. only on start cycle
b. only when using a two-valve capacitor
c. when it is in the circuit on run cycle
d. only when low current is requir,d

4. What is connected to line after motor reaches approximately 75% full speed?

a. run windiorl
b.

start winding
d. centrifugal switch

5. What is taken off the line after motor reaches approximately 75c: "..111 speed?

a. run winding dnci centrifugal switch
b. start winding, centrifugal switch, and capacitor

capacitor and centrifugal switch
d. start winding and rotor
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6. What is the purpose of the end plate in a capacitor-start motor?

a. to keep stator from collapsing
b. to hold the rotor in center of the stator
c. to hold the capacitor
d. to hold the winding in place

78.01.04.00.B2-2

7. What is the purpose of bearing packing in a capacitor-start motor?

a. house the bearing
b. to hold oil for bearing lubrication
c. to hold the bearing in place
d . SJ that the rotor will be held in the center of the stator

8. In a capacitor-start motor the capacitor is in parallel with the:

a. start winding
b. centrifugal switch
c. bearings
d . run winding

9. Normally, where is the capacitor located on a capacito -start motor?

a. inside the rear end plate
b. in the rotor
c. on top of the stator
d. inside the stator

10. Where is the oil wick located in a capacitor-start motor?

a. bet- ,-otor switch
!). split-phase capacitc. -start motor does not require one
c. between bearing and shaft
d . inside the endplate and hearings

78 01.04.03

11. What will the ohmmeter show if the capacitor is shorted?

a. -F lead on + terminal: lead on terminal om-high reverse
b. the ohmmeter show infinity reading

tho ohmmeter will give d different reading
d. the ohmmeter will show zero OHMS

213
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78.01.04.03 (continued)

12. If you receive an electrical shock from a capacitor-start motor when you put
your hand on it, the trouble may be:

78.01.04.00.B2-2

a. grounded winding
b. badly worn bearings
c. bad centrifugal switch
d. defective capacitor

13. What is the schematic symbol for a capacitor?

a.

b.
C. (-5-1-11-rn

1,'NeN,A/ \ V VV---

d.

14. If a capacitor-start motor smokes while running, the trouble may be:

a. wrong connections
b. grounded winding
c. defective capacitor
d. shorted windings

15. How are capacitors rated?

a. power factor Pt=

b. working volts direct current WVDC
c. Farads
d. HP

78.01.04.04

16. How does a capacitor-start motor differ from a split-phase mot'7.-?

a. capacitor is connected in series parallel with start winding
b. capacitor is added in series with centrifugal switch
c. capacitor is connected in parallel with the start winding
d. capacitor is added in parallel with centrifugal switch

17. After a capacitor-- t,.tart motor has been rewound and it has poor starting torque,
the trouble may be:

a. open fuse
b. wrong connections
c. over loaded
d. open overload device 214
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78.01.04.04 (continued)

18. In a capacito -start motor, a winding is said to be shorted when there is:

a. normal resistance in the coil
b. high resistance in the coil
c. no resistance is in the coil
d. minimum current

19. After rewinding the start winding of a capacitor-start motor and while test
running, smoke appears from the motor, trouble may be due to:

a. shorted winding
b. open winding
c. wrong connections
d. defective c;.3pacitor

20. On testing a capacitor-start motor, you find the shaft free but the motor hums
and doesn't run, suspect:

a. shorted start or run winding
b. badly worn bearings
c. open start or run winding
d. overload
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UNIT PERFORMANCE TEST: CAPACITOR MOTORS

OBJECTIVE 1:

Given a malfunctioning capacitor motor, the student will service and repair

the motor su that ft functions according to the manufacturer's specifications,

following safe practices and procedures.

OBJECTIVE 2:

Using appropriate tools and test equipment the student will take shorts and

ooen tests.

OBJECTIVE 3:

Using appropriate equipment, the student will rewind a faulty capacitor motor.

OBJECTIVE 4:

Using appropriate tools and test equipment, the student will calculate and
record amperage, voltage, resistance and wattage of a capacitor motor.

TASK:

The student will service and repair a capacitor motor and, in the process, he

will make shorts and and grounding tests, using appropriate test equipment.

ASSIGNR_ :
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CONDITIONS:

The student will be given a malfunctioning capacitor motor (it may be bugged by
the instructor or it may be one brought in by a customer). He will be required
to service and repair the motor in cotAitions similar to those in a typical motor
repair shop. He will be allowed to use any and all tools, equipment, service
manuals, text books, etc., commonly found in a repair shop. He must complete it
in a reasonable length of time with no assistance from the instructor(s) or
students.

RESOURCES:

Tools:
Internal-external 'rat.) ring pliers

7-Piece nut dri-
Tool box 18 x E .

Circular gauge
Hacksaws
Pulley puller
Arc joint pliers
Lineman's pliers
Diagonal cutting pliers
Long chain-nose pliers
Locking plier wrench
Coil tamping pliers
4-piece standard set screwdrivers
Center punch
Cold chisel
Ball peen hammer
Lug crimpers
Wire skinner and straightener

Equipment:
Coil stripping chisel
Armature winder
Coil windor
External §Iruo.,
Insulucion former
Coil shapers
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PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

Sex: hi F (Circle 1)

CRITERION
Met Not Met

Objective 1:

1. Follows safe practices and procedures.

Criterion: No injur results to the student or the equipment

and complies with OSHA requirements.

2. Follows proper procedures for disassembly.

Criterion: No damage results to the motor.

3. DiagnosiS_And_IialtdEIShaa.521alions properly.

Criterion: Whc:r i.epairr'1, the motor functions according

to the manufacturer's specifications.

4. Reassembles the motor properly.

Criterion: Appliance functions according to the

manufacturer's specifications and the

_procedures folls&ed_. - -

-!esc7ibed -i-+ thF, s,:rvic.le literature.

5. The repaired motor is repaired in a neat,

2,4 9
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(Checklist continued)
78.01.04.00.A1-5

CRITERION

rofessional manner.

., . a.., l IVIGL

Criterion: No damage results to the motor such as opens

and shorts.

6. All connections and fastenings are properly completed.

Criterion: The motor connection complies with the

MAnufaciarali cationsilhec,

are mechanically fastened and structurally

std, Tile COnnection is electrically fastened

and free of defects.

we 1 ions acrnrding to the manufacturer's

specifications.

Criterion: Manufacturer's specifications.

8. Uses appropriate repair part and supplies.

Criterion: They match exactly those listed in the

manufacturer's specifications.

Objective 2

9. Test for grounds, using growler of millivolt meter.

10. Test for shorts in the field coils, using a growler.

11. Test for an open field.coil, using an ohmmeter

12. Test for reversed coils, using a compass or bar
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tCheckiist continued)

78.01.04.00.A1-5

CRITERION
Met Not Met

magnet test.

13. Use capacitor checker to check for opened or shorted

capacitor.

Criterion: Troubleshooting techniques reveal the malfunction,

as identified bv 'ob sheet.

Objective 3:

14. Uses coil-stripping tool to remove coils.

1_5____UsesssliLi6insterc_if=roari_aLe_ing

field coil.

16. Uses insulation former, if appropriate, when

insulating.

17. Uses coil shaper, if appropriate, on the field coils.
..._

Criterion: Proper equipment application results tn a_

defes;t=freeWgrAtiVe_ffatioT_,

4:_Objective

18. Uses 4(.1" ,,;u1pment ;:roperly.

19. Wattage readings are accurate. _

20. Voltage readings are accurate.

21. _PTIPtrge_l_LI19.3:12.rAte

22. Resist(nce readThes are accurate.

2
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CRITERION
M et

Criterion: Manufacture's specifications.

23. When applicable, mathematical calculations are correct.

iterion: AC/DC Circuit Manuals Westinghouse.

24, The magor is repaired in a reasonable time.

Criterion: Not to exceed 4 hours.

The student must successfully complete 21 out of 24 line items

correctly to achieve an overall score of satisfactory.

1

1---
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RATIONALE:

An understanding of theory and applications related to repulsion motors
is necessary for an electric motor repairman because they are widely
used in industrial and commercial applications.

PREREQUISITES:

unit: Capacitor Motors

OBJECTIVE:

Troubleshoot, and repair repulsion motors using appropriate tools,
equipment and procedures. Identify parts, operational characteristics
and procedures for troubleshooting and repair of repulsion motors.

RESOURCES:

Electric Motor Repair, 2nd Ed.; Robert Rosenberg, Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, 1970.
Introduction to Power Technology Principles of Electric Motors, 2nd Ed.,
Vega Enterprises Inc., Decatur, Illinois, 1973.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

Thi:; unit con: i:;t_s of 4 Learning Activity Packages (LAPs). Each LAP
wiil i:.fnrmation for completion of a learning activity.

Tne general procedure for this unit is as follows:

(1) Read the first assigned Learning Activity Package (LAP).
(2) Begin and complete the first assigned LAP.
(3) Take and score the LAP test.
(4) Turn in the LAP test answer sheet.
(5) Determine the reason for any missed items on the LAP test.
(6) Proceed to and complete the next assigned LAP in the unit.
(7) Complete all required LAPs for the unit by following steps

3 through 6.
(8) Take the unit tests as described in the Unit LEG "Evaluation

Procedures".
(9) Proceed to the next assigned unit.

Principal Authqr(s): T. ler



Resource List:

Printed Material

78.01.05.00.A2-0

1. Electric Motors, second edition, Anderson, Theodore, Audel and
Company, 1971.

2. Introduction to Power Technology: Principles of Electric Motors,
second edition, Vega Enterprises Inc., Decator, Illinois, 1973.

A set of manufacturer's motor specifications and data sheets.
Service manuals.
Checklist attached to LAPs:
Checklist for Disassembly: Repulsion Motors
Checklist for Troubleshooting: Repulsion Motors
Checklist for Repair Service and Assembly: Repulsion Motors

Ausio/Visual

Illustration attached to LAP: (1) Repulsion - type Motors (2) Exploded
view of Repulsion Armature.

Equipment

Repulsion motor
motor to test analyzer
tools
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Operation of the Repulsion Motor.

.02 Repulsion Motor Construction.

.03 Troubleshooting Repulsion Motors.

.04 Repairing Repulsion Motors.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

When pretesting:

1. The student takes the unit multiple-choice pretest.
Successful completion is 4 out 5 items for each LAP part
of the pretest.

2. The student then takes a unit performance test if the unit
pretest was successfully completed.
Satisfactory completion of the performance test is meeting
the criteria listed on the performance test.

When post testing:

The student takes a multiple-choice unit post test and a unit
performance test.
Successful unit completion is meeting the listed criteria for
the performance test.

FOLT -THROUGH:

You are now ready to begin the first LAP in this unit. Your instructor
will be available to assist you when needed.
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UNIT PRETEST: REPULSION MOTORS

1. How are repulsion-type motors classified by the NEMA?

a. as single- -phase motors
b. as single-phase wound-rotor motors
c. as single-phase repulsion-type motors
d. as split-phase repulsion motors

2 On a repulsion motor, how can the speed be decreased?

a. only by changing the brushes
b. only by changing the winding in the armature
c. only by changing the commutator
d. by moving the brush holder further away from neutral

3. Which of the types of repulsion motors has either a constant speed or varying
speed characteristic?

a. repulsion motor
b. repulsion-induction motor
c. universal motor
d. repulsion-start motor

4. The one advantage of a repulsion-induction motor is:

a . commutator
b. no centrifugal switch mechanism used
c. that it can be called an inductive series motor
d. no compensating winding

5. Which of the types of repulsion motors has a varying speed characteristic?

a. universal motor
b. repulsion-induction motor
c. repulsion-start induction motor
d. repulsion motor

2 5 6
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78.01.05.02

6. What four items are on the shaft of a repulsion induction motor?

a. windings, commutator, endplay spacer and brushes
b. laminated core, winding, commutator and brushes
c. fan, laminated core, winding, and commutator
d. brushes, commutator, rotor coils, and sleeve bearings

7. On repulsion-type motors, at approximateiy what speed do the go\ ernor
weights move?

a. 3650 RPM
b. 50%

c. 1875 RPM
d. 75%

8. The centrifugal mechanism of repulsion-type motors comes out of several
parts that are located in:

a. the end bell
b. on the stator
c. the armature
d. the stator

9. What is the purpose of the stator of a repulsion-type motor?

a. to hold the core
b. to hold the brushes
c. to hold the armature winding
d. to hold the laminated core and field winding

10. Why is it neo-ssary to record data on repulsion-start induction motors?

a. it is added paper work to increase the price to the consumer
b. it is not required
c. it is just something we do in school
d. it is so it can be reassembled the same as it came apart

78.01.05.03

11. How is the neutral point located if it is not marked on the case of repulsion-
start induction motors?

a. motor will run in counterclockwise direction only
b. motor will run in clockwise direction only
c. motor will not run in either direction
d. motor will over speed
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78.01.05.03 (continued)

12. How many neutral points are thee ;n a repulsion-start motor?

a. 4
b. 2

c. I

d. 3

13. If the brushes are shifted in a counterclockwise direction on a
repulsion-type motor, the armature will rotate in a:

a. counterclockwise direction
b. clockwise direction
c. no change
d. the motor will stop

14. In repulsion type motors if the brushes are moved clockwise, the armature
will rotate in a :

a. the motor will stop
b. counterclockwise direction
c. the direction will not be changed
d. clockwise direction

15. To reverse a repulsion-type motor that has two off-center brush holders
which are individually moved:

a. move either holder 90 mechanical degrees
b. each brusn holder is moved 180 electrical degrees
c. move either holder 90 electrical degrees
d. each brush holder is moved 180 mechanical degrees

78.01.05.-J4

16. How is the stator tested for a short?

a. by using a growler
b. by feeling for hottest coil
c. by using a test light
d. by using a millivoltmeter

17. If the repulsion motor fails to start when the switch is closed, the trouble
may be:

. overload
b. wrong brush holder position
c. grounded field
d. improper tension in the spring
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78.01.05.04 (cortinued)

18. if the repulsion motor does not come up to speed, the trouble may be:

a. incorrect brushes setting
b. brushes not contacting commutator
c. grounded armature
d. dirty or burnt necklace

19. If the repulsion motor sparks internally, the trouble may be:

a. wrong bad connection
b. dirty necklace
c. shorted armature
d. high mica

20. Open armature coils will cause the repulsion motor to:

a. burn out fuses
b. spark internally
c. hum but not run
d. become excessively hot

2 9
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Operation of the Repulsion Motor

OBJECTIVE:

Describe the operation of a repulsion motor. Identify operational
characteristics of a repulsion type motor.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice
test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenburg, pages 81-84, 94-96.
Repulsion motor.
Introduction to Power Technology Principles of Electric Motors, Vega,
pages 32-35.

motor test analyzer

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Rea() 81-84, 94-9: is: Electric Motor Repair, by Robert Rosenburg.
2. Complete experiment 4!4, "Pepulsion Induction Motors", in

Introduction to Power Tech:,plogy, pages 32-35.
3. Write a description of the motor's operation u3ing simple electrical

schematics.
4. Take the LAP tv!=ft.

Principal Author(s): T. tiller
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`015-ERA5-1-13444 CHECK LISTik REPULSION mg MOTORS

1. Connect motor to power source and observe.

2. Stator usually has one (1) winding similar to the running winding
of a capacitor motor.

3. The armature has winding and is connected to copper bars called
a commutator.

4. Two (2) end bells to support the bearings for the shaft of the
armature most turn.

5. Brushes made of carbon which fit into brush holders that ride
against the commutator, used to conduct current through the
armature winding.

6. Disconnect motor from power source.
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LAP TEST: OPERATION OF THE REPULSION MOTOR

1. A test for telling the difference between a repulsion and repulsion induction
motor is to connect to line voltage, reach full speed, and raise brushes
if speed drops, it is a:

a. universal motor
b. repulsion-start induction motor
c. repulsion induction motor
d repulsion motor

2. Of the three types of repulsion motors, which has the higher starting torque?

a. repulsion-start induction motor
b. universal motor
c. repulsion motor
d. repulsion induction motor

3. On a repulsion-start induction motor using an axial commutator, the brushes:

a. ride
b. remain the same
c. lift
d. can do both ride and lift

4. There are tw,_, types of repulsion-start induction motors, and they are:

a. centrifugal devices and commutator
b. brush riding and commutator
c. brush-lifting and brush-riding
d. brush--lifting and centrifugal device

5. On a repulsion-start induction motor, what determines the number of brushes
that ride on the commutator?

a. the manufacturer
b. the number of poles
c. how they are connected to the stator
d. how they are connected to the voltage
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78.01.05.01 (continued)

6. How are repulsion-type motors classified by the NEMA?

a. single phase wound rotor motors
b. split-phase repulsion motors
c. single phase motors
d. single phase repulsion-type motors

7. One feature common in all tyes of repulsion motors is that:

78.01.05.01.A2-2

a. each has slip rings
b. each has a centrifugal switch
c. each uses a capacitor
d. each has a rotor containing a winding connected to a commutator

8. Which of the types of repulsion motors has the constant speed characteristics?

a. repuls ion-induction motor
b. repulsion-start induction motor
c. repulsion motor
d. universal motor

9. Which repulsion-type motor starts on a repulsion motor but operates as an
induction motor?

a. repulsion induction motor
b. repulsion-start induction motor
c. universal motor
d. repulsion motor

10. Which of the (..;;Ies of repulsion motors has a varying speed characteristic?

a. universal motor
b. repulsion-start induction motor
c. repulsion-induction motor
d. repulsion motor

2e61
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OPERATION OF THE REPULSION MOTOR

1. D

2. A
3. A
14. C
5. B

6. A
7. D

8. B

9. B

10. D
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Repulsion Motor Construction

OBJECTIVE:

Studalit:

Date:

Disassemble a repulsion motor following the recommended steps for
disassembly as given in the attached checklist. Also, identify the main
parts of a repulsion motor by labeling each component.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Instructor will examine the disasstmbled motor for correct disassembly
in accordance with the attached checklist. Also score at least 80% on a
multiple-choice test.

RESOURCES:

Checklist for disassembly: Repulsion Motor.
Electric Mc for Repair, Robert Rosenbarg, page 80-81.

Illustration of a repulsion motor.
Service Manuals.
Tools and repulsion motor.

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Follow the checklist for disassembly of the motor. (Attachea)
2. Complete the multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

Principal Aultiods): T. tiller



CHECKLIST FOR DISASSEMBLY: REPULSION MOTORS

File Code: 78.01.05.02.A2-0

1. Put punch marks on end bell and stator (same as split phase
motors) , 1 mark on reE. bell and stator; 2 marks on front
bell and stator,

2. Using proper tools, remove the
four (4) housing bolts.

3. Remove end bells from the
stator and gently_ remove armature.

Disassembly of armature for repulsion type motors.

Caution: DO NOT LOSE THE PARTS.

1. Pushing on the spring retainers, remove snap ring (lock washer) .

2. Slowly release the pressure on spring retainers.

5/yrsfi Plmb11 RAMS

Remove from the shaft the spring retainers, governor spring, brush
holder cap, fiber washer, and brush holder.

Stand armature on commutator and gently thump the shaft on a
wood surface; the short circuiting necklace, spring barrel and
flush rods should slip out.

each curnpnent of the motor by labeling with masking tape.
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EXPLODED VIEW OF REPULSION ARMATURE
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LAP TEST: REPULSION MOTOR CONSTRUCTION

1. The centrifugal mechanism of repulsion-type motors comes out of several
parts that are located in:

a. the end bell
b. on the stator
c. the stator

. the armature

2. What is the purpose of end bells on a repulsion motor?

tc. house the bearings
b. to house the bearing and center the rotor in the stator
c. to keep dirt out of the stator
d. to keep the rotor in the center of the stator

3. What four items are on the shaft of a repAlsion-induction motor?

a. fan, laminated core, winding, and commutator
b. windings, commutator, endplay spacer and brushes
c. brushes, commutator, rotor coils, and sleeve bearings
d. laminated core, winding, commutator, and brushes

t. Before you start to disassemble a repulsion-type motor, how should it be
r, ,irked?

a. with a piece of chall:, draw a iine around the motor
b. not necessary, just remember the way you disassembled it
c. with center punch, one mark on stator and end bell
d. one mark on both end bells and stator

9in repulsion -type motor's, what is the purpose of the governor weights?

r. m push the brushes away from the commutator
5. to control the speed of the rotor
c. to move only the push rods
d to ,..111,-.y the ,,hort cirf.Ltitin9 neckloce to short out the commutator
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78.01.05.02 (continued)

6. What should be done while disassembling a repulsion-type motor?

a. you should read all the 'nforrnation in the book
b. you should fill out a data card
c. you should ask your instructor
d . you should mark the erd bells

7. On a repulsion-induction motor, the copper bar parallel to the shaft is called
the:

a. axial commutator
b. radial commutator
c. commutator threads
d . spring barrel commutator

8. What is the purpose of short circuiting necklace in repulsion-type motors?

a. to move the governor weights
b to hold the push rods in center position
c. to short out the commutator windings
d . to hold the spring barrel

9. What is the purpose of the stator of a repulsion-type motor?

a. to hold the core
b. to hold the armature winding
c. to hold the brushes
d . to hold the laminated core and field winding

10. Or. r.,--!puri-:1(ri
move?

motorq at approximately what speed do the governor weights

a. 3650 RPM
b. 50%

c. 75%

. 8 7 5 P,
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REPULSION MOTOR CONSTRUCTION
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AcT:viTy; Troubleshooting Repulsion Motors

Troubleshoot a repulsion motor following the steps for troubleshooting

c4iven in the attached checklist.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Correctly troubluzif-,00t a repulsion motor using a checklist.

Also sco-.:e at least BO% on a written multipie-choice test.

RESOURCES:

Checklist for troubleshooting a motor.
Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenhurg, pages 97-105.
Repulsion motor.
Service Manuals.
Test equipment, tools.

PP.00EDURE:

1. th c:-cklist for troubleshooting a motor. (Attached)

2. test items for this LAP.

Principb1 Author(s): T. Xi i i or
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CHECKLIST FOR TROUBLESHOOTING: REPULSION MOTORS

1. If motor fails to start when the switch closed, the trouble could be:

a. burned out fuse.
b. worn bearings.
c. sticking brushes in holdr.
d . badly worn brushes.
e. opens in stator or arrnatur,;.
f. wrong brush holder position.
g . shorted armature.
h. dirty commutator.
i. wrong lead position.
j. necklace shorting armature.

2. If motor does not start properly, the trouble may be:

a. worn bearings.
b. dirty necklace or diry commutator.
c. brushes moving from commutator too soon, or brush spring tension

too weak.
d. centrifugal mechanism not assembled L.eroperly.
e. brush holder set in wrong position.
f. short-circuited mechanism worn, broken or improperly assembled.
g . governor weights jammed.
h. improper tension in the spring.
i shorted armature.
j. excessive end play.
k. overload.

shorted stator.
in. worn lip on brush holder.

3. It :rotor heco-!,-:) excessively hot, the trouble may be:

a. motor connected for i 15 voit operAion but being run on 230 volt.
b. shorted armature or stator.
c. overload.
d. worn bearings.
e. broken or bent rvacklace.
1. brush holder' out of position.

rt. If inotor is noisy:

worn hearings or shaft.
b. lose c.onti-ifu:j.AI device.
c. shorted stator coil.
d. excessive end play.
e. dirty short- circuiting device.
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5. If motor burns out fuse:

a. grounded field.
b. incorrect connections.
c. hru ..hes not making contact with commutator.
d. shorted armature.
e. incorrect setting of brushes.
f. frozen bearings.

6. If motor hums but does not run:

a. wrong lead connections.
b. worn bearings.
c. incorrect brush setting.
d. shorted armature or shorted stator.
e. grounded stator.
f. brushes sticking or not making contact.
g. dirty commutator.

7. If motor does not come up to full speed:

a. wrong spring tension on brushes.
b. dirty or burned necklace.
c. dirty commutator.
d. shorted armature or shorted stator coil.
e. worn bearings.
f. push rods too ionu.

8. If motor sparks internally:

a.
b. dirty
c. high mica.
d. short or sticking brushes.

9. Take a resistance reading on the motor field windings.
Take resistance reading on the armature coils. (Record values) .

10. Plug th...:2 motor into 11SV AC power source.

277
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11. Take a voltage reading on the motor terminal-3. (Record value).
Compare with manufacturer's :wile plate.

12. Using an ammeter take a current reading on the motor. (Record value) .
Compare wide marwriricturer name plate.

13. Disconnect from ,-=,C ower

1/4. t.) ::).spi D.C. voltage.

15. Use a compu'.-ss and check for polarity.
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LAP TEST: T:ZOUBLESHOOTNG REPULSION MOTORS

1. If the renulsion motor does not start properly, the trouble may be:

a. the push rod is too long
b. an open circuit in the stator
c. brushes moving from commutator teo soon
d. wrong, bad connections

2. ;I the repulsion inotor keeps burning out fuses, the trouble may be:

a. a worn brush holder
b. a shorted field
c. a shorted armature
d. worn bearings

3. If the repulsion motor becomes excessively hot, the trouble may be:

a. a dirty short-circuiting device
b. worn brushes
c. a ground =ed running winding

a broken or burnt necklace

4. A millivoitmeter i used to test armature for:

d opens
b . ev erse-=
C'. gr(
C.. shorts

5 grooiler is used to test the:

3 . st to for- shi.),tF,

.,-,t.ltor for °rounds
CI. ornilwro C.-)r shorrs
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78.01.05.03 (continued)

E. What is used in testing for grounds?

a. voltrreter
h. a DC battery and cc- !pass.
c. an internal clrowier
d. a test lamp

7. How is the stator tested for a short?

a. with a millivoleter
b. with a test
c. by feeling f01- hottest coil
d

78.01.05.03.A2-2

3. if the repulsion motor hums but does not run, the trouble may be a (n):

a. shorted stator
b. open armature coil
c. open in start winding
d. grounded stator

9. if the repulsion motor fails to start when the switch is dosed, the trouble may be:

a. a wrong brush holder position
b. an overload

improper tension in We spring
d. a grounded field

10. If the rep!..i!':iion ifv)tor sparks internally, the trouble may be:

a. big:-
L. wrong /bad connection
c. a shorted armature
d a dirty r:eck;acE.-.
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LAP TEST ANSWER 'KEY: 73.01.05.03
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PER Repairing Pep...ilsi.Dri Uetors

OBJECTIVE:

Repair, service and reassemble a repulsion motor following the steps for
end rc,asembly on a given checklist. Identify proc(:dures

for the repair, service and reassembly of repulsion me a-crs.

EVALUATION PR(24.:LL.;

The motor must operate properly. The student follows a checklist on
repair, service and reassembly of the motor. Also score at least BO% on
a multiple-choice test.

RESOURCES:

Checklist for repair, service and reassembly: Repulsion motors. (Attached)
Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg, pages 97-105.
Repulsion motor.
Service Manuals.
TY';t equipment, toois.

IllustraLion: Repulsion motors
TI-;t o(luipment: vom, growlr

PROCEDUK-g;.

Princwai

Steps

Follow the checklist for repair, service, and reassembly of a
motor. ( Attached)

CopLf!be mtiltiple-choice test items for, this LAP.
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_.; E-ICKLIS I FOR REPAIR, SERV'CE AND REAE-SEMBLY: REPULSION MOTORS

SERVICING REPULSION MOTORS

arnature commutator for pruner brush tension.

Check commutator for smoothness and no build up between bars.

Check for proper brush seating on commutator.

Check for cleanliness and proper movement of shortcircuiting

5. Check push rods for freedom of movement and cleanliness.

for over all c:eanliness inside .

Lubricate bearings (30 w. oil) .

REPAIR OF REPULSION MOTORS

1 if bearings are bad, using proper tools replace be.,:rinis.

If commutator is grooved, use lathe and cut down, stii:-.0th and

undercut between bars.

3. Check brushes for proper wear and length.

Check brush spring tension.

pror,-- test equipment, test field coils and armature windings
open_ and grounds.

REASSEMBLY OF REPULSION MOTORS

to thc attached exploded view of armature:

insert push rods into holes of armature.
. Lay necklace around spring barrel and slide over shaft.

Slide brush holder over the shaft, insert fiber washer into
brush holder, insert brush holder cup, clo\,:rno spring,
'.,,pring retainers and snap ring.

2. insert proper brushes into brush holder.

3. Al;gn front end bell with marks.

C;Pntiv slin armature into stator and front end bell.

2Q1
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5. Align rear end bell with marks (bring leads out) .

Inrz.2r-t boiLS and tic;riten.

a: I powe.r and check operation.

2
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EXPLODED VIEW OF REPULSION ARMATURE
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LAP TEST: 1-:(EpAIRING REFULSCN MOTORS

. r-2,oints are there in a repulsion-start motor?

a

located if it is not -1113 i-1-d on the case of iisi on --start

n-v2tor Will over speed
motor will run in counterclockwise direction only
motor will not run in either direction

1. motor will run in clockwise direction only

typo of material are brushes made of for repulsion-type motors?

:;:-.:1.1) C.,' 11 or
or 1.-?.ad

graph iu2 poll

..:r..115i01-1-tyiD2 motors the stator winding is List__ )11,/ known as the?

inq

CI rig ut:2

d. inducIng windiog

5 Tu rer_:\u:sion-type motor that has two off-center brush ')Iclers which

brush holder is moved 180 electrical degrees
is moved 180 mechanical degrees
:-;` electrical degrees

U. move either holder mechanical degrees
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";"3 . 01 .05.04 (r...::titinue.c1)

C.1;.1 ;_i ush- raring repulsion motor, if the brushes are shifted to the left, the
i

varying the
cloc-.1<vv i se

i)

7 ir. vc2puhsion-type motor-, if the brushes are moved clockwise, the armature
in a:

direction.
;:1;1;_rcH-Jckwise Wrection

'140, I stop
d trw direction will not c!'iange

'91;1a1 is commonly relcrred to as a "pigtail" on brushes for a repulsion-type
motor?

a. type of connection in stator
b. type of connection in armature

copper wire on one end of the brush
t;,,pe of connection in the commutator

if lac hruslies are shifted in a counterclockwise direction on a repulsion-type
1::oLor, the armature will rotate in a:

no change
':lockwise direction

c. :lte motor stop
d.

10. If a repulsion-start induction motor is set on the soft neutral position, how can
this be checked?

CU") ol irnmeter

c. 'Atith a voltmeter
d y moving brushes so motor will not run, then to the right slightly
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1. A Zc_._-,t 1 telling the difference:3 between a repulsion and repulsion-induction
inc-)i..or is connect to line voltage, reach u speed, and raise P:--ushe:5 if speed
drops, it is a:

r. rp.,n1.).{sion irldnction rnoto
universal motor
.i..?pulsion ',rotor

Ci repulsion-stat-t. ihdtiction tnotor

2. Of die three types of repulsion motors, which has W:L: higher starting torque?

a. universal motor
b. repulsion-start induction motor
c. repulsion induction motor
d. repulsion motor

What is the purpose oi a compensating winding in a repulsion motor?

a. Lt.) rz-lise. th._3paw,-.?)- factor and provide better speed regulation
b to lower the ucwr factor

ityvvt.11 the actor nd jel iore speed
. get more

z.:)1 epulsiun motors has the :_tonstani_ spec-J criaracteristics?

c. universal i-notor
U. rPnulsic.-)n

starts on repulsion irotor but. ,.,,_)k-,trates as an

JO

t:. n-,:)tor
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78.01.05.32

F. "1::::efore you Stal': to diSaSSEN-lible a repulsion-type motor, now should it be marked?

a not iiecessary, just remember the Way Yoki
with a piece of chalk, draw a line around the motor

punch, ! mark on starter and and bell
ne %.1f:1.1-1 end bells :]nd starter

7. On a repuisicm start induction run motor, the copper bars that are -eri:endicular
tiirz: shaft arz.-.! called:

spring barrel commutator
redial cc ii

reads

$. On re,...;u1sion-l.yoe motors, what is the purpose of the governor \.(eights?

a. to move only the push rods
b. to control the speed of the rotor
c. to push the brushes away from the commutator
d. to cause the short circuiting necklace to short out. the commuta1or

What is 1110 purpose ,of spring bar ..:1 on a repulsion motor?

a. it helps to rc:mov'e the governor springs
it moves the quvec:ior weights

c. it has 1-10 real pUrpOSC
it holds toe short-circuiting necl<lace in place

10. On motor, the bar parallei to the shalt is called
the:

a. con-)rclutator thread
__:orrirri:.!..:ator

c.

78.01.05 03

n-iolor is set on the soft neutral po,,iiion, this
can he checked

chnitai.s.tor
v0ll.i-n.'2te:-

d. moving brushes so motor will not run, then to right slightly
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78.01.05.03 (continued)

12. What is cor.,monly referred to as a 'pigtail" on brushes for :a repu!sio;.,--typc
motor?

a. the typ?. of connection in the commutator
the tyc.,=:! of connection in stator
tkle connection in armature
copper wire on one end of the brush

13. repulsion motor, if th,e brushes are shifted to
or: Luc e will rotate:

counterclockwise
:he inotOOr will stop

c. and wii! only vary the speed
d. counterclockwise

14. Repulsion-type motors with stationary brush holders can be rever:-;eci:

a. by rewinding the armature
b. by reversing end for end the stator
C. cannot be reversed
d. ho rE.vindh-g the svator for opposite polarity

15. 1.)i inrush -lift ing repulsion motor, the brushes are shifted to the right and
1-etatc.

ai,ci will only vary the speed
SZOI

LOU

78.01.05.011

16. If riicAor is noisy in Oper ation, it may be caused by:

U. frczr.-il bearings
c

.] cr.ni

17. The proper- y to repair high MICA is to:

clean commut6tor with emery cloth
,:urn down the armature in a lathe and then undercut the MICA

c file down the commutator and use a hack saw blade to undercut
d. replace with new commutator

2 2
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78.01.05.014 (continued)

18. A grovvier is F.:s:3-..d to test the:

a. armature lOr
b. stator for grounds
c. stator for shor;_s
d. ,,flitnatt_lie for sh,.),-ts

If he Ft 1 b.::'ning out fuses, the trouble may be:

a worn brush ..)1cler
ID. worn bearings
C. a short,._:c!
ci

20. If the motor becomes excessively hot, the trouble may be:

a. a broken or burnt neck iace
b. worn brushes
c. a ci.rty short-circuiting device

. a grounded running windings

78.0i .05.00.B2-2
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`1=,11111 ly F (Circle 1)

OBJECTIVE

Given , and repiiir

the IcLov so t'r;at spc:ci ons

cr 'r ,; -

OBJEC1Vr:

Using thc, 1 peoird a l'atfity rpinion motor.

OBJEU

Usi zni! CE1]C'AiuLet.J voqqe. ct A, rep1,113.ion mottyi.

TASK:

and. in the process, he
''Ai p ri ate equipment.
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Printed Materials

ELecLitc- Motors, (2nd cfi.) Anderson, Theodore Audel and Company.

mo :or Repair, ( 2nd Ed.) Rosenberg , Holt, Rinehart: and

1 ]/C). A set of manufacturer's motor specifiJaLions

Introducti.:,1, La Power Teohnology Principles of Electric Motorst

(2nd EQ.), \tega Enterprises Inc. , Decator, Illinois, 1973.

L;ervi.c

(-.1)klist for troubleshooting Polyphase Motor::

Thse Motor disassembly.

Audio/Visual

t che,Aclist: Polyphase rioLo tOLOI LLa uria

Cli(r..,Lcation: Polyphase Motors

ti,otou L0 naly7f.cr

three -pleisc: moLor

1)111 p,:en hammer

.s1r

Equipment

0?

amprobe or ammeter
ohlrunetc2/.'

voltmeter
growler
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V.WILUATION PROCEDURE:

When pretesting:

1. The s'.i.nfient takes the unit multiple-choice pretest.

Succesu3 ocmplotion i out of 5 items for each LAP part
oL the pretest.
The litludenL ':.'cten takes a nit performance test if the unit
pretest w,1:: :-uccessfully completed.
:atisfactov eempletion of the performace test is meeting
the criteri a UsLee on the performance test.

When ::o:st testing:

Tin? aLude -:!7.s: a multiplc,-ohoice. unit post. test aitl a unit.

performanc. L4.2L;[..

Suciisfill unit :.umpletion is meeting the liiLed criLeria for

r.he poiTfencn

POLLOW-THROUCH:

At Lhiri time you ere ready to begin the first LAP in thi::; unit.
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UNIT PRETEST: POLYPHASE MOTORS

.
Three-phase motor s have one fairly constant characteristic which is:

a. torque
h. speed

el. all have bail be:-..:rings

:-!rf-2-phasc ra vary from fractional/horsepower size to

a. several hundred HP
b. a .iew HP
c. several thousand HP
d. several HP

3 Polyphase motors ore:

. -C Motors
/.-;:

c. A -C: / D C r
.;.)(.vera a

COuS ium o: a ZI-Irae-r. LO motor is similar to that of a:

. motor
L., uor
C.

J.

p:IJ 1, of a ds.rtie ;.)i--;;1-;,2 motor are end-oates, stator,

.:
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78.01.06.02

78.01 06.00.A2-2

6. An A-C, motor that is designec-i For either three-phase or two-ptiase
operatio is led a:

polyphase rotor
h. split-phase capacitor-start motor
c. repuls!Orl- type motor
d . split-phase motor

7. What is a)e differelice between a squirrel-cage Tind a wound rotor on a three-
pha to?

a. there is no difference
sari:: but uses ball bearings

C wound roter ha siip rinc.-js
d . seine but uses sleeve bearings

VVhat is the purpose of the stator of a three--phase motor?

a. to center the rotor
b. to enable the shaft to turn
c. to hold the bearings
d . to hoes th laminated core and windings

9. Where is the squirr-cage winding found in a polyphase motor?

.

b. inside the front. :2nd plate

c. inside the reor end plate
(.3 on the stator

10. What uirref-cage and a wound rotor on a three-
nha->e I. LO

a. there is n:-.) differerce
b. wound rotor has siip rings
C.

d s:el.:ve bearings

78 . r.).1 . 06. U.

11. in a polyphase motor may occur in:

a. coils

groups
d. all answers are correct

3T
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78 .01 . 06.03 (continued)

12. In a polyphase d -'lta- connected motor using a test lamp how would you determine
which phase is open?

a. place one lead at delta point and other on each phase lead
h. you can riot test delta connected motors for opens
c. disconnect the phases and test each phases separately
d. disconnect at delta point and test each phase separately.

13. in a polyphase star-connected motor using a test (amp how would you
determine which phase is open?

a. disconnect the phases and test each phase separately
"lace one test lead at star point and the other on each other phase head
connect one test lead to star point and the other to both sections of phase
diSC(iflilL::-J dt the star paint and test each phase separately

How would you locate a grounded phase in a polyphase star-connected motor,
using a test lamp?

a. place one test lead to motor frame and one test lead to one power lead
b. place one test lead at star point and the other test lead to each lead
c. disconnect phase at leads and test each phase separately
r4. disconnect at star point and test each phase separately

15. !n what wiry is an internal growler used to test a polyphase motor, parallel-
ioe e:loets?

a. paraileis disconnected, growler in position-bad coils become hot
b. parallels disconnected, note vibrations of hacksaw blade

eilee in position, defective coils will become hot
vibrene . a hacksaw blade

78.01 .1)6.011

16. ;114_)!'- ,--;.-uuire taping but have semiclos-:-,J toped where?

) even,.

,

Lail winding heac1.-;
te. heeer-.; only
c. free liancie.c_.1

d. block,, of wood

,,enund on:

3 V 6
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78.01.06.04 (continued)

18. The practice of winding coils in groups for three phase is called:

a. skein winding
b. diamond winding
c. lap winding
d. group or gang winding

19. The coil winding head for three phase motors having six sides is called a:

a. mush type
b. a diamond
c. gang
d. group

20. What will happen if you scratch the insulation in one spot on :1 coil of a three-

phase motor?

a. it will short out one coil
b. the motor wilt not run
c. it will ground out the entire motor
d. the motor will operate normally
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THREE-PhASE MOTOR GISASSEABLV

1. Using ,a ball peen hammer end center punch, put two (2) punch marks on
the end ball and on the stator, on the end of the motor in line with
each other and withicl ';" of each other.

2. Using the some put cni: W punch mark on the stator and end bell
in line with step 1 bu:, on the other end of motor and within le of each

he

3. Using a nut drives' of proper size, removc the four (4,3 nuts and remove

;he long bolts. (Caution: do not lose the nuts)

a teal and oe chisel, ,jently tap the front end bell

%,;here it meets TL.,2 liator on shaft end; when loose, slide the end bell off
th_ end orshaft.

l-rmiy hold shaft and obi! Try not to let the rotor

d,i:,t) on the .tator
.

lami nations.

L=ing the tools in step 4, gently tap the rear end bell loose. Do not force.

To remove motc) protection (thermal relay) , remove the two screws with

a screwdriver, (Caution: do not lose the screws)

Turn in the dissseta;ly checklist, identification list, and LAP to the
instrucLor and ilsfrf any questions you may have over any phase of the di s-

L,!e

p6rts of the ir:utor using the names shown on the attached motor's

312
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H H ;',0;ypise l;,-tor?

o" it :iplit-r;hatse has?

t!li coils in the slots of the stator art! connected to
Ind are called:

:md

2 I:),tvvet.2n a squirrel-cage and a wound rotor

H:!I bearings
'ieeve bearings

Qr has slip rings

h:at is designed for either three-phase or two-phase operation is

tui start rTiotor
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OBJECTIVE:

78.01.06.03.A2-0

13a16 Published: 2-23-76

a",-!; 1:7".1
!"Fki e k Cy"

Date:

rl'uoubl ()ilypila se Mo tors

threo-ph jncluction motor following the steps for trouble-

1;oHi.f-

The motor must h(2 Thu sLudut L L. Lu rollow a

Theckfist for trouhlehooting a motor.

RESOUOMS:

CheL:!:.list for troubleshooting polyphase motors.

Test equipment, tools and work order form.

Three-phase motor.
Servi Manuals.. for ::he motor.

Electric Motor Repir, R,:,bert Rosenberg,

PROCEi:ciRE:

Steps

pp. 13E3-145.

1. .`1-klit for troubleshooting polyphase motors.
to r., ',-)1c1 view of a three-phase motor.

LOU to t!,2 muiHH %-rho lA:J Lest items for this LAP.

Frcipai Autho.ds): T. ziner

317
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CHECKLIST FOR TROUBLING POLYPHASE MOTORS

I. Inspect the motor to detect mechanical troubles.
A. Broken, cracked or warped end plates (or bells).
B. Badly bent shaft.

Broken or burned leads.
D. Broken centrifugal switch.
E. Check shaft for free rotation.
F. Check shaft end play by pushing and pulling shaft if it slips over

4", it may not engage with the centrifugal switch.
G. Laying motor in normal position, check for up and down movement, a

rough check for possible bad bearings.
H. Check for grounds and opens (with testlight, bell, ohmmeter).

2. Inspect motor for continuity.
A. Short test on fields (ohmmeter).

Record valve
B. Opens test on fields (ohmmeter).

Record valve
C. Grounds test on fields (growler or ohmmeter).

Record valve

3. Connect motor to power source.
A. Does shaft rotate?
B. Does motor have a loud hum and rotate slowly? (If yes, start winding

is shorted or bearings are bad; centrifugal switch is on)

C. Does motor have a grinding noise? (bad bearings)

D. Does motor smell or feel hot? (winding are shorted)

E. Check voltage source (voltmeter).
Record valve

F. Check current (amprobe or ammeter).
Record valve

4. Disconnect motor from power source.

5. L.nmpFlre with manufacturer's specifications.

31 3
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LAP TEST: TROUBLESHOOTING POLYPHASE MOTORS

1. Reverses in a polyphase motor may occur in:

a. phases
b groups
c. coils
d. all answers are correct

In a polyphase delta-connected motor, using a test lamp, how would you locate
a grounded phase?

a. disconnect at delta point and test each phase separately
b. place one test lead at delta point and the other test lead to power leads
c. place one test lead to the motor frame and one test lead to one of the power

leads
d. disconnect phases at leads and test each phase separately

3. if a polyphase motor produces a noisy hum and prevents the motor frcm pulling
full load, the trouble is:

a. a reversed phase
b. an open parallel connection
c. a defective controller
d. frozen bearings

Li. ,,could you !,,cate a grounded phase in a polyphase star-connected motor,
using a

a. disconnect phase at leads anci test each phase separately
b. place one test lead to the motor frame and one test lead to one power lead

c. disconnect at start point and test each phase separately
d . place one Vie' s!. lead at star point and other test lead to eaen lead

5. In a polyphas! _ rioter, if there is a reversed phase, the motor will:

hor.

b. not run properly
c. run properly
(3. L.:11 to stLo-t

3 00



Parrs

78.01.06.03 (continued)

6. A balance test on a polyphase motor would indicate:

a. grounded coils
b. shorts
c. open circuit
d . reversed coils

7. If a polyphase motor fails to start, the trouble may be:

a. reversed coils or group
b. a reversed phase
c. incorrect voltage or frequency
d . an open phase

78.01.06.03.A2-2

6. In a polyphase star-connected motor using a test lamp, now would you determine
which phase is open?

a. disconnect the phases and test each phase separately
b. place one test lead at star point and the other on each other phase heads
c. connect one test lead to star point and other to both sections of phase
d . disconnect at the star point and test each phase separately

9. In a polyphase delta-connected motor using a test lamp, how would you
determine which phase is open?

a. disconnect the phases and test each phase separately
b. disconnect at delta point and test each phase separately
c. place one lead at delta point and the other on each phase lead
d . you can not test delta connected motors for opens

10. In what internal 1,0 ,ics_r used to test a polyphase motor, parallel-
co.inected for shorts?

a. by noting the vibrations of a hacksaw blade
b. parallels disconnected, note vibrations of hacksaw blade
c. hold the growler in position, defective coils will become not
d. par.3111s disconnected growler in position-bad coils become hot

3
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:
Repairing Polyphase Motors

OBJECTIVE:

Sturkmt

Data:

Repair, service and reassemble a three-phase induction motor following
the steps for repair, service and reassembly as given in the attached
checklist; and correctly complete requisition, if required.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The motor must operate properly. The student is to follow a checklist
on repair, service and reassembly of the motor. The requisition must be

accurately completed. Also score at least. BO% on a written test.

RESOURCES:

Illustration of polyphase motor.
Checklist on repair, service and reassembly of the motor.
Test equipment, tools_
Three-phase motor.
Service manuals for the motor_
Electric Motor Repair, by Robert Rosenberg, pp. 138-145.

requisition form
30-w oil
lubricating

PROCEDURE:

St:cps

1. Follow the checklist for repair, service and reassembly polyphase
motors.
NOTE! Refer to the exploded view of a three-phase motor.

2. ':omolete the multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

Principnl Author(s): T. tiller

3
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SERVICE AND REPAIR CHECKLIST: POLYPHASE MOTORS

1. Order a centrifugal switch for the motor using attached requisition form.

2. Lubricate bearings (30-w oil for sleeve bearings, general purpose lubricating

grease for ball bearings).

3. Insure that rotating mechanism of the centrifugal switch on the rotor is not

binding.

4. Check contact points on the stationary mechanism of the centrifugal switch

for cleanliness.

S. Insure that all leads to stationary centrifugal switch are tight.

Bearing Replacement Checklist for Polyphase Motor:

1. Using proper tools, remove bad bearings.
2. Replace using proper tools. Ream to fit as necessary.

3. Relubricate new bearings.

Centrifugal Switch Replacement for Polyphase Motor:

1. Label all leads and remove from centrifugal switch.

2. Remove centrifugal switch.
3. Install new switch, reconnect all leads.
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POLYPHASE MOTORS

Rear End Bell

Bearing

Stator

Winding

Balance & Coolihg Fins

She

Front End Bell

Bearinc
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LAP TEST: REPAIRING POLYPHASE MOTORS

1. if there are 36 coils in a three phase motor, how many coils per phase are there?

a. 3

b. 12

c. 36

d. !4

2. This schematic symbol is for what type of three-phase connection?

a. wye
b. star
c. pigtail
d. delta

3, If you have only a rectangular form for a three-phase motor coil, how can you
make it into a diamond?

a. by pulling at the center of opposite sides
b. can't be done
c. only by using a diamond-shaped head
d. can only make a diamond if using a rounded form

4. How are wye-connected coils of a three-phase motor connected?

a. tri,> ,:f e:!ch coil z y. ,!her, the beginning of each to a phase
:1. beginning of each col connected together
c. the ends of each phase connected together
d. the beginning of each phase connected together

5. What type of tape is preferred on a coil in a three phase mui.or?

a. black electrical tape
b. varnished cambric or fiberglass tape
c. rubber tape
d . cotton tape

7
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78. 1.06.0/4 (continued)

6. What type of tape is often used to tape the coils of a three-phase motor?

a. cotton
b. electrical
c. paper
d. rubber

7. With a semiclosed stator of a three-phase motor, what is the best procedure
for inserting the coil into the slots?

a. straight method
b. fan method
c. group method
d. tube method

8. How are coils placed in the slots of a semiclosed stator of a polyphase motor?

a. by taping edge of the slots
b. by inserting the complete coil at one time
c. can't be done
d . the turns of the coils are inserted one by one

9. Insulation placed between each group of coils in a three-phase motor is called:

a. varnished insulation
b. glass insulation
c. cambric insulation
d . phase insulation

10. Why can't the L:. ?s be taped on a semiclosed stator of a three-phase motor?

because to do so would damage the stator beyond repair
b. it can be done but too much time is involved
c. this type motor is not made to be rewound
d . the opening will only allow one wire at a time
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REPAIRING POLYPHASE MOTORS
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UNIT POST TEST: POLYPHASE MOTORS

1. The rotor of a three-phase motor is of what type?

a. wound
b. squirrel-cage
c. concentric
d. slip-ring

2. Poi;Thase motors are:

a. universal motors
b. A-C/D-C motors
c. A-C motors
d . D-C motors

3. The end plates of a three-phase motor are mounted to the side of the stator frame
With

a. pins
b. bolts
c. screws
d. rivets

In a three-pha..2 motor, each phase is:

a . to the other sus

b. related to the other phases
c. dependent on the other phases
d . independent of the other phases

The operation of practically all polyphase motors depends un a:

a. stationary solenoid
revolving magnetic field
stationary Hidgnetic field

ci . revolving t.,oleiloid

3,,
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78.01.06.02

6. What is the difference internally in two types of polyphase motors?

a. both the coils and internal connections are changed
b. the coils are wound differently but the connections are the same
c. the coils are the same but the internal connections are different
d. the coils and internal connections are the same

7. What is the purpose of the end bells of a polyphase motor?

a. to house the bearings and to hold the rotor in center
b. to enable the shaft to turn
c. to house the winding
d. to house the slip-ring

3. Three-phase motors have one fairly constant characteristic which is:

a. size
b. torque
c. speed
d. all have ball bearings

9. What doesn't a three-phase motor have that a split-phase motor has?

a. centrifugal switch
b. bearings
c. end bells
d. rotor

10. Where is the squirrel- -cage winding found in a polyphase motor?

a. :' ;or
b. inside the front end plate
c. inside the rear end plate
d. inside the rotor

78.01.06.03

11. In a polyphase delta connected motor, using a test lamp, how would you locate
a grounded phase?

a. place one test lead at delta point and the other test lead to power leads
b. place one test lead to the motor frame and one test lead to one of power leads
c. disconnect phases at leads and test each phase separately

disconnect at delta point and test each phase separately

3 al
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78.01.06.03 (continued)

12. A balance test on a polyphase motor would indicate:

a. shorts
b. open circuit
c. reversed coils
d. grounded coils

13. If a polyphase motor fails to start, the trouble may be:

a. reversed coils or group
b. an open phase
c. a reversed phase
d. an incorrect voltage or frequency

14. If the polyphase motor runs slowly, the trouble may be:

a. an open phase
h. the motor is running on single phase
c. a wrong connection
d. a defective controller

78.01.06.00.B2-2

15. In a polyphase motor, if there is a reversed phase, the motor will:

a. fail to start
b. run properly
c. not run properly
d. become excessively hot

78.01.06.04

16. There .nist9ke that -'ten made when inserting the coil in to the slot
f a polyphase motor and that is:

a. the turns often slip between the insulation and core
b. it won't fit in the stator
c. it slips in the rotor
d. it slips in the insulation

17. In a three-phase motor with a 1 to 6 pitch, how many coils must be put in before
the whole coil can be put in to the slot?,

a. 6

b. 3

c. 4

d. 1

3 *,:2
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78.01.06.04 (continued)

18. On polyphase motors if a wire gets between the insulation and the core, the coil
will:

78.01.06.00.B2-2

a. short out
b. start a fire
c. will not run
d. ground out

19. What is the symbol for a delta connection on a polyphase motor?

a. di
b.

. Y_r-L._

d V
20. How many groups of coils on a polyphase motor are there in each pole from one

phase?

a. 9

b. 36

c. 1

d. 3
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UNIT PERFORMANCE TEST: POLYPHASE MOTORS

OBJECTIVE. 1:

Given a malfunctioning 3 phase motor, the student will service and repair the

motor so that it functions according to the manufacturer's specifications,

following safe practices and procedures.

OBJECTIVE 2:

Using appropriate tools and test equipment the student will take shorts and

open tests.

OBJECTIVE 3:

Using appropriate equipment, the student will rewind a faulty 3 phase motor.

OBJECTIVE 4:

Using appropriate tools and test equipment, the student will calculate and

record amperage, voltage, resistance and wattage of the motors field windings.

TASK:

The student will service and repair a 3 phase motor and, in the process, he will

make shorts and open grounding tests, using appropriate test equipment.

ASSIGNMP°1-:
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CONDITIONS:

The student will be given a malfunctioning 3 phase motor (it may be bugged
by the instructor or it may be one brought in by a customer). He will be
required to service and repair the motor in conditions similar to those in a
typical motor repair shop. He will be allowed to use any and all tools,
equipment, service manuals, text books, etc., commonly found in a repair shop.
He must complete it in a reasonable length of time with no assistance from the
instructor(s) or students.

RESOURCES:

Tools:
Internal-external snap ring pliers
7-Piece nut driver set
Tool box 18 x 8 x 9
Circular gauge
Hacksaws
Pulley puller
Arc joint pliers
Lineman's pliers
Diagonal cutting pliers
Long chain-nose pliers
Locking plier wrench
Coil tamping pliers
4-piece standard set screwdrivers
Center punch
Cold chisel
Ball peen hammer
Lug crimpers
Wire skinner and straightener

Equipment:
Coil stripping chisel
Armature winder
Coil winder
External gro6'ler
Insulation former
Coil shapers
3-Phase motor
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PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

CRITERION
Met Not Met

Objective 1:

1. Follows safe practices and procedures.

Criterion: No injury results to the student or the

equipment and complies with OSHA requirements,

2. Follows proper procedures for disassembly.

Criterion: No damage results to the motor.

3.DiagnQsjsAndrauhle5haatsnalfunctionsp_rQperlv.

Critec:oa: 21,4111 repaired, tbe_motor functions .ccordinp

to the manufacturer's specifications.

4. Reassembles the motor properly.

Criterion: Appliance functions according to the manufacturer's

specifications and the procedures followed agree

with those described in the service literature.

5. The repaired motor is repaired in a neat,

professional manner.
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CRITERION
Met Not Met

Criterion: No damage results to the motor such as opens

and shorts.

6. All connections and fastenings are properly completed.

Criterion: The motor connection complies with the manufac. rer's

specifications. The connections are mechanically

fastened and structurally sound. The connecti .

is electrically fastened and free of defects.

7. Motor functions according to the manufacturer's

specifications.

Criterion: Manufacturer's specifications.

8. Uses appropriate repair_part and supplita._

Criterion: They match exactly those listed in the

manufacturer's specifications.
... .

Objective 2:
.

9. Test for grounded commentator, using test lamp.

10. Test for shorLed commentator, using test lamp.

11. Test for grounds. using growler or millivolt meter

12. Test for shorts in the yield coils, using a growler.

13. Test for shorts in the armature coil, using a growler.

14. Test for an open field coil, using an ohmmeter.
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78.01.06.00.A1-5

CRITERION
Met Not Met

15. Test for an open armature coil, using an ohmmeter.

16. Test for reversed coils, using a compass or bar

magnet test.

Criterion: Troubleshooting techniques reveal the

malfuRction, as, ideaMed by job sheet.

Objective 3:

17. Uses coil-striin tool to remove coils.

18. Uses armature winder, if appropriate, when winding

the armature.

19. Uses coil winder, if appropriate when wining field

coil.
. .

20. Uses insulation former, if appropriate, when

insulating.

21. Uses coil shaper, if appropriate, on the field coils.

Criterion: Proper equipment application results in a

detect -free operative motor.

Objective 4:

22. Uses test equipment properly.

23. Wattage readings are accurate.

24-___Watapp _readinqc are accurate
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CRITERION
Met Not Met

25. Amperage readings are accurate.

26. Resistance readings are accurate.

Criterion: Manufacturer's specifications.

27. When applicable, mathematical calculations are correct

Criterion: AC/DC Circuit Manuals, Westinghouse

28. The motor is repaired in a reasonable time.

Criterion: Not to PY,CPPd R haurc

The student must successfully complete 25 out of 28_ line items

to achieve an overall score of satisfactory.
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UNIT: DIRECT CURRENT MOTORS AND GENERATORS

Small Direct Current Motors aro used in Portable battery operated
appliances, tape recorders, and motors with AC/DC adaptors. Most DC
generators can be changed to a DC motor and vice versa.

PREREQUISITES:

None

OBJECTIVE:

Given text and illustrations, tools, equipment and materials; identify,
disassemble, identify connection methods, troubleshoot and repair DC
motors and DC generators.

RESOURCES:

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

This unit consists of 8 Learning Activity Packages (LAPs). Each LAP
will provide specific information for completion of a learning activity.

The general procedure for this unit is as follows:

(1) Road .he first assigned Learning Activity Package (LAP).
.4o.lin And yompLo. rho first assignod LAP.

(3) Take and score the Li0- test.
(4) Turn in thy LAP test answer sheet.
(5) Determine the reason for any missed :Lams on the LAP test.
(6) Proceed to and complete the next assigned hAP in the unit.
(7) Complete all required LAPS for the unit by following steps

3 through 6.
(8) Take the unit tests as Joscribed in the Unit LEG "Evaluation

Procedures".
(9) Proceed to the next assigned unit.

Principal Author (s): . l i 1 1,,1

311
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Printed Materials

1. Electric Motor Repair, 2nd Ed., Robert Rosenberg, Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston, 1970.

2. A set of manufacturer's motor specifications and data sheets.
3. Introduction to Power Technology Principles of Electric Motors,

2nd Ed., Vega Enterprises Inc., Deca',:or, Illinois, 1973.

Checklist:

Checklist for Disassembly: D-C Motors (attached)

Checklist for Troubleshooting: D-C Motors (attached)

Operational checklist for Generators
Checklist for Disassembly: Generators
Checklist for. Troubleshooting: Generators
Checklist for. Repair: Generators

Illustration:

D-C Motor (attached)

D-C generators (functional)
D-C motor
pin punch
growler
ohmmeter
compass
voltmeter
amprobe or ammeter

3
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

. 01 Operation of the Direct-Current Motor.

.02 Direct-Current Motor Construction.

.03 Troubleshooting Direct-Current Motors.

. 04 Repairing Direct-Currect Motors.

.05 Operation of the Generator.

.06 Generator Construction.

.07 Troubleshooting Generators.

.08 Repairing Generators.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

When pretesting:

78.01.07.00.A2-0

1. The student takes the unit multiple-choice pretest.
Successful completion is 4 out of 5 items for each LAP part
of the pretest.

2. The student then takes a unit performance test if the unit
pretest was successfully completed.
Satisfactory completion of the performance test is meeting the
criteria listed on the performance test.

When post testing:

The student takes a multiple-choice unit post test and a unit

performance test.
Successful unit completion is meeting the listed criteria for
the performance test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

You may begin with the first LAP. Your instructor will be available

to help you if needed.
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UNIT PRETEST: DIRECT-CURRENT MOTORS AND
GENERATORS

1. In a D-C Motor, the field poles hold the:

a. run winding
b. armature
c. run and start windings
d. field coils

2. On all D-C motors, _urrent must be conducted to the armature
through the:

a. brushes
b. brush holders
c. bearing
d. end bells

3. In a D-C motor, the brushes are held stationary by the:

a. end plates
b. brush holders
c. brush rigging
d. commutator

14. What bears the weight of a D-C motors' armature and keeps it equidistant
from the pole pieces?

9 the bail bearing
b. the end plates
c. the end plates
d. the sleeve bearing

5. What is the physical difference between a D-C motor and a D-C generator?

a. none
b. different fields
c. weight
d. different armatures

3
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78.01.07.02

6. Which of the following characteristics is the D-C series motor known for?

a. high maintenance cost
b. low cost
c. high starting torque
d. continuous duty

7. In a D-C series motor, how are the field coils connected to the armature?

a. no connection
b. shunt
c. series
ci. parallel

8. Which D-C motor has high starting torque and constant speed?

a. shunt motor
b. series motor
c. compound motor
d. universal motor

9. A D-C series motor contains:

a. solenoid
b. rotors
c. field coils
d. stators

10. Which of the following D-C motors has a variable-speed characteristic?

a .

h. alternator
c. series
d. shunt

78.01.07.03

11. Nearly all shunt and compound D-C motors of one-half horsepower or more
have commutating poles known as:

a. interpoles
b. series-poles
c. anterpoles
d. shunt-poles

4 r-3
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78.01.07.03 (continued)

12. In a long-shunt cumulative motor, the current flows through the series field
and shunt-field coils of a pole in the:

a. shunt direction
b. opposite direction
c. series direction
d. same direction

13. If a shunt field is connected to armature so current flows through in opposite
direction to series current, the D-C compound motor is known as:

a. short-shunt differential motor
b. long-shunt cumulative motor
c. short-shunt cumulative motor
d. long-shunt differential motor

14. In a two-pole D-C series motor the fields are connected in:

a. tandem
b. unison
c. parallel
d. series

15. When the shunt field of a D-C compound motor is connected to the armature
terminals instead of across the line, the motor is known as a:

a. short-shunt motor
b. long-shunt motor
c. short-series motor
d. long-series inrtor

78.01.'17.04

16. When a D-C motor is equipped with 4 poles, how many brushes does it have?

a. 4

b. 8

c. 6

d. 2

17. If a ground has been discovered in the shunt field of a D-C motor, the repairman
should:

a. check for the correct position of the brush holder
b. remove the armature
c. remove the field from the frame and rewind the coils
d. remove the field from the frame and reinsulate

316
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78.01.07.014 (continued)

18. If a ground has been discovered in the series fields of a D-C motor, the repairman
should:

a. remove the fields from the frame and rewind the coils
b. remove the armature
c. check for the correct position of the brush holders
d. remove the fields from the frame and reinsulate

19. Which of the following can one use to check for correct interpole polarity without
using a compass or removing the armature?

a. if armature and brushes rotate in opposite direction--polarity ok
b. armature-counterclockwise, brushes /center interpole polarity ok
c. armature-clockwise, brushes-center; interpole polarity ok
d. if armature and brushes rotate in same direction--polarity is ok

20. The circuits which make up a shunt motor are:

a. the armature, shunt field, and brushes
b. shunt field, series field, and brushes
c. series field and armature
d. the shunt field and the armature

78.01.07.05

21. When a conductor is moved across the lines of force in a magnetic field, a
voltage will be induced in the:

a. conductor
b. flux
c. me:, field
J. force

22. What is the characteristic of a shunt generator?

a. a large drop in voltage occurs as the load is decreased
b. a slight drop in voltage occurs as the load is decreased
c . a large drop in voltage occurs as the load is increased
d. a slight drop in voltage occurs as the load is increased

23. If there is no load on a series generator, what will the voltage be?

a. 220 V
b. 110 V
c. 0V
d. 440 V
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78.01.07.05 (continued)

24. A wire moved to cut lines of magnetic force will produce:

a. mechanical energy
b. electromotive force
c. heat energy
d. static pressure

25. A moving coil in a generator is called:

a. a starting winding
b. a field winding
c. a magnetic force
d. an armature

78.01.07.06

26. D-C generators are rated in tern--; of:

a. horsepower
b. volts
c. kilowatts
d. amps

78.01.07.00.A2-2

27. To discover the current output of a generator, the ammeter should be connected

in:

a. series with the generator
b. series with the load
c. parallel with the load
d. parallel w:th the generator

28. ;f turns on series field are increased over the number necessary to give same
voltage output at all load levels, the generator is said to be:

a. undercompounded
b. a shunt generator
c. flat-compounded
d. overcompounded

29. Direct current from a battery is used to:

a . energize the commutator
b. run the yenerator
c. keep the current flowing in the same direction
d. excite the field coil of a generator

38.4
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78.01.07.06 (continued)

30. Generator voltage can be varied by using a resistor across the series field
to vary the current through it. This is called a:

78.01.07.00.A2-2

a. inverter
b. exciter
c. commutator
d. shunt

78.01.07.07

31. Solder in the inside of a D-C generator is caused by:

a. worn bearings
b. open field coils
c. armature over-heat
d. flat-compounded

32. If a generator has too much resistance in the field circuit, the generator will:

a. not generate
b. rotate
c. operate only slightly
d. operate normally

33. If a generator has too much resistance in its field circuit, the trouble may be:

a. shorted field coils
b. loose connections
c. bad bearings
d. grounded f"F..1d coils

34. if a generator does not generate power, the trouble may be:

a. a loss of residual magnetism
b. an overload
c. a differential connection
d. too slow a speed

35. What would be the probable cause of a smoking D-C generator?

a. the wrong field connector
b. a completely shorted armature
c. a loss of residual magnetism
d . a bad bearing
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78.01.07.08

36. If new brushes have been installed in a D-C generator, but they spark badly,
the trouble may be:

78.01.07.00.A2-2

a. worn bearing
b. the high and low bars on the commutator
c. too much end play
d. loose pole pieces

37. What could prevent sufficient current from flowing in the field coils of a
generator?

a. loss of residual magnetism
b. wrong field connection
c. faulty field rheostat
d. wrong rotation

38. Why is it important to replace a D-C generators' brushes with replacements of
the same type and size?

a. severe sparking may result if brushes are different
b. the generator will not operate at ail
c. the bearing will freeze up
d. it is not necessary, any size and type can be used

39. If the voltage drops considerably as the load is placed on a generator, the trouble
may be:

a. loss of residual magnetism
b. shorted armature
c. too slow a speed
d. .vrom; :

40. Which of the following should be used to determine the output in voltage
that a generator puts out after it is repaired?

a . berometer
b. watt meter
c. micrometer
d. ' /OM

3.10
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:
Operation of the Direct Current Motor

08jECTIVE:

Describe the operation of D-C Motors.
Identify operational characteristics of D-C motors.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successful complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test

about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg, pages 203-204.

Introduction to Power Technology Principles of Electric Motors, Vega,

pages 36-39.

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Carefully read pages 203-204 in Electric Motor Repair.

2. Stidy the illustration 7-1 - 7-14A.

3. Preview experiment #5 Universal Motors in Introduction to Power

Technology, pages 36-39.

4. Write a description of the D-C motor operation using simple

schematic diagrams.

5. Take the LAP test.

Principal Authorial: T. Ziller
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LAP TEST: OPERATION OF THE DIRECT-CURRENT MOTOR

1. Which of the following characteristics is the D-C series motor known for?

a. continuous duty
b. high maintenance cost
c. high starting torque
d. low cost

2. Which of the following D-C motors has a variable-speed characteristic?

a. compound motor
b. alternator motor
c. shunt motor
d. series motor

3. A series-shunt field and armature connection is characteristic of what type of

motor?

a. series motor
b. compound motor
c. shunt motor
d. universal motor

4. In a D-C series motor, how are the field coils connected to the armature?

a. no connecti"n
b.

parallel
d. shunt

5. Which of the following components in a D-C shunt motor prevorts a rise in speed?

a. carbon brushes
b. heavy shunt field
c. light series field
d. centrifugal switch

3,`: 3
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78.01.07.01 (continued)

6. Which of the following is characteristic of a D-C shunt motor?

a. constant speed
b. low speed
c. variable speed
d. high speed

7. Which D-C motor has high starting torque and constant speed?

a. shunt motor
b. series motor
c. universal motor
d. compound motor

8. Which of the following characteristics does a D-C series motor have?

a. lighter load, lower speed
b. low starting torque
c. heavier load, higher speed
d. variable speed

9. A stabilized shunt motor contains which of the following?

a. a light series field
b. variable field
c. a heavy series field
d. a rotor

10. A D-C series motor contains:

... stators
b. solenoid
c. rotors
d. field coils



LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: 78.01.07.01.A2-2

OPERATION OF THE DIRECT-CURRENT MOTOR

1. C
2. D
3. B

14. B

5. B

6. A
7. D

8. D
9. A

10. D
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY- Direct Current Motor Construction

OBJECTIVE:

Given the necessary tools, equipment, and supplies, correctly identify

the main parts and disassemble a D-C motor according to: (1) manufac-

turer's specifications (2) following procedures and practices accepted

in the industry, and (3) those procedures outlined in the reference

text.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Motor must be correctly disassembled; parts indentification must be 100%

correctly labeled. Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a

multiple-choice test about this LAP.

pin punch
DC motor

RESOURCES:

D-C motor.
Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg, pages 202-203.

Checklist for Disassembly: D-C motors (attached).

Illustration: DC motor (attached).

PROCEDURE:

SIcps

1. Review text reference, pages 202-203.

2. Have the instructor assign a work station where you will identify

the main parts and complete the list of the main parts.

3. Follow the checklist for disassembly (attached).

4. Complete the multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. tiller



CHECKLIST FOR DISASSEMBLY: D-C MOTORS

1. Mark end-bells and frame with pin-punch (re-assembly
identification) .

2. Remove retaining bolts (2).

3. Remove end-bells.

4. Lift brushes out of their holders.

5. Remove armature.

6. Unscrew pigtail connections and remove brushes.

7. Refer to attached exploded view.

78.01.07.02.A2-0
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LAP TEST: DIRECT- CURRENT MOTOR CONSTRUCTION

1. What is the physical difference between a D-C motor and a D-C generator?

a. different armatures
b. weight
c. none
d. different fields

2. What type of slots are all armatures in a D-C construction motors equipped with?

a. skewed only
b. laminated
c. straight only
d. skewed or straight

3. What bears the weight of a D-C motors' armature and keeps it equidistant from
the pole pieces?

a. ball bearing
b. end plates
c. sleeve bearing
d. end plates

4. In a D-C motor, the commutator is supplied with current:

a. by allowing the brushes to ride on commutator up to certain speed
b. by Ry3Wir,g the brushes t? ride on the commutator while it's turning
c. from the appropriate power source
d. through the field coils

5. On a D-C motor, the end plates are secured to the frame with:

a. screws
b. clamps
c. wire
d. bolts
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78.01.07.02 (continued)

6. In a D-C motor, the brushes are held stationary by the:

a. brush holders
b. brush rigging
c. commutator
d. end plates

78.01.07.02.A2-2

7. On all D-C motors, current must be conducted to the armature winding through the:

a. bearing
b. erid bells
c. brush holders
d. brushes

8. What is normally mounted inside the frame of a D-C motor?

a. brush holder
b. field poles
c. end plates
d. armature

9. On which part of a D-C motors' armature do the brushes ride?

a. field coil
b. armature coils
c. brush holder
d. commutator

10. On which portion of a D-C motor is the brush rigging usually mounted?

a. fro"' plate
back end plate

c. armature shaft
d. frame



LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: 78.01.07.02 .A2-2

DIRECT-CURRENT MOTOR CONSTRUCTION
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Troubleshooting Direct Current Motors

OBJECTIVE:

Given the necessary tools, equipment, and supplies, correctly trouble-

shoot DC motors according to (1) manufacturer's specifications; (2)

following procedures and practices accepted in the industry; and (3)

those outlined in the reference text.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Correct troubleshooting of a motor as determined by criteria on attached

checklist. Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-

choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg, pages 210-226.

Checklist for troubleshooting: D-C Motor (attached).

D-C Motor.

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. '...11c reference

2. Go to the instructor and have him assign a work :station and -

D-C motor which you will troubleshoot.
3. Following the checklist described in the text, troubleshoot a

D-C motor.
NOTE: Follow safe practices and procedures at all times. Electricity

is potentially dangerous.
4. Use the checklist as a general guide.

5. Take and score the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): T. 7 i met-
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CHECKLIST FOR TROUBLESHOOTING: D.C. MOTORS

1. Make a thorough visual inspection.

2. Take a short test (Growler).

3. Take an open test (Ohmmeter) (Record value) .

4. Connect fields to a low D.C. voltage.

5. Using a compass, check polarity.

6. Take a D.C. voltage reading (Voltmeter) (Record value).

7. Take a current reading (Amprobe or Ammeter) (Record value) .

8. Disconnect power.

9. Compare values with manufacturer's specifications or name plate.
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LAP TEST: TROUBLESHOOTING DIRECT-CURRENT MOTORS

1. In a two-pole D-C shunt motor the shunt fields are connected in:

a. series
b. tandem
c. unison
d . pare! lel

2. In a D-C compound motor, if the current flows through the series-field and shunt-
field coils of a pole in the same direction, and the shunt field is connected across
the line, is known as a:

a. long-shunt cumulative motor
b. short-shunt cumulative motor
c. long-shunt differential motor
d. short-shunt differential motor

3. If the shunt field is connected to armature so current flows thr )ugh in opposite
direction to series current, the D-C compound motor is known as a:

a. short-shunt differential motor
b. long-shunt differential motor
c. long-shunt cumulative motor
d. short-shunt cumulative motor

4. In a lor, 5nunt cumulative motor, the current flows through the series field
and shunt-field coils of a pole in the:

a. shunt direction
b. opposite direction
c. series direction
d. same direction

5. To reverse the rotation of a D-C two-pole compound-interpole motor, reverse
wires:

a. R1 and R2
b. T1 rind T2
c. Al and A2
d. Ll and L2

W mot
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78.01.07.03 (continued)

78.01.07.03.A2-2

6. On a four-pole, compound-interpole motor, if the leads on the brushholder
are reversed, it will cause:

a. the motor to stop
b. the motor to operate correctly
c. the interpoles to overload
d. the brushes to spark

7. Nearly all shunt and compound D-C motors of one-half horsepower or more have
commutating poles known as:

a. shunt-poles
b. interpoles
c. anterpoles
d. series-poles

8. In a D-C compound motor, the shunt fields are connected in:

a. unison
b. tandem
c. series
d. parallel

9. If the shunt field is connected across the armature so that the current flows
through it in same direction as the series field, the D-C motor is known as a:

a. long-shunt cumulative motor
b. short-shunt differential motor
c. long-shunt differential motor
d. snn---t,hunt cumulativer,.:)tor

10. When the shunt field of a D-C compound motor is connected to the armature
terminals instead of across the line, the motor is known as a:

a. short-series motor
b. long-shunt motor
c. long-series motor
d. short-shunt motor



LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: 78.01.07.03 .A2-2

TROUBLESHOOTING DIRECT-CURRENT MOTORS

1. A
2. A
3. A
4. D

5. C
6. D

7. B

8. C
9. D

10. D
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Repairing Direct Current Motors

OBJECTIVE:

Given the necessary tools, equipment, and supplies, correctly repair

D-C motors according to: (1) manufacturer's specifications; (2) following

procedures and practices accepted in the industry; and (3) those outlined

in the reference text.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Correctly reapir a motor as determined by criteria on attached checklist.

Successfully complete at least 80% on the items on a multiple-choice

test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg, pages 210-226.

Checklist for Repair: D-C Motors.

D-C Motor.

light machine oil
varnish

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Review the reference text.
2. Go to the instructor and have him assign a work station and a

D-C motor which you will repair.
3. Following the procedure described in the text, repair a D-C motor.

NOTE: Follow safe practices and procedures at all times. Electricity

is potentially dangerous.
4. Use the attached checklist as a general guide.

5. Complete the multiple-choice lest items for this LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. Ziller
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CHECKLIST FOR REPAIR: D-C MOTOR

Service
1. Lubricate bearings. (light machine oil)
2. Insure that motor is not filled with lint or dirt.
3. Check for free rotation of shaft.

Repair
1. Using proper tools, remove bad bearings.
2. Replace bearing.
3. Lubricate new bearing.

78.01.07.04.A2-0

Rewinding
1. Strip the stator.
2. Check for correct size of magnetic wire.
3. Fit paper insulation in stator. (see instructor when completed)
4. Rewind motor using the form winding method.
5. Splice and connect leads. (see instructor when completed)
6. Test new winding with proper test equipment.
7. Dip stator in varnish.
8. Reassemble the motor.
9. Connect motor to power source.

Reassembly
1. Gently set rotor inside stator.
2. Align end bells.
3. Insert bolts and tighten.
14. Connect motor to power source.
5. Refer to exploded view.
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LAP TEST: REPAIRIN' !RECT-CURRENT MOTORS

1. If a D-C motor fails to run when the switch is turned on, the trouble may be:

a. the wrong voltage applied
b. an open armature circuit
c. a dirty commutator
d. off-set brushes

2. If a ground has been discovered in the shunt field of a D-C motor, the repairman
should:

a. check for the correct position of the brush holder
b. remove the field from the frame and rewind the coils
c. remove the armature
d. remove the field from the frame and reinsulate

3. How many circuits are in a shunt motor?

a. 4

b. 1

c. 3

d. 2

4. Why does the NECR require that all permanently installed D-C motors be grounded
to a pipeline which is connected to the earth?

a. :t nas rv.A.hing to do with motor operation
h. it adds cost to the overall installation
C. it causes the motor to burn open
d. f not properly grounded, the operator may be severely shocked

5. The circuits yvhich make up a shunt motor are:

a. the shunt FiLld and the armature
b. series field and armature
c. the armature, shunt field, and brushes
d. shunt field, series field, and brushes

3
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78.01.07.04 (continued)

6. If a D-C motor runs s:owly, the trouble might be:

a. shorted coils
b. wrong interpole polarity
c. worn bearings
d. grounded coils

78.01.07.04.A2-2

7. If a ground has been discovered in the series fields of a D-C motor, the repairman
should:

a. remove the armature
b. check for the correct position of the brush holders
c. remove the fields from the frame and reinsulate
d. remove the fields from the frame and rewind the coils

8. What must be dome before a test lamp is used on a D-C motor to check for a ground

in the field winding?

remove the brushes
b. remove the armature from the stator
c. disconnect the field coils
d. disconnect all external leads

9. If a D-C motor sparks badly, the trouble may be:

a. poor brush contact on the commutator
b. tight bearings
c. overload
d. shorted fief coils

10. Which of the following can one use to check for correct interpole pc:arity
without using a compass or removing the armature?

a. if armature and brushes rotate in same direction-polarity is ok
b. if armature and brushes rotate in oppostie direction-puiarity ok
c. armature-counterclockwise, brushes/center interpole polarity ok

d. armature-clockwise, brushes-center; interpole polarity ok



LAP TEST ANSWER. KEY: 78.01.07.04.A2-2

REPAIRING DIRECT-CURRENT MOTORS

372,
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Operation of the Generator

OBJECTIVE:

Student:

Date'

Describe the operation of D-C generators.
Identify the operational characteristics of a D-C generator.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice
test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg, pages 273-279.

D-C Generator (functional).
Introduction to Power Technology Principles of Electric Motors, Vega,

pages 36-39.

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Read pages 273-279 in Electric Motor Repair.
2. Co to the assigned work station and observe the actual operation

of a r)-C .generator.

3. Complete operational checklist and write a description on th-
operation of a D-C generator.

4. Review experiment #5 , Universal Motors in Introduction to Power
Technology, pages 36-39.

5. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): T. i I or
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OPERATIONAL CHECKLIST FOR GENERATORS

1. Drive by mechanical means. Smaller generators are usually
belt-driven.

2. D-C generator armature and field poles are identical to D-C
motor armature and field poles.

3. In a D-C generator as the armature is rotated, the conductors
(armature coils) cut through magnetic lines of force (caused
by applying voltage to the field poles) . As.the armature coils
continue to cut the lines of force, current flows in the armature
coils. This process is known as electro-magnetic induction and
always occurs under these conditions.

4. The induced current in the armature coils is called alternating
current (A-C), because it flows back and forth through the coils
as the armature rotates through the north and south magnetic
poles of the field.

5. Direct current (D-C) is obtained from the brushes riding on the
commutator. ...

6. The commutator is a series of metal wedges directly connected
to the armature coils. The commutator rotates with the armature.

7. The two brushes are positioned on the commutator in such a way
that the current flows through them alternately (one at a time)
and so flows in one direction only. (D-C) The brushes are
electrically connected only on every other commutator wedge.

3761
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LAP TEST: OPERATION OF THE GENERATOR

1. When is a generator said to be separately excited?

a. when the field coils are connected to an outside source of electricity
b. 110 v
c. when the commutator is connected to an outside source of electricity
d. when the armature is connected to a battery

2. How many types of self-excited generators are there?

a. 4

b. 1

c. 2

d. 3

3. When a conductor is moved across the lines of force in a magnetic field, a
voltage will be induced in the:

a. conductor.
b. flux.
c. magnetic field.
d. force.

4. What is the characteristic of a shunt generator?

A large drop in voltage occurs as the load is decreased.
b. A slight drop in voltage occurs as the load is decreased..
c. A large drop ;h voltage o;:curs as the load is increased.
d. A slight drop in voltage occurs as the load is increased.

5. If there is no load on a series generator, what will the voltage be?

a. 220 v.
b. 110 v.
c. 0v.
d. 440 v.

6. What are the three factors needed to generate electricity?

a. electricity, mechanical power, and a conductor
b. mechanical power, movement. kind a generator
c. magnetic lines of force, a conductor, and movement
d. a motor , generator, and movement

um,0 1.;
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7. A diverter in a compJund generator varies the:

a. voltage drop.
b. current.
c. resistance.
d. capacitance.

8. A machine converting mechaniz:al energy into electrical energy is called a(n):

a. starter.
b. motor.
c. generator.
d. engine.

9. A wire moved to cut lines of magnetic force will produce:

a. heat energy.
b. mechanical energy.
c. electromotive force.
d. static pressure.

10. A moving coil in a generator is called a (n) :

a. armature.
b. field winding.
c. magnetic force.
d. starting winding.
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: OPERATION OF THE GENERATOR

1. A
2. D
3. A
4. D

5. C

6. C

7. B
8. C
9. C
10. A
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PERFORMANCE ACTiVITY: Generator Construction

OBJECTIVE:

Identify the component parts of generator.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student:

Date:

The student is to identify by labeling the component parts that: is

consistent with the attached checklist. Also score at least 801. on a

multiple-choice test.

RESOURCES:

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg, pages 273-279.
Checklist for Disassembly: Generators. (attached)

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Review reference text, pages 273,279.
2. Follow the checklist for disassembly. (Attached)

3. Complete the multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. Zil ler
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CHECKLIST FOR DISASSEMBLY: GENERATORS

1. Remove brusl-.,s with proper hand tools.

2. Mark stator and end bell.

3. Usi .g proper hand tools, remove nuts and bolts (Don't lose
nuts and bolts) .

4. Remove end bells from stator.

5. Gently slip armature from laminated core.

6. Refer to the att-,ched exploded view.
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LAP TEST: GENERATOR CONSTRUCTION

D-C generators are rated ir. term!: of:

horsepower.
b. volts.
c. kilowatts.
d . amps

2. To discover the current output of a generator, the ammeter should be connected

. a series with the generator.
b. series with the load.
c. parallel with the load.
O . parallel with the generator.

3 If turns on series field are increased over the number necessary to give same
,oltag9 output at all load levels, the generator is said to be:

a. undercompounded.
b. a shunt generator.
c. flat-compounded.
d . overcompounded.

. Three types of compound gene -ators can be obtained by:

a. adding more batteries to the exciter field.
changiv,., the number of turns in the series field.

into' po!,t-
u:.;ing bigger brushes.

C.

(1.

5. Generator voltage can be varied by using a resit;,1- across the series Feld
to vary the current through it. This is called a:

a. exciter.
b. diverter.
c. commutator.
d. shunt.

6. The direct current generator is constructed similar to the:

a . D-C motor.
b. split phase motor.
c. three phase motor.
d. shaded pole motor .

3
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7. Permanent gnets are used in generators to:

1. produce lines of force necessary to generate electricity.
b. produce voltage in electricity.
c. hold the cot mutator.
ci demagnetize the tit-TA:dies .

E. Direct current from a battery is used to:

a. keep the current flowing in the same direction.
b. run the generator.
c. excite the field cods of a generator.
J. energize the commutator .

The generator wired so the armature fields and load are connected together is:

permanent madnet generator.
b. battery excited generator.
e. separately exciteci generator.
d. the series generator.

10. A coil of wire wound around a steel core and Itated in a magnetic field is
called:

a. the starter.
b. the commutator.
c. tile conductor.

the mT-mture.
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PER FOrliVIAIACE ACTIVITY: Troubleshooting Generators

OBJECTIVE:

Gate:

11;

Given the necessary tools, equipment, and supplies, correctly trouble-
shoot a generator according co: (1) manufacturer's specifications;
(2) following procedures and ractices accepted in the industry; and
(3) those outlined in I:he reference text.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE;

Correct troubleshooting of a generator as determined by criteria on
attached checklist. Successfully complete at least SO% of the item on
a multiple-choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg, pages 279-280.
Checklist for Troubleshooting: Generators
D-C Generator.

Compass
Growler
Ohmille tor

Amprnbe or Ammet-.-r

PnCyEDUPE:

Steps

1. Review the reference text.
Go to the instructor and have him assign a work station and a
D-C generator which you will troubleshoot.

3 Fro,lowing the proondmre described in the text, troubleshoot a
0-C c3,1'nrator.

NOW: !ollow sate practices and procedures at all times.
Electricity is potentially dangerous.

4. Use the attached checklist as a general gui0eline.
Complete Lh nwlitp1c-c!iuice 1(a. this LAP.

Principal Author(s): lot.
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CHECKLIST COR TROUPLESIKDOTING: GENERATOIs'S

7R.01.07.07.212-0

1. Make a thorough visual inspection.

2. Take a shurLs t::st (C.wlur).

3- Takc> an opcia tet;t. (Dhviuneter) (1-tecord values) .

4. Connect co a low D.C. voltage.

5. Using a compass, check polarity.

6. Take an AC voltage reading (Voltmeter) (Record

7. Take a correct reading (Amprcbe or Ammeter) (Record vai_us).

S. Disconnoct powor.

r.t_,mpar v-lint..!,; with malitifdctilL,-.r:; spc.ciFic,iti ;,17 !c.
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LAP TEST: TROUBLESHOOTING GENERATORS

1. Solder in the inside 01' D-C generator is caused by:

a. worn bearings.
b. open field coils.
c. armature over-heat.
d . flat-compounded.

2 (ro generator has too much resistance in the field circuit, the generator will:

a, not gener:itE.,..
b. rotate.

operate only slightly.
d . operate normally.

3. If a generator has too much resistance in its field circuit, the trouble may be:

a. shorted field coils.
h. loose connections.
c. bad bearings.
d . grounded field coils.

Li. If a generator does not generate power, the trouble may be:

.

b
c.
d

a loss of residua: magnetism.
an over .

.- .

too Slow a

5. What would be the probable cause of a smoking D- :T. generator?

a. !lie wrong field connection
b. a COMph:teiy shorted armature
r. o less of residual magnetism
d . 6 baa ri

V'iny would a wrong fieid connection result in a non-operational generator?

a The hoes ol force be produced opposite of the residual lines.
b. The armature would short and burn.
c. A high resistance force would he created.
d. The lines of force would he produced in the direction of the flux.

3 6
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7 Flow is continuity of a field check.-.icl in a Gen,iratori-.

a. use an ohmmeter
b. use a manometer
c. use a velocity meter
ci. use a al-imn-letir

d Ui . 7 . 2

8. I; a cienerator do ot produce current flow, what is a possibtr: cause?

a. field windin(-_i oi-3 not producing parallel lines of magnetic force
L. arching brushes
c. shorted armatur-

iux lines are bc,inci broken

9
. If a generator does not gmrate, what is the possihie

a. loss of re!-,itiLial
b. arching orusilt.'.s
c. partially shorted armature
d. partially shorted field windings

10. Which of the following should you troubleshoot like a D-C. generator?

a, A---C shaded pole motor
0--C motor

c. A-- C split phase motor
A-C repulsion motor



1. C
2. A
3. B

Li. A
5. '3

5. A

7. A
6. C
9. A

. B

7 . 01 . 07 . . A 2 2

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: TROUBLESHOOTING GENERATORS

3 '8
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OBJECTIVE:
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Student:

Dote.

Given the necessary tools, equipment, and supplies, correctly repair a
generator according to: (1) manufacturer's specifications; (2) following
procedures and practices acc,,:pted in the .industry; and (3) those outlined
in the reference text.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE

Correctly repair a generator as determined by criteria on attached
checklist_ Suceesstully complete at least of the items on a multiple--

choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Electric Motor RetiAir, Robert Rosenberg, pages 270 -7.80.
Checklist for Repair: Generators

Tight machine oil
varnish

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Review the reference text.
2. (;(.1 co the instructor and have him assign a we,-k station and a

'jet erater which you will repair.
Poi: lowing the procedure described in the text, tepar ,jenerator.

NUCE: practices and procedures at all Limes. Electricity
pot:n:lel:1y dangerous.

-t. :1cLached checklist as a g.neral guideline in repairing

--ch,..)ice test items for this LAP.

Priuicipal Authods): T. '21-11 "r
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CHECKLIST FOR REPAIR: GENERATORS.

Service

1. Lubricate bearing,. (light machine .

2. Insure that root:-..:r is not filled with lint or dirt.
3. Check for tree rotation of shaft.

Repair

Using proper- tools, re.7-:-K)vr,.: bad bearincis.
2. Replace bearirrri;.
S. Lubricate ilev., LAaring

Rewinding

1. Strip the stator.
2. Check for correct size of magnetic wire.
3. Fit paper insulation in stator. (See instructor when completed) .
4. Rewind motor using the form winding method.
5. Splice and connect leads. (See instructor when completed) .
5. Test new winding with proper test. equipment.
7. Dip stator in varnish.
8. Reassemble the motor.
9. Connect moLor tU powcr SuUrCe

Rc.E..assernbly-------
1. Gents, ,Th.Jr ;nsicic.
2. end bells.
3. Insert bolts and tighten.
4. Connect motor to power source.
5. Refer to exploded view.
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LAP TEST: REPAIRING GENERATORS

1. If new brushes been installed in a D-C generator, but they spark badly,
the trouble may be:

a. worn bearings.
b. the high and low bars on the commutator.
c. toe much end play.
d. loose pole pieces.

2. could 7,__;:-:vent. cl_.:rN:nt from flovvini in the :eft] coils of a genera-

tor?

a. loss of residual magnetism
b. wrong field connection

faulty field rheostat
U . wrong rotation

3. If the voltage drops considerably as the load is placed on a generator, the
trouble may be:

4.

a. loss Of residual magnetism.
b. shorted armature.
c. too slow a speed.
d. wrong rotation.

of ti following should be used to determine the output in voltage that

a ge:,er;:! out if is repaired?

a. barometer
b. watt meter
c. micrometer

VOivl

S. If a field winding does nut seem to be functioning properly, which of the hollow
ins'iruments :,:nould be used to determine the flow of current?

. ampmeter
b. velocity meter
c. barometer
d. pryrometer
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U. If after repairing a generator you find it turns the wrong direction, y,/hJt should
you do?

a. rewind the. generator
b. change shunt field leads
c. check the generator with ilVOM
CI. turn the arma tune around

7. is the nc.:utral paint in an interpole ciene.rator found?

a. at the center of the interpole winding
b. directly under the center of the interpole

at the center of armature shaft
d. at the center of the commutator

:1;,.-7.,:ter repairing a generator the voltage (loot:, not t Wid kip . i

(

a . the case is shorted out
h. bad bearings
c. brushes are the wrong type
d. resist-nce in the field circuit

If after repairing a generator you find only a low voltage will develop, which
of the following may be the cause?

bad brushy:,
Led al''...nattire

c. bad bear :rigs
. field win'slings connected improperly

'lc.). If after 1--,*.ziiemg i generator' you discover that no voltage is produced, what
the magnetic lines of flux in the genc..rator?

a. they are not the cz1;.1.: of the problem
b. the.y. are running opposite to tide residual lines of flux

they are not being broken
.

intersectinQ the residual lines at 1450
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UNIT POST TEST: DIRECT CURRENT MOTORS AND GENERATORS

1. What is the first step in 'Aisassembling a D-C motor?

a. remove the retaining bolts
b. mark the end bells and frame with a pin punch
c. lift the brushes out of their holders
d . unscrew the pigtail connections and remove the brushes

2. Cu which portion of a D-C motor is the brush rigging usually mounted?

a. on the frame
b. on the armature shaft
c. on the back end plate
d . on the front end plate

3. The sizes of D-C motors vary from:

it

a. 1 Hp to HP
b. 1/20 HP to 10 HP
c. 1/10 HP to 1/100 HP
d . 1/100 UP to thousands of horse power

In a D-C motor, the commutator is supplied with current:

a. by allowing the brushes to ride on the commutator while its turning
b. through ti.- yield coils
c. r [10' r..C)Pr 1,:it r source

by oliowing the to ride on commutator up to certain

5. On which part of a D---C f;;04.31.SI dralatUiC do the brushes ride?

a. on the field coil
b. or: the armature coils
r !I-12 brush holder

n the cuivirnutai.or
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78.01.07.02

6. A stabilized shunt motor contains which of the following?

a. a rotor
b. a light series field
c. variable field
d. a heavy series field

78.01.07.00. B2-2

7. Which of the following characteristics does a D-C series motor :lave?

lighter load, lower speed
b. variable speed
c. low starting torque
O. heavier load, higher speed

3. Which of the following is characteristic of a D-C shunt motor?

a. constant speed
b. low speed

variable speed
d. high speed

9. Which of the following component'; in a D-C shunt motor prevents a rise in speed?

a. light series field
b. carbon brushes
c. heavy shunt field
d. centrifugal switch

10. A series-shun it field and armature connection is characteristic of what type
of )lotor?

a. shunt motor
b. series motor
c. universal Ii)ctor
d. compound motor

78.01.07.03

11. In D-C compound criotor: if the current flows through the seriesfield and
shunt- -field coils of a pole in the same direction, and the shunt-field is connected
across the line, this is known as a:

a. long-shunt cumulative motor
b. short-shunt cumulative motor
c. long-shunt differential motor
d. short-shunt differential motor
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78.01.07.03 (continued)

12. In a two-pole D-C shunt motor the shunt fields are connected in:

a. parallel
b. series
c. tandem
d. unison

78.01.07.00.B2-2

13. If a shunt field is connected across the line so that the series and shunt fields
have opposite polarity in same pole, the D-C compound motor is known as a:

a. short-shunt differential motor
b. lone-shunt differential motor
c. long-shunt cumulative motor
d. short-shunt cumulative motor

14. To reverse the rotation of a D-C series motor, all that is necessary is to inter-
change the leads on the:

a. brushes

b. stator
c. armature
d. terminal block

15. In a cumulative D--C motor, when the shunt field is connected across the line,
it is given the name of:

a. short series
b. long series
c. short shunt
d. long shun:-

78.'21.07.04

16. If a D-C motor runs lowly, the trouble might be:

a. shorted coils
b. grounded coils
c. wrong inter Pole poiarity
ci. worn liedri

17. 11MA' 111311y ,ire in a ".11l1Ill motur?

C. 11

ci. 1

1)
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78.01.07.04 (continued)

18. What must be done before a test lamp is used on a D-C motor to check for a
ground in the field winding?

a. remove the armature from the stator
h. remove the brushes
c. disconnect the field coils
d. disconnect all external leads

19. In a D-C motor, if a bare wire touches the laminated pole, the motor is said
to be:

a. shorted
b. interpoled
c. open
d. grounded

20. Why does the NECR require that all permanently installed D-C motors he
grounded to a pipeline which is connected to the earth?

a. it has nothing to do with motor operation
b. it adds cost to the overall installation
c. if not properly grounded, the operator may be severely shocked
d. it causes the motor to burn open

78.01.07.05

21. A machine converting mechanical energy into electrical energy is called a (n):

a. starter
b.

generator
d. engine

22. A wire moved to cut lines of magnetic force will produce:

a. heat energy
b. mechanical energy
c. electromotive force
d. static pressure

23. A moving coil in a generator is called a (n):

a. field winding
5. armature
r . magnetic force
d. starting winding

3 J8
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78.01.07.05 (continued)

24. The mechanical device used to reverse the connections to the revolving con-
ductors is called a (n):

78.01.07.00.B2-2

a. brushes
b. field winding
c. armature
d. commutator

25. What are the three factors needed to generate electricity?

a. electricity, mechanical power and a conductor
b. mechanical power, movement, and a generator
c. magnetic lines of force, a conductor, and movement
d. a motor, generator, and movement

78.01.07.06

26. Three types of compound generators can be obtained by:

a. changing the number of turns in the series field
b. adding more batteries to the exciter field
c. adding more interpoles
d. using bigger brushes

27. Generator voltage can be varied by using a resistor across the series field to
vary the current through it. This is called a:

a. exciter
b. diverter

. cornmuta;.or
d.

28. The direct current generator is constructed similar to the:

a . split-phase motor
b. D-C motor
c. three-phase motor
d. shaded pole motor

29. Permanent magnets are used in generators to:

a. demagnatize the brushes
b. produce voltage in electricity
c. hold the commutator
d. produce lines of force necessary to generate electricity

;t3 o'

)
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78.01.07.06 (continued)

30. Direct current from a battery is used to:

a. excite the field coils of a generator
b. run the generator
c. keep the current flowing in the same direction
d. energize the commutator

78.01.07.07

31. How is continuity of a field checked in a generator?

a. use a ampmeter
b. use a manometer
c. use a velocity meter
d. use an ohmmeter

78.01.07.00.B2-2

32. If a generator does not produce current flow, what is a possible cause?

a. flux lines are being broken
b. arching brushes
c. field winding are not producing parallel lines of magnetic force
d. shorted armature

33. If a generator does not generate, what is the possible cause?

a. arching brushes
b. loss of residual magnatism
c. partially shorted armature
d. partially shorted field windings

314. Which following shoulL1 you trouble shoot like a D-C generator?

a. A-C shaded pole motor
b. D-C motor
c. A-C split phase motor
d. A-C repulsion motor

35. Why would a wrong field connection result in a non-operational generator?

a . a high resistance force would be created
b. the armature would short and burn
c. the lines of force would be produced opposite of the residual lines
d. the lines of force would be produced in the direction of the flux
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78.01.07.08

36. If after repairing a generator the voltage does not build up, what is a possible
cause?

78.01.07.00.B2-2

a. the case is shorted out
b. bad bearings
c. brushes are the wrong type
d. resistance in the field circuit

37. If after repairing a generator you find only a low voltage will develop, which of
the following may be the cause?

a. bad bearings
b. bad brushes
c. shorted armature
d. field windings connected imporperly

38. If after repairing a generator you discover that no voltage is produced, what has
happened to the magnetic lines of flux in the generator?

a. they are not being broken
L.. they are running opposite to the residual lines of flux
c. they are not the cause of the problem
d . they are intersecting the residual lines at 45 degrees

39. If the field winding does not seem to be functioning properIN', which of the
following instruments should be used to determine the Nov, of current?

a. ampmeter
b. velocity meter
c. berometer
d . p ,

40. If after repairing a generator you find it turns the wrong direction, what
should you do?

a. turn the armature around
b. rewind the generator
c. check the generator with a VOM
d . change shunt field leads
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Student: File Code: 78.01.07.00.A1-5

Date: Date Published: 11[18/74

Family Pay Number: Sex: M F (Circle 1)

UNIT PERFORMANCE TEST: DIRECT CURRENT MOTORS AND

GENERATORS

OBJECTIVE 1:

Given a malfunctioning direct current motor or generator, the student will service

and repair the motor so that it functions according to the manufacturer's specifi-

cations, following safe practices and procedures.

OBJECTIVE 2:

Using appropriate tools and test equipment the student will take shorts and

open tests.

OBJECTIVE 3:

Using appropriate equipment, the student will rewind a faulty direct current

motor or generator.

OBJECTIVE 4:

Using appropriate tools and test equipment, the student will calculate and

record amperage, voltage, resistance and wattage of the direct current motor

or generator.

TASK:

The student wi" and repair a direct current motor or generator and, in

the pro:ess, he will make shorts and open and grounding tests, using a;.propriate

test equipment.

ASSIGNMENT:
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CONDITIONS:

The student will be given a malfunctioning direct current motor or generator (it

may be bugged by the instructor or it may be one brought in by a customer). He

will be required to service and repair the motor or generator in conditions similar

to those in a typical motor repair shop. He will be allowed to use any and all

tools, equipment, service manuals, test books, etc., commonly found in a repair

shop. He must complete it in a reasonable length of time with no assistance from

the instructor(s) or students.

RESOURCES:

Tools:
Internal-external snap ring pliers
7-Piece nut driver set
Tool box 18 x 8 x 9
Circular gauge
Hacksaws
Pulley puller
Arc joint pliers
Lineman's pliers
Diagonal cutting pliers
Long chain-nose pliers
Locking plier wrench
Coil tamping pliers
4-piece standard set screwdriver
Center punch
Cold chisel
Ball peen hammer
Lug crimpers
Wire skinner and straightener

Equipment:
Coil stripping chisel
Armature winder
Coil wind:r
External growler
Insulation former
Coil shapers

404
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111,% 000
untain-Plalne Education &

onomic Development
Protrans. inc.
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Student. File Code: 78.01.07.00.A1-5

Date: 11/18/74Date Published-

Family Pay Number: Sex: M F (Circle 1)

PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

CRITERION
Met Not Met

Objective 1:
_____

1. Follows safe practices and procedures.

Criterion: No injury results to the student or the

equipment and complies with OSHA requirements

2. Follows 'roper rocedures fo e -Ile

Criterion: No damage results to the motor.

3. Di. .1. e . - lee n. to s . a s ..._

Criterion: When repaired, the motor functions according

to the manufacturer's specifications.

4. Reassembles the motor or generator properly.

Criterion: Appliance functions according to the manu-

facturer's specifications and the procedures

followed agree with those described in the

service 1 literature _
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78.01.07.00.A1-5

CRITERION
Met Not Met

5. The repaired motor or generator is repaired in a neat,

professional manner.

Criterion: No damage results to the motor such as opens

and shorts.

6. All connections and fastenings are properly completed.

Criterion: The motor or generator connection complies

with the manufacturer's specifications. The

connections are mechanically fastened and

structurally sound. The connection is

electrically fastened and free of defects.

7. Motor functions according to the manufacturer's

specifications.

Criterion: Manufacturer's specifications.

8. Uses appropriate repair part and supplies.

Criterion: They match exactly those listed in the manu-
I-

`:._.turer_15si2acifications. _

DlitveiL___

9. Test for grounded commentator, using test lamp.

10. Test for shorted communtator, using test lamp.

11. Test for grounds, using growler or millivolt meter.
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78.01.07.00.A1-5

CRITERION
Met Not Met

12. Test for shorts in the field coils, using a growler.

13. Test for shorts in the armature coil, using a growler.

14. Test for an open field coil, using an ohmmeter.

15. Test for an open armature coil, using an ohmmeter.

16. Test for reversed coils, using a compass or bar

magnet test.

Criterion: Troubleshooting techniques reveal the malfunction,

as identified by job sheet.

Objective 3:

17. Uses coil-stripping tool to remove coils.

18. Uses armature winder, if appropriate, when winding

the armature.

19. Uses coil winder, if appropriate, when winding field

_

_ __

coil.

20. Uses insulation former, if appropriate, when
_ _____

ir.sulatinq.

21. Uses coil sha'er if appropriate, on he f.- I. e

Criterion: Proper equipment application results in a

defect-free operative motor.
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(Checklist continued)

78.01.07.00.A1-5

CRITERION

Objective 4:

22. Uses test equipment properly.

23. Wattage readings are accurate.

24. Voltage readings are accurate.

25. Amperage readings are accurate.

26. Resistance readings are accurate.

Criterion: Manufacturer's specifications.

27. When applic ?ble, mathematical calculations are correct.

Criterion: AC/DC Circuit Manuals, Westinghouse.

28. The motor or generator is repaired in_a reasonable

time.

Criterion: Not to exceed 4 hours.

The student must successfully complete 25 out of 28 line items

to achieve an overall score of satisfactory.

___
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UNIT: UNIVERSAL AND SHADED POLE MOTOkS

Universal and Shaded Pole Motors are fractional horse power motors.
Almost all hand held and some fixed appliance motors are universal.
Almost all timer motors used as a clocKing device are Shaded Pole Motors.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit: D.C. Current Motors and Generators

OBJECTIVE:

Given a text and illustration, tools, equipment and materials; describe,
troubleshoot, service, repair, and reassemble universal and shaded pole
motors.

RESOURCES.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

This unit consists of 8 Learning Activity Packages (LAPs). Each LAP
will provide specific information for completion of a learning activity.

The general procedure for this unit is as follows:

(1) Rr,ad tnz first assigned Learning Activity Package (LAP) .
(2; .3c. ;in an:2 complete Lhe first assigned LAP.

(3) Take and score the LAP test.
(4) Turn in the LAP test answer sheet.
(5) Determine the reason for any missed items on the LAP test.
(6) Proceed to and complete the next assigned LAP in th,, unit.
(7) Complete all required LAPs for the unit by foll:,wing steps

3 through 6.
(8) Take the unit tests as described in the Unit LEG "Evaluation

Procedures".

(9) Proceed to the next assigned unit.

Principal Author(s): T. Ziller
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Printed Materials

Electric Motor Repair, 2nd Ed. Robert Rosenberg, RineLart, and Winston,
1970. A set of manufacturer's motor specifications and data sheets.
Introduction to Power Technology Principles of Electric Motors, 2nd Ed.,
Vega Enterprises Inc., Decatur, Illinois, 1973.

Service Manuals

Attached Checklists:

Checklist: Operation of a Universal Motor
Checklist for Disassembly: Universal Motor
Checklist for Troubleshooting: Universal Motor
Checklist for Repairing a Universal Motor
Operational Checklist for Shaded Pole Motor
Checklist for Disassembly: Shaded Pole Motor
Checklist for Troubleshooting: Shaded Pole Motor
Checklist for Repairing Shaded Pole Motors

Illustration:

Universal Motor
Shaded Pole Motor

Shaded Pole Motor
Universal Motor
Ohmmeter
Growler
Ammeter
Voltmeter
Light me-_:J.,? oil
hc_Tid tools

Equipment

4 i
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Operation of the Universal Motor.

.02 Ur -ersal Motor Construction.

.03 Troubleshooting Universal Motors.

.04 Repairing Universal Motors.

.05 Operation of the Shaded-Pole Motors.

.06 Shaded-Pole Motor Construction.

.07 Troubleshooting Shaded-Pole Motors.

.08 Repairing Shaded-Pole Motors.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

When pretesting:

1. The student takes the unit multiple-choice pretest.
Successful completion is 4 out of 5 items for each LAP part
of the pretest.

2. The student then takes a unit performance test if the unit

pretest was successfully completed.
Satisfactory completion of the performance test is meeting the
criteria listed on the performance test.

When post testing:

The student takes a multiple-choice unit post test and a unit

performance test.
Successful unit completion is meeting the listed criteria for

the performance test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

After completing this guide, you may begin with the first LAP. This is

the last unit in the course.

411
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78.01.08.01

1. What type of motor is very similar to the D-C series motor?

a . shaded pole
b. universal
c. compound
d. split phase

2. What causes rotation in a universal motor when the armature and field coils
are connected in series and current is applied?

a. a current is induced to cause electromagnetic induction
b. field coils change polarity, causing armature to .urn under load
c. brushes lift and rotation is maintained by field coils under load
d. lines created by field react with lines created by armature

3. What are the two types of universal motors?

a. split-commutator and slip ring
b. split-phase and shaded pole
c. concentrated-field and field winding
d. A-C and D-C

4. How small in size are universal motors?

a. 1/10 HP
b. 1/100 HP
c. 1/200 HP
d. 1/3 HP

5. How are the armature and field coils connected?

a. parallel-series
b. parallel
c. series-parallel
d. series

412
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78.01.08.02

6. How is the commutator of a universal motor connected to the shaft?

a. it is glued on
b. it is set-screwed on
c. it is pressed on
d. it is welded on

7. With what is the field core constructed on a universal motor?

a. with heavy flat copper wire
b. with tightly pressed and riveted laminations
c. with small round copper wire
d. with bronze wire

8. Identify #6 on the exploded view of a universal motor (attached).

a. bell housing
b. metal clamps
c. field coils
d. laminated core

9. Identify #4 on the attached figure.

a. fan
b. commutator
c. laminated core
d. armature

10. Identify #3 on the attached figure.

a. laminated c^re
b. arr-..,..rrz

commutator
d. fan

1..1
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78.01.08.03

11. Shorted coils will cause a universal motor to:

a. have poor torque
b. smoke
c. run hot
d. spark badly

78.01.08.00.A2-2

12. What would the wrong brush position cause a universal motor to do?

a . run hot
b. smoke
c. spark badly
d. have poor torque

13. What is the problem in a universal motor that causes it to rotate CCW?

a. short in the armure
b. short in the switch
c. open field coil
d. reversed motor leads

14. if the armature and field coils were connected in series, what problems could
arise?

a. the field coils would open
b. it would short out the armature
c. it is a normal connection
d. the motor would hum

15. When testing fu! shorts, what test instrument is used?

a. amprobe
b. voltmeter
c. browler
d. ammeter

78.01.08.04

16. How many start windings are required by a shaded- pole motor?

a. three
b. four
c. two
d. one
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78.01.08.04 (continued)

17. Reversed coil leads in a universal motor will cause:

a. hot motor
b. bad sparking
c. smoke
d. poor torque

18. If a universal motor has poor torque, the trouble may be:

a. brushes off neutral
b. shorted armature
c. overload
d. shorted field

19. If a universal motor smokes, the trouble may be:

a. reversed coil leads
b. high mica
c. worn bearings
d. wrong brush position

78.01.08.00.A2-2

20. When installing new insulation in a universal motor armature, how far should
the insulation extend above the end of the slots?

a. 1/4 in.
b. 1/16 in.
c. 3/8 in.
d. 1/2 in.

78.01.08.05

21. What is the phase difference between the shaded windings and the field windings?

a. 45 degrees
b. 180 degrees
c. 90 deg rees
d. 270 degrees

22. How are the shade-poles connected?

a. series opposing
b. parallel alternately
c. series alternately
d. parallel supporting
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78.01.1,13.05 (continued)

23. As current drops, what is induced in the shaded coil?

a. very I:ttle current
b. no current
c. a great amount cc current
d. reverse current

24. During the part of the sine curve where the current drops near maximum to
0, current in the shaded coil will agin be:

a . lagging
b. opposed
c. dropped
d. induced

25. A characteristic of a shaded-pole motor is:

a. poor starting torque
b. maximum torque on starting
c. low torque at high speeds
d. low RPM

78.01.08.06
26. How can a shaded-pole motor be reversed?

a. by switching the position of the end bells
b. by changing the windings
c. by reversing the stator
d. by reversing the rotor

27. Identify fiqt ire !lumber 4 on the attached illustration:

a. end bell
b. bearing
c. stator
d. winding

28. Identify item number 3 on the attached illustration.

a. rotor
b. end bell
c. winding
d. stator



78.01.08.06

SHADED POLE MOTOR

1
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78.01.08.06 (continued)

29. Identify item number I on the attached illustration:

a. rotor
b. bearing
C. stator
d. winding

30. All shaded-pole motors have rotors of what type?

a. squirrel-cage
b. slotted
c. split-phase
d. fast starting torque

78.01.08.07

31. If a shaded-pole motor is noisy, the trouble may be:

a. bad brushes
b. the wrong brush setting
c. worn bearing
d. a shorted field

32. When using a test lamp on an open field coil of a shaded-pole motor, the light
would:

a. stay cut
b. glow brightly
c. glow norm:Aily
d. glow dimly

33. When using a test lamp on a shorted field-coil of a shaded-pole motor, the
light would:

a. glow dimly
b. glow brightly
c. glow normally
d. stay out

34. How many phase does a shaded-pole motor have?

a. 2

b.
c. 3

d. 4

41 9
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78.01.08.07 (continued)

35. What meter would you use to troubleshoot a shaded pole motor?

a. velocity meter
b. ampmeter
c. VOM
d. micrometer

78.01.08.08

36. What method should be used to rewind a shaded-pole motor?

a. set winding
b. skein winding
c. hang winding
d. form winding

78.01.08.00.A2-2

37. If after repairing a shaded-pole motor you find that the motor does not run,
what may be the cause?

a. magnetic flux lines are intersecting a 45 degrees
b. loose bearings
c. magnetic flux lines are parallel
d. shorted field windings

38. When are shaded-pole motors used?

a. where extremely long life is desired
b. where high starting torque is needed
c. where very high horsepower is needed
d. where high starting torque is not needed

39. When repairing a field winding, how many turns should be in each field winding?

a. as many as specifications call for
b. it depends on the horsepower of the motor
c. it depends on if the motor is A-C or D-C
d. all shaded-pole motors require 1237 field windings

40. When repairing most shaded-pole motors, what should be done with the shaft
bushings or bearings?

a. lubricated with graphite
b. greased with multi-purpose grease
c. oiled with hearing oil
d. oiled with light machine' oil
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Student:

Date:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:
Operation of the Universal Motor

OBJECTIVE:

Write a description about the operation of a Universal Motor.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to write a description about the operation of a universal

motor that is consistent with the attached checklist. Also score at

least 80% on the multiple-choice test.

RESOURCES:

Checklist on operation of a universal motor. (attached)

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg, pages 254-255.

Universal Motor.
Introduction to Power Technology Principles of Electric Motors, Vega,

pages 36-39.

PROCEDURE:

Stcps

1. Read pages 2.4-2,55 in Electric Motor Repair.

2. Foll^: the checklist fur operation of motors. (Attached)

3. Complete experiment #5, Universal Motors in Introduction to

Power Technology pages 36-39.

4. Operate the motor and observe the characteristics of the motor

according to the items listed on the operational checklist attached.

5. Complete the multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. ZilLer

4 o_..,
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CHECKLIST: OPERATION OF A UNIVERSAL MOTOR

1. Connect motor to power source.

2. A universal motor is constructed with an armature

3.

and field coils; they are connected in series.

Current applied to the field coils will set up mag-

netic lines of force, which will react with the force

created by the armature and cause rotation.

4. Disconnect motor from power source.
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LAP TEST: OPERATION OF THE UNIVERSAL MOTOR

1. What are the two major characteristics of a universal motor?

a. high starting torque and variable speed.
b. low starting torque and variable speed.
c. low starting torque and lots of power.
d. high starting torque and constant speed.

2. Why is the universal motor the most popular type in the fractional horsepower
size?

a. it is inexpensive.
b. it is used on most household appliances.
c. it doesn't have field coils.
d. it can be used as a generator.

3. What is the purpose of the field core in a universal motor?

a. it houses the bearings.
b. it supports the outer housing.
c. it holds the armature.
d. it holds the coil.

. What type of motor is very similar to the DC series motor?

a. shaded pole.
b. universal.
c. z

d. split phase.

5. The type of motor that can be used on either AC or DC voltage is:

a. a shaded pole motor.
b. a split phase motor.
c. a universal motor.
d. a repulsion motor.

6. What causes rotation in a universal motor when the armature and field coils are
connected in series and current is applied?

a. a current is induced to cause electromatic induction.
b. field coils change polarity, causing armature to turn under load.
c. brushes lift and rotation is maintained by field coils under load.
d. lines created by field react with lines created by armature.

4 4
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7. Universal motors run on what currents?

a. 115 volts.
b. AC only.
c. DC only.
d. single phase AC or DC.

6. What are the two types of universal motors?

a. split commutator and slipring.
b. split phase and shaded pole.
c. concentrated field and field winding.
d. AC and DC.

9. small in size are universal motors?

1/10 HP.
b. 1/100 HP.
c. 1/200 HP_
d. 1/3 HP.

10. How are the armature and field coils connected?

a. parallel series.
b. parallel.
c. series parallel.
d. series.
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: OPERATION OF THE UNIVERSAL MOTOR

1. A
2. B
3. D

4. B
5. C
6. D

7. D

8. C
9. C

10. D
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Universal Motor Construction

OBJECTIVE:

Student:

Identify the component parts of a universal motor.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Date:

Student is to identify by labeling the component parts of a universal

motor that is consistent with attached checklist. Also score at least.

80% on the multiple-choice test.

RESOURCES:

Illustration of a Universal Motor. (Attached)

Checklist on disassembly of a Universal Motor. (Attached)

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg, pages 254-255.

Universal Motor.
Hand tools
Universal Motor display board

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. ;..,OG 254-25'J L. ..'lectric Motor Repair.
Follow the ceck11:1t Eor diai:.sembl,,r of motors. (Attached)

3. Complete the multiple-choice test. item:; For this LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. Z 11 er
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CHECKLIST FOR DISASSEMBLY: UNIVERSAL MOTOR

1. Remove brushes with proper hand tools.

78.01.08.02.A2-0

2. Mark stator and end bell.

3. Using proper hand tools, remove nuts and bolts (Don't lose
nuts and bolts) .

4. Remove end bells from stator.

5. Gently slip armature from laminated core.

6. Refer to the attached exploded view.
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UNIVERSAL MOTOR

BEARINGS
REAR BRUSH
END BELL HOLDER

CARBON
BRUSH

METAL CLAMPS

ARMATURE
COILS

78.01.08.02.A2-0

ARMATURE SHAFT
FAN

COMMUTATOR

LAMI NATED
CORE

4 *.:d

FRONT END BELL

B EAR I NC
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. How is the commutator of a universal motor connected to the shaft?

a. it is oiled on.
b. it is set screwed on.
c. pressed on.

welded on.

2. Where is the frame located on a universal motor?

a. end plates.
b. outer housing.
c. coil bracket.
d. field core.

3. Why are universal motors usually built into the device they drive?

a. they run at very low speed and cause vibration.
b. they don't have any moving parts.
c. they run at dangerously high speed without load.
d. the bearings don't have to be lubricated.

4. With what is the field core constructed on a universal motor?

a. with heavy flat copper wire.
b. with tightly pressed and riveted laminations.
L. with srt.a!' round copper wire.
d. one wire.

5. Identify #6 on the exploded view of a universal motor (attached) .

a. bell housing.
b. metal clamps.
c. field coils.
d. laminated core.

6. Identify #2 on the exploded view of a universal motor.

a. oil seal.
U. carbon brush holder.
C. bearings.
;I. carbon bru5hes.
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7. Identify #4 on the attached figure.

a. fan.
b. commutator.
c. laminated core.
d. armature.

8. Identify#1 on the attached figure.

a. armature coils.
b. field coils.
c. commutator.
d. metal clamps.

9. Identify #3 on the attached figure.

a. laminated core.
b. armature.
c. brush holder.
d. fan.

10. Identify #5 on the attached figure.

a. commutator.
b. armature coils.
c. fan.
d. laminated core.
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: UNIVERSAL MOTOR CONSTRUCTION

. C
2. B

3. C
4. B

S. D

6. D
7. U
8. B

9. C
10.
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PERFORMANCE ACTNITY: Troublt nootinc UnilJersal Nctors

OBJECTIVE:

Foecodc 78.01.08.03.A2-0

DatoPutAMIed. 2-24-76

Studom:

Date:

Packag

Troubleshoot a universaL motor following the steps given on the attached

checklist.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

MU:_it: operate prol_:criy nna the :ALlant l.. Lo make n check-

list on troubleshooting of the motor that is consistent with the given

checklist. Successfully complete et least ti(). of the items on a multiple-

choice test about this LAP.

Universal motor
Ohmmeter
Growler
Ammeter
Voltmeter

RESOURCES

Checklist on troubleshooting a motor. (Attnehcl)

Universal Motor.
Service Mar Ials.

h.: r, by Robert Rosenberg, pages 2L4 -265.

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. PoLlow the checklists for troubleshooting a motor.

2. Complete they multale-,.:noic%. Lest. items for this LAP.

Principal Author(s): T,

4
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CHECKLIST FOR TROUBLESHOOTING: UNIVERSAL MOTOR.

I. ii,fiake a thorough visual insr,ection.

2. If the motor sparks badly. check tor:

a. Shorted field poles (Ohmmeter) (Growler)
b. Wrong lead position on the co; mutatur .
c. Open armature coils (Orirrirrict:::r).
d . Shorted armature coils (Growler) .

e. Reversed coil leads.
r. Worn bearings.
g . High mica.
h. Wrong direction of rotation.

3 ii the motor runs hot, check for

a. Worn bearings.
b. Dry bearings.
c. Shorted coils (Growier).
d . Overload (Ammeter).
e. Shorted fields (Growler) .

f. Brushes off neutral .

4. If tiro motor i.:.mok.es, check for:

Shorted arinature (Growler) .

b. Shorted .ields (Crowler).
c. Worn bearings.
d. Wrong voltage (Voltmeter)

.:Aminet.or).

if the' r- r tor.

a. Shorted coils (Growler'
b. Shorted field (Cr ow I .2.,

c. Wrong brush
d. Worn

field
Take a resistance i-eaLling ::w1 the -:r.-nature coils. (Record v_lues) .

7. Plug the motor into 1! 'SA/ A.0 povvi.!r
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Take a voltage reading on the motor terminals. (kecord value) Compare

with manufacturer's name plae.

9. Using an ammeter take a curr,:nt readincj on the motor. (Record value) .

Compare with manulacturer':, :ame plate

10. Disconnect from

11 Connect fields to a sow D.C.

12. Use a compass and check for polarity.
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Li LAP TEST: -rk ou BLESI 100T1 NG UNIVERSAL MOTORS

1. Shorted coils will cause a univc.:ri:;ol motor to.

a. have poor torque.
b. smoke.

run hot.
d. spark badly.

2. If the bearing housing was hot in a universal motor, the problem might be:

a. the wrong voltage being
b. a shorted armature.
c. a bad or dry bearing.
d. an open field coil.

3. What piece of test equipment should be used to test for an open field coil winding
in a universal motor?

a. voltmeter.
b. a wattmeter.
c. an ohmmeter.
d. on ammeter.

4. When using a test Limp on an open Held coil of a universal motor, the light
would:

b. in.., I I y

c. glow dimly.
d. glow brightly.

S. What would the wrong brush position cause a univers;-11 mot' to do?

d . run hot .
smoke.

c. ..-;park badly.
have pu m. for cp,.

What in a motor that it to rotale ' ;low'

a. short in the armature.
b. short in the switch.
c. open field coil.
d. reversed motor leads. 4
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7 When metering a universe; field cOI, Cie V, connected?

a. in parallel with the ,..:(..;:.-,cr,utator.
b. in paral;el vvith

:n series ,.vith the stati:,:-
:1. if-, sirir;2.::: vi t Zhu

"3. L 1.r;;. :(..:1Li what problems could
Lrisr;?

te field 0,Dil5 would
L. it would snort out the arrnaturc .

it is ,-.1nocall cunnecLion.
the motor hual.

6ne 1;1_,Uf 2.011

b. rowinu th, culls
c. 't is a normal

"..ne wLcc motor.

10. When testing for shor:s, what tes'. in!,:rumerit is used?

amprobLs.
b. voltmeter.

grower.
d. ammeter.
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: TROUBLESHOOTING UNIVERSAL MOTORS

I. A
2.
3. n.

4. A
S. D

6. D

7. D

8. C
9. B

10. C
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OBJECTIVE:

Sttkiunt:

Repair a universal motor following the stops to repair given in the

attatied ,:711ecklintn.

EVALUATION PitC)CEDURE:

The appliance operate properly and che ntudent in LL a.lake a check-

list: on repair of the motor that is consistent with the given checklists.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the item on a multiple-choice

test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Illustration of a Universal Motor. (Attached)

Checklist on repair of the motor. (Attached)

Universal motor.
Service Manuals.
Electric Motor Repair, by Robert. Rosenberg, pages 264-26.

30 -w oil

PROCLLPF:

Steps

1. Pollow the checklists for repairing a motor. Attached)

2. Complete the multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

Principa) Author(s): T. Zi1iCr.
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LAP TEST: REPAIRING UNIVERSAL MOTORS

1 How many start windings are required by a shaded pole motor?

three.
b. four.
c. two.
d. one.

78.01 .08.04. A2-2

12-23-74

). When are the field windings and armature in a universal motor tested for defects?

(J

b.

d.

aft,.4r us 5ernb iy
before assembly.
before and after assembly.
after cleaning and lubrication.

3. If a universal motor sparks badly, the trouble may be:

14.

a. shorted fields.
b. overload.
c. high mica.
d. wrong voltage.

Reversed coil IE::6ds in a universal motor will cause:

a. hot motor.
b. bad sparking.

smoke.
d. qur.

5. If a universal motor has poor torque, the trouble may be:

a. brushes off neutral.
k. shorted armature.

.;iver load.
d. shorted field.

b. If a universal motor smokes, the trouble may be:

. reversed coil leads.
b. high mica.
c. worn bearings.
d. wrong brush position.
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7. If a universal motor has dry bearings, it will:

a. spark badly.
b. smoke.
c. have poor torque.
d. run hot.

3. If a universal motor sparks badly, the trouble may be:

0.

a. brushes off neutral.
b. overload.
c. wrong voltage.
d. shorted field poles.

How many coik are usually found in a universal motor armalure slot?

a. two.
b. one.
c. three.
d. four.

10. When installing new insulation in a universal motor armature, how far should
the insulation extend above the end of the slots?

a. 1/4 inch.
b. 1/16 inch.
c. 3/8 inch.
d. 1/2 inch.
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: REPAIRING UNIVERSAL MOTORS

1. D

2. C

3. C

4. B

ei. D

6. C

7. D

8. D

9. A
10. B
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Learning Activity P cica e
Student:

Date:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: _92eration of the Shaded Pole Motor

OBJECTIVE:

Desciibe the operation of a shaded pole motor.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Student is to write a description about the operation of a shaded pole

motor that is consistent with the attached checklist. Successfully

complete ast least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about this

LAP.

RESOURCES:

Checklist on operation of a shaded pole motor.

Electric Motor Repair, Robert Rosenberg, pages 265 -267.

Introduction to Power Technology Principles of Electric Motors, Vega,

pages 28-31.
Shaded pole motor.

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Rea,' 26F-267 in LA. -7tric Motor Repair.

2. Follow the checklist for operation of motors. (Attached)

3. Complete experiment #3 Shade -Pole Motors in Introduction to Power

Technology pages 28-31.
4. Operate the motor and observe the characteristics of the motor

according to the items listed on the operational eherIclist attached.

5. Coml.:lute the multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

Principa: Author(s): T. Ziller

4 4
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OPERATIONAL CHECKLIST FOR SHADED POLE MOTOR

1. Connect rriotoi- to power source.

2. Salient field pole is one heavy solid copper coil (1 turn) .

3. Field coil lies on top.

4. Disconnect motor from power source.

78.01.08.05.A2-0

ti
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PEFIFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

OBJECTIVE:

File Code
78.01. 08. 06.A2-0

Date Published:
2-24-76

Le arniIng Activity Bata
Student:

Shaded-Pole Motor Construction

Identify the component parts of a shaded-pole motor.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Date:

Student is to identify by labeling the component parts of a shaded-pole

motor that is consistent with the attached checklist. Successfully

complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about this

LAP.

RESOURCES:

Illustration of a shaded-pole motor. (Attached)

Checklist on disassembly of a shaded-pole motor. (Attached)

Electric Motor Repair Robert Rosenberg, pages 265-267.

Shaded-Pole motor.

PROCEDURE:

Steps

1. Cc-v Lew :.) , 265-2G7 in Electric Motor Repair.

2. Fe!' cL-r!klist ..,.,:. 4.if>ssembly of motors. (Attached)

3. Compteie the multipl-choicc. test items for this LAP.

Principal Author(s): T. I l er

4 4
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CHECKLIST FOR DISASSEMBLY: SHADED POLE MOTOR

1. Scratch two (2) lines on end of stator and end bell (about long).

2. Scratch one (1) line on end of stator and other end bell (About 1" long) .

3. Remove bolts (don't lose nuts and bolts) .

4. Gently tap end bells and remove from stator.

5. Gently remove rotor from stator .

6. Refer to the exploded view.

4i8
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Studont

Date:
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File Coda: ._
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Date Published:
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LAP TEST: OPERATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE
SHADED POLE MOTOR

1. How are the shaded poles connected?

a. series opposing.
b. parallel alternately.
c. series alternately.
d. parallel supporting.

2. During the part of the sine curve where the current drops near maximum to 0,
currect in the shaded coil will again be:

a. lagging.
b. opposed.
c. dropred,
d. induced.

3. A characteristic of a shaded pole motor is:

a. poor starting torque.
b. maximum torque on starting.
c. low torque at high speeds.
d. low RPM.

Li. Where are shaded pole motors used?

a.
b. compressor motors.
c. large appliances.
d. power tools.

5. How are shaded pole motors reversed?

a. reverse the current.
reversed the brushes.

c. reversed field coils.
one shaded winding is closed one shaded winding is open.
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78.01.08.06

6. Shaded pole motor consists of:

78.01.08.05.A2-2

78.01.08.06.A2-2

a. two end bells, one stator, one rotor, and one set of brushes.
b. two end bells, two stators and one rotor.
c. two end bells, one rotor, one stator and one fan.
d. two end bells, one rotor and one stator.

7. How can a shaded pole motor be reversed?

a. by switching the positions of the end bells.
b. by changing the windings.
c. by reversing the stator.
d. by reversing the rotor.

8. Identify item number 1 on the attached illustration?

a. rotor.
b. bearing.
c. stator.
d. winding.

9. All shaded pole motors have rotors of what type?

a. squirrel cage.
b. slotted.
c. split phase.
d. fast starting torque.

10. Why can only one end plate be removed on a shaded pole motor?

a. t of 'crame.
b. its spot welded.
c. it has a special bearing.
d. its part of the rotor.
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SHADED POLE MOTOR
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: OPERATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE
SHADED POLE MOTOR

LAP .05

1. C
2. D
3. A
4. A
5. D

LAP .06

6. D
7. C
8. A
9. A

10. A
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Le rain- cc-itivity Package
Student:

Dam

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Troubleshooting Shaded Pole Motors

OBJECTIVE:

Troubleshoot shaded pole motors following the steps given on the
attached checklist.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The appliance must operate properly and the student is to make a

checklist on troubleshooting the motor that is consistent with the

given checklist. Successfully complete at least 80% of the items

on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.

Ohmmeter
Growler
Ammeter
Voltmeter

RESOURCES:

Checklist on troubleshooting a motor. (Attached)

Shaded pole motor.
Service Manuals.
Electric Motor R.pair, by Robert Rosenberg.

PF-CEDURE:

Steps

1. Follow the checklist for troubleshooting a motor. (2-0-.Lached)

2. Complete the multiple-choice test items for this LAP.

Principol Author(s): T. 1 1(9.
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CHECKLIST FOR TROUBL.ESHOOTING: SHADED POLE MOTOR

1. Make a thorough visual inspection.

2. If motor runs hot, check for:

a. Worn bearings.
b. Dry bearings.
c. Shorted fields (Ohmmeter) (Growler).
d. Overload (Ammeter).

3. If motor smokes, check for:

a. Worn bearings.
b. Shorted fields (Ohmmeter) (Growler).
c. Wrong voltage (Voltmeter) .

d. Overload (Ammeter) .

4. If motor has poor torque, check for:

a. Shorted field (Ohmmeter) (Growler) .

b. Worn bearings.
c. Plugged with dirt.

78.01.08.07.A2-0

5. Take a resistance reading on the motor field windings. (Record value).

6. Plug the motor into 115V AC power source.

7. Take a voltage reading on the motor terminals. (Record value) Compare with
manufacturer's name plate.

B. iT.'n amp, take a current reading on the motor (Record value) . Compare
with ir.?.,.._*.t..4rer's nr-s.rne

9. Disconnect from AC power.

10. Connect fields to a low D.C. voltage.

11. Use a compass and check for polarity.
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LAP TEST: TROUBLESHOOTING SHADED POLE MOTORS

1. If a shaded-pole motor has poor starting torque, the trouble might exist in:

a. the voltage being applied.
ta. the loGcl.
c. the field.
d. the armature

2. If a shaded -pole motor smokes, the repairman should check for:

a. dirt.
b. a shorted armature.
c. wrong voltage.
d. a shorted auxiliary winding.

3. What piece of test equipment should be used to test for an open-field coil
in a shaded-pole motor?

a. an ohmmeter
b. a wattmeter
c. a voltmeter
d. an ammeter

14. If a shaded-pole motor is plugged with dirt, one symptom will be:

a. heat.
L. a non- opc:-Ational motor.
C.

d. poor torque.

5. If a shaded-pole motor is noisy, the trouble may be:

a. had brushes.
b. the wrong brush setting.
c. worn bearing.
d. a shorted field.

6. When using a test lamp on a open-field coil of a shaded-pole motor, the light
would:

a. stay cut.
b. glow brightly.

. glow normal ly
d g low dimly.
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7. When using a test lamp on a shorted field-coil of a shaded-pole motor, the
light would:

a. glow dimly.
b. glow brightly.
c. glow normally.
d. stay cut.

8. How many phases does a shaded-pole motor have?

a. 2

b. 1

c. 3

d. 4

9. What meter would you use to troubleshoot a shaded-pole motor?

a. velocity meter
h. ampmeter
c. VOM
d. micrometer

10. Windings in a stator in a shaded-pole motor must be connected so what will
develop?

a. alike polarity results
b. variable polarity results
c. consistent polarity results
d. alternate polarity results
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: TROUBLESHOOTING SHADED POLE MOTORS

1. C
2. C
3. A
4. D

5. C

6. A
7. C

8. B

9. C
10. D
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

OBJECTIVE:

File Code
78.01.08.08.A2 -0

Date Published 2-24-76

Learn ctivity ackage
Student:

Date:

Repairing Shaded Pole Motors

Repair a shaded pole motor following the steps for repair given

on the attached checklist.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The appliance must operate properly and the student is to make a

checklist on repair of the motor that is consistent with the given

checklists. Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a

multiple-choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

light machine oil
varnish

Illustration of shaded pole motor. (Attached)

Checklist on repair of the motor. (Attached)

Shaded pole motor.
Service Manuals.
Electric Motor ReTair, by Robert Rosenberg.

PROCEDUI.::!

Steps

1. Follow the checklists for repairing a motor. (Attached)

2. Complete the multiple-choice test items for this LAP_

Principal Author(:): T. Ziller

4 43
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CHECKLIST FOR REPAIRING SHADED POLE MOTORS

Service
1. Lubricate bearings. (light machine oil)
2. Insure that motor is not filled with lint or dirt.
3. Check for free rotation of shaft.

Repair
1. Using proper tools, remove bad bearings.
2. Replace bearing.
3. Lubricate new bearing.

Rewinding
1. Strip the stator.
2. Check for correct size of magnetic wire.
3. Fit paper insulation in stator. (see instructor when completed)
4. Rewind motor using the form winding method.
5. Splice and connect leads. (see instructor when completed)
6. Test new winding with proper test equipment.
7. Dip stator in varnish.
8. Reassemble the motor.
9. Connect motor to power source.

Reassembly
1. Gently set rotor inside stator.
2. Align end bells.
3. Insert bolts and tighten.
4. Connect motor to power source.
5. Refer to exploded view.

4G()
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LAP TEST: REPAIRING SHADED POLE MOTORS

1. What method should be used to rewind a shaded pole motor?

a. set winding.
b. skein winding.
c. hand winding.
d. form winding.

2. What will an ohmmeter read when testing a shorted armature coif for a shaded
pole motor?

a. zero.
b. a little resistance.
c. infinite.
d. the test cannot be performed with an ohmmeter.

3. Why should insulating paper be placed on the corners of a shaded pole motor
or around its core?

a. to prevent the coil from shorting.
b. to prevent damage to the armature.
c. to prevent the coil from grounding.
d. to prevent a blown fuse.

4. The easiest way to reverse a shaded pole motor is to:

a. reverse the field connections.
b. reverse the stator in its housing.
c. rwirit.i the fields.
d. rewind the stator.

5. If after repairing a shaded pole motor you find that the motor does not run, what
may be the cause?

a. magnetic flux lines are intersecting a 45 degree.
b. loose bearings.
c. magnetic flux lines are parallel.
d. shorted field windings.

5. A shaded pole motor has which of the following characteristics?

a. very long life.
b. low starting torque.
c. high starting torque.
d. very high efficiency.
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7. When are shaded pole motors used?

a. where extremely long life is desired.
b. where high starting torque is needed.
c. where very high horsepower is needed.
d. where high starting torque is not needed.

8. The stator on most shaded pole motors is constructed with what type of core?

a. laminated core.
b. solid core metalic.
c. very soft core.
d. resister nonmetallic core.

9. When repairing a field winding, how many turns should be in each field winding?

a. as many as specifications call for.
b. it depends on the horsepower of the motor.
c. it depends on if the motor is AC or DC.
d. all shaded pole motors require 1,237 field windings.

10. When repairing most shaded pole motors, what should be done with the shaft
bushings or bearings?

a. lubricated with graphite.
b. greased with mutli purpose grease.
c. oiled with heavy oil.
d. oiled with light machine oil.



1. D

2. A
3. C
4. B

5. D
6. B

7. D

8. A
9. A

10. I)

78.01.08.08.A2-2

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: REPAIRING SHADED POLE MOTORS

4124
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Student: File Code:
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Date: Date Published: 17-1 R-714

UNIT POST TEST: UNIVERSAL AND SHADED-POLE MOTORS

1. What are the two major characteristics of a universal motor?

a. high starting torque and variable speed
b. low starting torque and variable speed
c. low starting torque and lots of power
d. high starting torque and constant speed

2. Why is the universal motor the most popular type in the fractional horsepower
size?

a. it is inexpensive
b. it is used on most household appliances
c. it doesn't have field coils
d. it can be used as a generator

3. What is the purpose of the field core in a universal motor?

a. it houses the bearings
b. it supports the outer housing
C. it holds the armature
d. it holds the coils

4. The type of motor that can be used on either AC or DC voltage is.

a. ash :,ed-pole motor
. a split-phase motor

c. a universal motor
d. a repulsion motor

5. Universal motors run on what currents?

a. 115 volts
b. AC only
c. DC only
d. single-phase AC or DC
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78.01.08.02

6. Where is the frame located on a universal motor?

a. enc. .rtes
b. outer housing
c. coil bracket
d. field core

78.01.08.00.B2-2

7. Why are universal motors usually built into the device they drive?

o. they run at very low speed and cause vibration
b. they don't have any moving parts
c. they run at dangerously high speed without load

d. the bearings don't have to be lubricated

8. Identify #1 on the exploded view of a universal motor.

a. oil seal
b. carbon brush holder
c. bearings
d. carbon brushes

9. Identify #2 on the attached figure.

a. armature coils
b. field coil_
c. commutator
d. metal clamps

10. Identify #5 on the attached figure.

a. cor- ..:ucator
armature coils

c. fan
d. laminated core

78.01.08.03

11. If the bearing housing was hot in a universal motor, the problem might be:

a. the wrong voltage being applied
b. a shorted armature
c a bad or dry bearing
d. an open field coil

4C°
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78.01.08.03 (continued)

78.01.08.00.B2-2

12. What piece of test equipment should be used to test for an open field coil
winding in a universal motor?

a. a voltmeter
b. a wattmeter
c. an ohmmeter
d. an ammeter

13. When using a test lamp on an open-field coil of a universal motor, the light
would:

a. stay cut
b. glow normally
c. glow dimly
1. glow brightly

14. When metering a universal motor's field coil, the meter is connected:

a. in parallel with the commutator
b. in parallel with the field coil
c. in series with the stator windings
d. in series with the field coil

15. If the insulation is burnt on the field coils:

a. revarnish
b. rewind the coils
c. it is a normal condition
d. rewind the whole motor

78.01.08.°4

16. When are the fief.' windings and armature in a universal motor tested for
defects?

a. after assembly
b. before assembly
c. before and after assembly
d. after cleaning and lubrication

17. If a universal motor !parks badly, the trouble may be:

a. shorted f Ads
b. over loaf
c. high ,n -.ca
d. wrong \,)!;a9e

4 1, ?%
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78.01.08.04 (continued)

18. If a universal motor has dry bearings, it will:

a. spark badly
b. smoke
c. have poor torque
d. run hot

19. If a universal motor sparks badly, the trouble may be:

a. brushes off-neutral
b. overload
c. wrong voltage
d. shorted field poles

78.01.08.00.B2-2

20. How many coils are usually found in a universal motor armature slot?

a. two
b. one
C. three
d. four

78.01.08.05

21. Single phase induction motors require an auxiliary winding to provide t..e
motor with starting torque. How is this done in a shaded-pole motor?

a. one closed turn of heavy copper wire embedded in one side of each stator
pole

b. there is no reed because it has very little torque
c. rf12 ," turns of light copper wire in the stator or frame
U. it is wound at same time as the field coils

22. When does the magnetic axis flux shift from the unshaded part of the pole
to the shaded part?

a. in one full cycle
b. it doesn't shift
c. in one and a half cycles
d. in one-half cycle

23. What is the phase difference between the shaded winding and the field windings?

a. 45 degrees
b. 180 degrees
c. 90 degrees
d. 270 degrees 4
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78.01.08.05 (continued)

78.01.08.00.B2-2

24. Shaded-pole motors have stators constructed similarly to what other motor?

a . split -phase
b. universal
c. polyphase
d. shunt wound

25. As current drops, what is induced in the shaded coil?

a. very little current
b. no current
c. a great amount of current
d. reverse current

78.01.08.06
26. Identify figure number 5 on the attached illustration:

a. rotor
b. end bell
c. bearing
d. rotor

27. Identify figure number 4 on the attached illustration:

a. end bell
b. bearing
c. stator
d. winding

28. Identify item number 3 on the attached illustration:

a . rotor
b. end bell
c. winding
d. stator

29. Identify item number 2 on the attached illustration:

a. stator
b. winding
C. end bell
d. rotor
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78.01.08.06 (continued)

30. Identify item number 1 on the attached illustration:

a. rotor
b. bearing
c. stator
d. winding

78.01.08.07

31. if a shaded-pole motor smokes, the repairman should check for:

a. dirt
b. a shorted armature
c. wrong voltage
d. a shorted auxiliary winding

32. What piece of test equipment should be used to test for an open-field
coil in a shaded-pole motor?

a. an ohmmeter
b. a wattmeter
c. a voltmeter
d. an ammeter

33. If a shaded-pole motor is plugged with dirt, one symptom will be:

a. heat
b. a non-operational motor
c. smoke
d. per. tor_4ue

34. When using a test lamp on a shorted field-coil of a shaded-pole motor, the

light would:

a. glow dimly
b. glow brightly
c. glow normally
d. stay out

35. Windings in a stator in a shaded pole motor must be connected so what will

develop?

a. alike polarity results
b. v. ,riable polarity results
c. consistant polarity results
d. alternate polarity results
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78.01.08.08

36. What will an ohmmeter read when testing a shorted armature coil of a shaded-
pole motor?

78.01.08.00.B2-2

a. zero
b. a little resistance
c. infinite
d. the test cannot be performed with an ohmmeter

37. Why should insulating paper be placed on the corners of a shaded-pole motor
or around its core?

a. to prevent the coil from shorting
b. to prevent damage to the armature
c. to prevent the coil from grounding
d. to prevent a blown fuse

38. The easiest way to reverse a shaded pole motor is to:

a. reverse the field connections
b. reverse the stator in its housing
c. rewind the fields
d. rewind the stator

39. A shaded pole motor has which of the following characteristics?

a. very long life
b. low starting torque
c. high starting torque
d. very high efficiency

40. The stator on most shaded pole motors is constructed with what type of core?

1. laminated core
b. solid core nonmetallic
c. very soft nonmetallic
d. resistive nonmetallic
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UNIT PERFORMANCE TEST: UNIVERSAL AND SHADED POLE MOTORS

OBJECTIVE 1:

Given a malfunctioning universal or shaded pole motor the student will service

and repair a motor so that it functions according to the manufacturer's specifi-

cations, following safe practices and procedures.

OBJECTIVE 2:

Using appropriate tools and test equipment the student will take shorts and open

tests.

OBJECTIVE 3:

Using appropriate equipment, the student will rewind a faulty universal or shaded pole

motor.

OBJECTIVE 4:

Using appropriate tools and test equipment, the student will calculate and record

amperage, voltage, resistance and wattage of the universal or shaded pole motor.

TASK:

The student will service and repair a universal or shaded pole motor and, in the

process, he will make shorts and open and grounding tests, using appropriate test

equipment.

ASSIGNMENT:
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CONDITIONS:

The student will be given a malfunctioning universal or shaded pole motor. (It

may be bugged by the instructor or it may be one brought in by a customer.) He

will be required to service and repair the motor in conditions similar to those

in a typical motor repair shop. He will be allowed to use any and all tools, equip-

ment, service manuals, text books, etc., commonly found in a repair shop. He must

complete it in a reasonable length of time with no assistance from the instructor(s)

or students.

RESOURCES:

Tools internal- external snap ring pliers
7-piece nut driver set
Tool box 18x8x9
Circular gauge
Hacksaws
Pulley puller
Arc joint pliers
Lineman's pliers
Diagonal cutting pliers
Long chain-nose pliers
Locking prier wrench
Coil tamping pliers
4-piece standard set screwdrivers
Center punch
Cold chisel
Ball pein nammer
Lug crimpers
Wire skinner and straightener

Equipment:

Coil stripping chisel
Armature winder
Coil wicikier
EAternal Growler
Insulation former
Coil shapers
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PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

CRITERION
Met Not Met

Objective 1:

1. Follows safe practices and procedures.

Criterion: a. No injury results to the student or equipment.

b. Complies with OSHA requirements,

2. Follows proper procedures for disassembly.

Criterion: No damage results to the motor.

3, Diagnoses and troubleshoots malfunctions properly.

Crit.i on: When repaired, the motor functions according to

the manufacturer's specifications.

4. Reassembles the motor properly..

Criterion: Appliance functions according to the manufacturer's

specifications and the procedures followed agree

with those described in the service literature.

5. ThE repaired motor is repaired in a neat, professional

manner.

4 r-'"f
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CRITERION
Met Not Met

Criterion: No damage results to the motor such as opens and shorts.

6. All connections and fastenings are properly completed.

Criterion: The motor connection complies with the manufacturer's

specifications. The connections are mechanically

fastened and structurally sound. The connection

is electrically fastened and free of defects.

7. Motor furctions according to the manufacturer's specifi-

cations.

Criterion: Manufacturer's specifications.

8. Uses appropriate repair part and supplies.

Criterion: They match exactly those listed in the manufactur r's

specifications.

Objective 2:

9. Test for grounded commentator, using test lamp.

_._.

Cri'..xion: Trouble-shooting techniques reveal the malfunction

t-

as identified on the job sheet.

10. rest for shorted commentator, using test lamp.

Criterion: Trouble-shooting techniques reveal the malfunction

as identified by the job sheet.

11. Test for grounds, using growler or millivolt meter.

4
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CRITERION

Criterion: Trouble-shooting techniques reveal the malfunction

as identified by job sheet.

12. Test for shorts in the field coils, using a growler.

Criterion: Trouble-shooting techniques reveal the malfunction

as identified by job sheet.

13. Test for shorts in the armature coil. using a growler.

Criterion; Trouble-shooting techniques reveal the malfunctior

as identified by joh sheet.

14. Test for an open field coil, using an ohmmeter

Criterion: Trouble-shooting techniques reveal the malfunctior

as identified by job sheet..

15. Test fo, an open armature coil, using an ohmmeter.

Criterion: Trouble-shooting techniques reveal the malfunction

as identified by job sheet.

16. Test for reversed coils, using a compass or bar

magnet test.

Criterion: Trouble-shooting techniques reveal the malfunction,

as identified by job sheet.

Objective 3:

17. Uses coil-stripping tool to renove coils.
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CRITERION
Met Not Met

18. Uses armature winder, if appropriate, when winding the

armature.

19. Uses coil winder, if appropriate, when winding field coil

20. Uses insulation former, if appropriate, when insulating.

21. Us.s coil shaper, if appropriate, on the field coils.

Criterion: Proper equipment application results in a

defect-free operative motor.

Objective 4:

'u-at prapeat.____________

23. Wattage readings are accurate.

24. Voltage readings are accurate.

25. Amperage readings are accurate.

26. Resistance reodings are accurate.

Criterion: Manufacturer's specifications.

27. When applicable, mathematical calculations are correct.

Criterion: AC/DC Ci,:uit Manuals, Westinghouse.

28. The motor is repaired in a reasonable time.

Criterion: Not to exceed 6 hours.

The student must successfuly complete 25 out of 28 line items

to achieve an overall score of satisfactory.

Y.77,414.
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